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charges against them , we have concluded that said respondents are
entitled to appointed counsel. Accordingly,
It

is

ordered That the general counsel for the Commission take all

necessar and appropriate meastie s to secure adequate leg'"l represen-

tation for the above-named respondents.
Commissioners Dixon and Thompson would have closed this matter
for lack of public interest in furher proceedings.

IN THE MA'IR m'
CURCO , INC. , ET AL.
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMSSION ACT
Docket C- 2670.

Complaint ,

May

1975- Deci..,;ion ,

May

, 1975

Consent order requiring a Nutley, N.J. , manufacturer and distributor of ski bindings
and related items , among other things to cease anticompetitivc practices
having the effect of enforcing and
fixin the dealers ' resale prices for certain of
respondents ' products.

Appeara7les
For the Commission:

For the

Respondents:

Davi W. DiNardi

Richard F. McMahon

Lafferty, R(fwe

McMahon , McKeon Newark , N.
COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Feder"l Trde Commission Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the Federd!
Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Cubeo ,

Inc. , a

corporation , and Mitchell H. Cubberley, individually and as an offcer of
said corporation, hereinafter referred to as respondents, have violated

and are now violating the provisions of Section 5 of the Feder,,! Trde
Commssion Act (:*3 Stat. 719 , as amended; 15 U. C. !j45), and it
appearng to the Commssion that a proceeding by it in respect thereof
would be in the public interest , hereby issues its complaint, stating its
charges with fespect thereto as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Cubco ,

Inc. is a corpration organd

existing and doing business under and by viue of the laws of the State
of New Jersey, with its office and principal place of business locted on
Baltimore St. , Nutley, N.J.

Respondent Mitchell H. Cubberley is an officer of the corprate

, '
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respondent. He formulates , directs and controls the acts and practices
of the corporate respondent , including the acts and practices herein-

after set forth. His address is the same

as that of the corporate

respondent.
pAR. .

, Respondents have been and are now engaged in the

manufacture , sale and distribution of Cubco ski bindings and related
items , hereinafter referred to as said products. Respondents ' products
are subsequently distributed and sold to authorized dealers throughout
the United States for resale to the general public.

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their business as aforesaid

respondents have been and are now engaged

in commerce , as

commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , in that

respondents have sold and caused and now cause said products to be
shipped from the state in which they are manufactured or warehoused
to other States of the United States for resale and distribution through
authoried dealers.
PAR. 4. Except to the extent that competition has been hampered or

restrained as set forth in this complaint , respondents have been and are

now in competition with other persons , rmns and corprations engaged
in the manufacture , sale and distribution of said products.
PAR. 5. Respondents , in combination , agreement or understanding
with certain of their authorized dealers , or with the cooperation or

acquiesence of other of their dealers , have for the last several years

action to fix , establish and
maintain certain specifed uniform prices at which said products are
resold. In furherance of said planned course of action, respondents
been engaged in a planned coure of

have for the past several years eng'''ged

in the following acts and
practices , among others:
(a) Regularly furnishing their dealers with price lists and necessar

supplements thereto containing certain resale or retail prices;

(b) Establishing agreements ,
their dealers ,

understadings

, argements with

one or more of whom are located in states which do not

have fair trade laws ,

as a condition precedent to the grnting

dealership, that such dealers will maintain certn

of a

resale or retal

prices;
(c)

Informng their dealers,

by direct and

indirect means ,

that

respondents expect and requie such dealers to maintan and enforce
certain resale or retail prices ,

or such dealerships will be terminated.

(d) Requing their dealers to agre not to sell or otherwse supply or
furnsh their products to anyone

who is not an authorized dealer of the

respondents;

(e) Soliciting and obtaining from their dealers , cooperation and
assistance in identifying and reporting any dealer who advertises , or
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offers to sell , or sells said products at prices lower than certin resale
or retail prices; and
. Cf) Directing their salesmen , representatives and other employees to
secure and report information identifying any dealer who fails to
adhere to and maintain certain resale or retail prices,
PAR. 6. By means of such acts and practices , including but not limited
to the foregoing, respondents , in combination ,

standing with certain of their

agreement ,

or under-

authorized dealers and with the

acquiesence of other authoried dealers ,

have established , maintained

and pursued a planned course of action to fix and maintain certain
resale or retail prices at which said products will be resold.
PAR. 7. The aforementioned acts and practices of respondents have

been and are now having the effect of hampering and restraining
competition in the resale and distribution of said products , and

constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce , all in derog'"tion
of the public interest and in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of

certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption

hereof, and the respondents having 15een furnshed thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Boston Regional Office proposed
to present to the Commission for its consideration and which , if issued

by the Commission ,

would charge respondents with violation of the

Federal Trade Commssion Act; and

The respondents , their attorney and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order
an admission by the respondents of all the jursdictional facts set forth
in the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the sigug of said
agreement is for settlement purses only and does not constitute an
admission by respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in
such complaint , and waivers and other provisions as requied by the
Commission s rues; and
The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and having

determned that it had reason

to believe that the respondents have

violated the. said Act ,

and that complait should issue stating its
charges in that respect , having thereupon accepted the executed

consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record for
a period of sixty (60) days , now in furher conformty with the
procedure prescribed in Section 2. 34(b) of its rues , the Commission
hereby issues its complaint , makes the following jursdictional findings,
and enters the followig order;

Order
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1. Respondent Cubco , Inc. is a corporation organized , existing and
doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of New
Jersey, with its offce and principal place of business located at 20

Baltimore St. , Nutley, N.J.

Respondent Mitche11

H. Cubberley is an offcer of the corporate

respondent, He formulates , directs and controls the acts and practices

of the corporate respondent including the acts and practices hereinafter set forth. His address is the same as that of the corporate
respondent.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents, and the proceeding is

in the pubJic interest.
ORDER
1.

It

is

ordered

That respondents Cubco ,

Inc.

, a corpmtion , its

successors and assigns , and its officers , and Mitchell H. Cubberley,
individually and as an offcer of said corpordtion , and respondents

agents , representatives and employees , directly or through any
corporation , subsidiary, division or other device , in connection with the
manufacture , distribution , offering for sale or sale of ski bindings, ski
equipment and related items or any other product (hereinafter referred
to in this order as H said products ) in commerce , as " commerce " is
defined in the Federal Trade Commssion Act , do forthwith cease and
desist from:

A. EstabJishig, maintaining or enforcmg any contrdct, agreement

understanding or arrangement fixing, establishing, mantanig, controlling, influencing or enforcing in any way or to any extent, directly

or indirectly, the price at which any of said products is advertised , sold
or offered for sale at retail.
B. Requiring any dealer or prospective dealer to enter into an ord!

or wrtten agreement or understandig that such dealer or prospective
dealer wil maintan any resale or retal price for any of said products
as a condition of buying any of said products.
C. Requesting or requiring any dealer or prospective dealer , either
directly or indirectly, to report any dealer , person or Ill who does not
adhere to any resale or retai price for any of said products , or acting on
reports so obtained by refusing or

dealer , person or Ill

D.

so

threatenig to refuse sales to any

reported.

Directing or requing any of respondents ' salesmen, or any
other agent , representative , or employee , directly or indirectly, to

report any dealer who does not adhere to any resale or retaiJ price for
any of said products , or to act on such reports by refusing or

threatening to refuse sales to dealers so reported,
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E. Refusing or threatening to refuse any sales to any dealer or
prospective dealer , either directly or indiectly, or threatening to cancel
or t"rminate ,

or cancelling or terminating any dealer or prospective
dealer because of any resale or ' retail price observed , maintained , or
advertised by the dealer or prospective dealer for any of said products.

F.

Suggesting, for three (3) years from the date on which this order
becomes final , any resale price whatsoever for any of said products , by

price list,

discount schedule , invoicing procedure , pre- pricing of

commodities or their containers , or by any other means , to any reseller
whose resale prices are not or cannot lawfully be

controlled by

respondents in the manner prescribed by law and this order.

G. Requiring, from any dealer charged with price cutting or failure
to adhere to any resale or retail price , a promise or assurance to adhere

to any resale or retail price for any of said products as a condition

precedent to any future sales to said dealer.

H. Publishing, disseminating or circulating any price list , price

book , price tag, advertising or promotional material , or other document

indicating any resale or retail price without stating on each page of
such list ,

book, tag, advertising or promotional material or other

document that the price is suggested or approximate.
I. Requiring or inducing by any means , any dealer or prospective
dealer to refrain ,

or to agree to rcfJ;n from resellng any

of said

products to any other dealer or distributor.
Provied , however Nothing hereinabove shall be construed to waive

limit or otherwse affect the right of respondents to enter into
establish , maintain and enforce in any lawful manner any price
maintenance agreement excepted from the provisions of Section 5 of
the Federal Trade Commission Act by

viue of the

McGuire Act

amendments to said Act.
II.

It

is

fi,rther ordered

That the respondent corpration herein

shall within sixty (60) days after servce upon it of this order , mal a
copy of this order to each of its dealers in the Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico , the District of Columbia, and in those states which now , or at any
time in the future , do not permt fai trdde contracts , and , during the
five (5) year period of time following the date of servce of this order , to

all future dealers in these jurisdictions at the time said dealers are
opened as accounts , under cover of the letter annexed hereto as Exhibit
, and furish the Commission proof of the maig thereof.
III.
It
is further ordered That the respondent corpmlion herein
shall forthwith distribute a copy of this order to each of its opemting
divisions and to all of its sales personnel and shall instruct each sales
person employed by it now or in the future to read this order and to be

familiar with its provisions.
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IV.

It

is

further ordered

That respondents notify the Commission

at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the corporate
respondent such as dissolution , assigment or sale resulting in the
emergence of a successor corporation , the creation of or dissolution of
subsidiaries or any other such change in the corporation which may
affect compliance obligations arising out o f the order,
V.
It is further O'rdeTed That the respondents herein for a period of
five (5) years from the date of this signng establish and maintain a file
of all records referrng or relating to respondents' refusal to sell said

products to any dealer ,

which file shall contain a record of a

communication to each such dealer explaining respondents ' refusal to
sell , and which file wil be made available for Commssion inspection on
reasonable notice; and , annually, for a period of five (5) years from the
date hereof, submit a report to the Commission s Boston Regional

Offce listing the names and addresses of all dealers with whom
respondents have refused to deal over the preceding year , a description
of the reason for the refusal and the date of the refusaL
VI.

It

is

further ordered That the individual respondent

named

herein promptly notify the Commission of the discontinuance of his
present business or employment and of his affiiation with a new
business or employment. Such notice shall include respondent' s current
business address and a statement as to the nature of the business or
employment in which he is engaged a., wen as a description of his duties
and responsibilities.
VII.
It
is furtMr ordered That the respondents herein shall , within

sixty (60) days after service upon them of this order ,

fie with the

Commission a report , in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and

form in which they have complied with this order.
EXHIBIT A

(Ldtcrhead of Cubco ,

Inc.

Dear Dealer:
Cubco , Inc.

has entered into an agreement with the Federal Trade Commission
relating to the distributional activities and pricing policy of Cubco , Inc. A copy of t.he
consent oreler entered into pursuant to that agreement is enclosed herewith.
Cubco , Inc. has entered into this agreement solely for the purpose of settling a dispute
with the Commission , and the agreement and consent order is not to be const.rued a.'i an
admission by Cubeo , Inc. that it has violated any of the laws administered by the
Commission , or that any of the aJlegations in the complaint are true and correct. Instead
the ordf' r merely relates to the aetivities of Cubco , Inc. in the future.

In order that you may readiJy understand the tenns of t.he consent order , we have set
forth t.he essentials of t.he agreement with the Commission , although you must. realize
that the consent order itself is cont.rolling rather than t.he following explanation of it.s
provisions:
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(1) Our dealers in your area are free to
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et their own retail or resale prices for our

products.
(2) Cubeo , Inc. will not solicit , invite or encourage dealers , or any other persons to

report any dealer in your area riot folldwing any retail or resale price rorany of said
products , and , furthermore , will not ad on any sllch reports senl to it.
(3) Cubeo , Inc. will not require or induce its dealers in your area to refrain from
advertising- said products at any price or from selling or offering said products at any
price to any person.

SincereJy yours

Mitchell H. Cubberley
President
Enclosure

IN

THE MAITEH OF

CIRCULATION BUILDERS , INC. , ET AL.
Duckel 9004. Order ,

May

, 197.'

Denial of complaint counsel's motion to amend notice order in complaint to indicate

possibility that consumer redress may be sought.

Appeara,nces
Paul D. Hodge.

For the Commission:

Ralph E. Stone

For the respondents:

Stephen M. Koolpe MiJ Valley, Calif.

and

ORDt;R DENYING MOTON TO AMEND NOTICE ORDER
By order of Apr. 28 , 1975 , the administrative law judge certified to
the Commission complaint counsel's motion to amend the notice order
accompanying the complaint in this matter to indicate the possibility

that the CommissIon may seek consumer redress against respondents
pursuant to Section 206 of the Magnuson- Moss Waranty- Federal
Trade Commission Improvement Act. Whle complaint counsel is
generally free in Section 5 actions to ask for relief over and beyond that

, if any, consumer redress under the
Magnuson- Moss Act for acts or practices that occured prior to its
enactment is permitted by statute only where the Commssion s intent
to seek such relief is set out in the complaint or notice order. The law
described in the notice order

judge has accordingly certified complaint counsel's motion to amend to
the Commission.

No information was presented to the Commssion at the time this
complaint was issued as to why consumer redress should be sought and

none is now offered. Accordingly,

ATLANTIC PORTRAIT PLAN , ETC. , ET AL.
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ordered That the aforesaid motion to amend the notice order in
It is
this matter be , and it hereby is , denied.

IN THE MATTER OF'

ATLANTIC INDUSTRIES , INC. T/A ATLANTIC
PORTRAIT PLAN , ETC. , ET AL.
CONSENT ORDER , ETC" IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLAnON OF' THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket

8941.

Complaint ,

Oct.

197J- Decisio'n ,

May

:28 , 1975

Consent order requiring a Miami , Fla. , marketer of a photographic enlargement plan

subsidiaries , among other things to cease using
deceptive means to se1l its photographic enlargement plan and to collect

and three wholJy- owned

accounts.

Appearances
For the Commission:
For the respondents:

Edwo;rd J. Carnt
Hogan

and

W. Roland Cam.pbell

Hartson Wash. , D.
COMPLAINT -

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commssion Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act, the Federal
Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Atlantic Industries
Inc. , a corporation trading as Atlantic Portrait Plan and Atlantic Film
Club , International Baby Care , Inc. , Atlantic International Distributors , Inc. , a corporation trading as Amalgamated Credit and Collection
as
National
Bureau , National Direct Corporation , a corporation trading
,
Jeffrey
J.
Weiss
Advertised Products and International Album Plan

and Martin Osman , individually and as offcers of said corprations
Lawrence Hahn , individually and as an officer of Atlantic Industries
Inc. , and Richard S. Labovitz , individually and as an officer of
International Baby Care , Inc. and Atlantic International Distributors
Inc. , hereinafter referred to as respondents , have violated the
provisions of said act , and it appearing to the Commission that a

proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest
hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as
follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Atlantic

Industries , Inc. , trading as
Atlantic Portrait Plan , and Atlantic Film Club , is a corporation

organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws
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with its principal office and place of business

located at 720 N. W. 27th Ave. , Miami , Fla.

Respondent is now and for some time last past has been engaged in
the advertising, offering for sale; sale and distribution of photographs
photograph albums , photograph enlargements , photograph certificates
film and other merchandise to the public.
Trading as Atlantic Portrait Plan , respondents ' primary effort is to
sell a photograph enlargement plan. Under the plan , the customer is

entitled to have a specified number of enlargements developed by
respondents over a ten-year period. The customer pays a lump sum,
often on credit, for the plan and receives a book of coupons which are
redeemable for the enlargements. Said products are sold chiefly by
door- to- door

salesmen.

Respondent , trading as Atlantic Film Club , operates a fim processing service.
PAR. 2. Respondent International Baby Care , Inc. is a corporation
organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws
of the State of Delaware with its principal office and place of business
at 720 N. W. 27th Ave. , Miami , Fla. Respondent International Baby
Care , Inc. is a wholly- owned subsidiar of respondent Atlantic
Industries , Inc.
Respondent is now and for some tince last past has been engaged in
the advertising, offering for sale
furiture products to the

, sale and distribution of baby

public.

PAR. 3. Respondent Atlantic International Distributors, Inc. , trading
Collection Bureau , is a corporation
organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws

as Amalgamated Credit and

lorida. The corporate address is 720 N. W. 27th Ave.
Miami , Fla. Respondent Atlantic International Distributors , Inc. is a
wholly-owned subsidiary of respondent Atlantic Industries , Inc.
of the State of

Respondent Atlantic International Distributors , Inc. is now and for
some time last past has been engaged in the collection of delinquent

accounts for respondents Atlantic Industries,

Inc. and International

Baby Care , Inc.
PAR. 4. Respondent National Direct Corporation , trading as National
Advertised Products and International Album Plan , is a corporation
organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws
of the State of Florida ,

with its principal offce and place of business

located at 720 N. W, 27th Ave. , Miami , Fla. Respondent National Direct

Distrihutors , Inc. is a wholly-owned subsidiary of respondent Atlantic
Industries , Inc.
Respondent is now and for some time last past has been engaged in
the advertising, offering for sale , sale and distribution of photogrdphs

?!)
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photographic albums , photograph enlargements ,

photograph certifi-

cates , film and other merchandise to the public.

Trading as National Advertised Products , respondents '

effort is to se11 a

primar

photograph enlargement plan. Under the plan , the

tomer. .is entitled to have a specifc number of enlargements
developed ' by respondents. The customer pays a lump sum, often on
credit , for the plan and receives a book of coupons which are
redeemable for the enlargements. Said products are sold chiefly by
door- tn- door salesmen.
Trading as International Album Plan, respondents ' primar effort is
to sell a photograph enlargement plan. Under the plan , the customer is

entitled to have a specific number of enlargements developed

by

respondents. The customer pays a lump sum , often on credit , for the
plan and receives a book of coupons which are redeemabl

enlargements. Said products are sold chiefly by door-to- door

for the

salesmen.

PAR. 5. Respondents .Jeffrey.J. Weiss and Martin Osman are offcers
and directors of the four corporate respondents. Said individual
respondents formulate , direct , and control the acts and practices of the
corporate respondents , including the acts and practices hereinafter set
forth. The business address of the individual respondents is 720 N.
27th Ave. , Miami , Fla.

Respondent Lawrence Hahn is a director of the

four corporate

respondents and an officer of respondent Atlantic Industries , Inc. In
such positions ,

respondents in

the respondent cooperates - with the other individual
formulating, directing, or contro11ing the acts and

practices of the corporate respondents , including the acts and practices
hereinafter set forth. The business address of respondent Hahn is 228
Peachtree Rd" N. , Atlanta , Ga.
PAR. 6. Respondent Richard S. Labovitz is an officer of the corpordte
respondents International Baby Care , Inc. and Atlantic International
Distrihutors , Inc. and as such cooperdtes with the other individual

respondents in formulating, directing, and controllng the acts and
practices of the corporate respondents , including the acts and practices
hereinafter set forth. The business address of respondent Labovitz is
720 N. W. 27th Ave. , Miami , Fla.
PAR. 7. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid business , and at
all times

mentio

ed

herein , respondents have been, and are now , in

substantial competition , in commerce , with corporations , firms and
individuals in the sale of merchandise of the same generdl kind and

nature as that sold by respondents and in the collection of delinquent
accounts.

0 - 7r -

,.
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COUNT I

Alleging violations of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission
the allegations of Paragraphs One , Four , Five and Seven hereof
are incorporated by reference in Count I as if fully set forth verbatim.

, Act

PAR. 8. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid business
respondents now cause , and for some time last past have caused their
said photographs , photograph albums , photograph enlargements

photograph certificates , film and other merchandise to be sold in

various States of the United States , and when sold , to be shipped from
their place of business in the State of Florida to purchasers thereof
located in the varous States. Respondents maintain , and at all times
mentioned herein have maintained , a substantial course of trade in

commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the F' ederal Trade Commission
Act.
PAR. 9. In the course and conduct of their business and for the
purpose of inducing the purchase of their merchandise ,

respondents
respondents ! agents , representatives, and employees have made and
are now making numerous statements and representations directly or
by implication:
1. That customers

will receive a free prie ,

git , or bonus , namely a

photograph album , with the purchase o the photograph enlargement
plan.

2. That certain but not all prospective customers will be offered the
opportunity to purchase the plan at a " special" or " reduced" price and
that those prospective customers not offered the " special" or " reduced"

price must pay a higher price.
3. That the " special" or " reduced"

price is

low

respondents

established regular retail price for the plan.
4. That the " special" or " reduced" price is an " at cost" price which
includes only the cost to respondents of materials needed to print and
develop the enlargements.
5. That in order to purcha.o;e the plan at the " special" or " reduced"
price , the prospective customer must agree to display the photograph
album in his home.
6. That the special price is being offered for the purpose of
advertising and promoting respondents ' product.
PAR. IO. In truth and in fact:

L The album is not free. Its cost is included in the cost of the plan.
2. Every prospective customer is afforded the opportunity to
purcha...e the plan at the " special" or "

reduced" price and no customer

has to pay any higher price.

R The " special"

or " reduced" price is not below respondents

ATLAN'jC
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established regular retail price for the plan. Respondents have never
offered nor sold the plan for any price high"r than the so-cal1ed

special" or " reduced" price.
4. The so-called " special" or " reduced" price is not an " at

cost" price.

'Fhe cost of the plan includes .

more than the cost to respondents of
materials needed to print and develop the enlargements.
5. The prospective customers agreement to display the photograph
album is not a prerequisite to respondents sel1ing the plan to the

customer at the so-called " special" or " reduced" price.
6. Respondents '

offer is made for the purpose of realizing a profit

on the sale and not for the purpose of advertising or promoting their
portrait plan.

Therefore , the statements and representations set forth in Paragraph Nine are misleading and deceptive.
PAR. 11. In the further course and conduct of their business

respondents ' agents , representatives , and employees represent directly
or by implication that single enlargements are regularly sold by
respondents for $7 each. Using $7 to demonstrate value , respondents
further represent:

1. That the 100 coupon plan which has a base selling price of $189.

is valued at over $700.
2. That the 90 coupon plan which has a base sellng price of $149.

is valued at over $6:
3. That the 60 coupon plan which has a base sellng price of $89. 95

valued at over $420.
4, That customers win save the

is

difference between the value of the

plan and the base seJIng price.
PAR. 12. By and through the use of the statements set out in
Paragraph Eleven above , and others of similar import and meaning but
not expressly set out herein ,

respondents have represented , and are
now representing that on a regular basis for a reasonably substantial

period of time in the recent regular course of their business , single

enlargements have been sold for $7 and further that $7 per

enlargement would be a fair and accurate amount to use in determining
the value of respondents ' plan.
PAR. 18. In truth and in fact respondents have not sold single
enlargements for $7 or any other price on a regular basis for a
reasonably substantial period of time in the recent reguar course of

their business, Therefore , any demonstration of value or savingB based
on the $7 amount such as those described in Pargraph Eleven above
would be false and misleading.
In
addition , when demonstrating savings to customers , respondents
neglect to add to the base price of the plan an amount equal to seventy-
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five cents per enlargement which respondents charge to cover mailing

and handling. Respondents failure to include this extra charge is
deceptive and misleading because such failure results in an infation of
the amgunt a customer might save by purchasing the plan.
, PAR: 14. In the course and conduct of respondents ' operations of the

film processing service and for the purose of inducing the purchase of

their developing and printing services ,

respondents , respondents

agents , representatives and employees have made , and are now making

statements and representations to customers that customers wiU
receive a fresh roll of Kodak fim FREE with each roll of film
developed or printed by respondents. The free film has been offered by
respondents continuously for a period of at least two years. .
PAIL 15. By and through the use of the word " free " resporitlents have
represented directly or through implication that the price charged by
respondents is for processing alone and does not include any payment

for the film.
PAR. 16. In truth and in fact , the fim is not free because the

continuous offer of free fim over a long period of time has resulted in
the price for the processing service alone
for the processing

and

becoming the regular price

film in combination.

Thus , the statements and representations set out in Paragraphs
Fourteen and Fifteen above are false and misleading,
PAR. 17. The use by respondents of the-dforesaid false , misleading
and deceptive statements , representations and practices has had , and

now has , the capacity and tendency to mislead members of the
purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that said

statements and representations were and are true and into the
purchase of substantial quantities of respondents ' merchandise because
of such erroneous and mistaken belieL
PAR. 18. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents , as alleged

herein , were and are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and of
respondents ' competitors and constituted , and now constitute , unfai
methods of competition in commerce and unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
COUNT II

Alleging violation s of Section 5 of the Federdl Trade Commission
Act , the allegations of Paragrphs One , Two , Four , Five , Six and Seven

hereof are incorporated by reference in Count II as if fully set forth
verbatim.
PAR. l!. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid business

respondents now cause , and for some time last past have caused their

fill.. fil
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said photographs , photograph albums , photograph enlargements

photograph certificates , film , baby furture , and other merchandise to

be sold in various States of the United States , and whcn sold , to be

shipped from their place

of business in the State of Florida to

purchasers thereof located in various States. Respondents maintain
and at a1ltimes mentioned herein have maintained , a substantial course
of trade in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade

Commission Act.
PAR. 20. In the course and conduct of respondents ' business

respondents '

agents

, representatives and employees

have made

directly or by implication , statements and representations to customers

that contracts entered into between respondents and said customers
are non- cancellable. However , such statements are false , misleading
and deceptive because in truth and in fact state statutes provide

customers a right to cancel.
PAR. 21. The use by respondents of the aforesaid false , misleading

and deceptive statements , representations and practices has had , and
now has , the capacity and tendency to mislead members of the
purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that said
statements and representations were and are true.
PAR. 22. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents , as alleged

herein , were and are all to the prejudice and injur of the public and of
respondents ' competitors and constituted , and now constitute , unfair
methods of competition in commerce and unfai and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
COUNT II

Alleging violations of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act , the allegations of Paragraphs One , Two , Three , Four , Five , Six and
III
as if fully set
Seven hereof are incorporated by reference in Count
forth verbatim,
PAR. 23. In thc course and conduct of their aforesaid business

la. past have caused , letters
forms , and various other kinds and types of documents relating to the
respondents now cause and for some time

collection of delinquent accounts to be deposited in the United States

mail and transmitted to persons located in the various States of the
United States , all of which constitute a par of the coure of trade in
commerce as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission

Act.
PAn. 24.

In

the furtherance of their business and for the purpose of

inducing the payment of purprtedly

respondents '

delinquent accounts ,

respondents

agents , representatives , and employees have sent or

* *
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caused to be sent through the mail ,

letters , forms , and other printed
matter in which respondents make certain statements and representations to purportedly delinquent customers. Tyical , but not all inclusive
, of said

statements and representations are the following:
(Letterhead)
AMALGAMATED CREDIT AND COLLECTION BUREAU
P. O. Box 7Hl

Bronx General Post Office
Bronx , New York 10451
Dear Debtor:

Your account has been given to us by Atlantic Portrait Plan *embaITassing and expensive situation, mail your check or money order

. To avoid an
directly

Amalgamated Credit and Collection Bureau.
2. Thf above account has for value received bp.en assigned to th( credit bureau for
immediate collection procedure.

FINAL NOTICF,

* * * You are hereby notified that we intend to institute legal action to be brought
against you for the entire balance of your account.

4. If yOIl do not see fit to lake care of this small matter and honor your obligations
we wiJ have no alternative but to collect through the Small Claims Court..
PAR. 25. By and through the use of the aforesaid statements
representations described in Paragraph

and

'Twenty- Four above and others

of similar import not specifically set out herein, respondents represent
and have represented directly or by implication that:
1. Delinquent accounts have been tured over or assigned for value
by respondents to an independent credit and colledion bureau.
or take
suit
2. If payments are not made , respondents will institute
other legal action to collect the outstanding amount clue.
PAR. 26, Such statements as those set out in Paragraphs Twenty-

Four and Twenty- Five above are false and misleading because in truth
and in fact:
1. Accounts have not been tured over nor assigned for value to
independent credit and collection bureaus. Respondent Atlantic
International Distributors , Inc. , trading as Amalgamated Credit and
Collection Bureau , is a corporate device used by Atlantic Industries
Inc. and the individual respondents. By use of the device respondents
hope to effect the collection of delinquent accounts by representing and
implying that the respondent Amalg'dmated Credit and

Collection

Bureau is an independent collection agency.

2. Respondents seldom , if ever , bring legal action to collect

delinquent accounts.

PAR. 27. In the further course and conduct of the

collection of

, !,
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delinquent accounts , respondents send or cause to be sent forms , such
as the one entitled " Demand for the Payment of Debt," designed to
mislead the recipient into believing that such form was sent by a
government body or one of its agencies.

. PAR. 28. The use by respondents of the aforesaid false , misleading
mi.d deceptive statements , representations and practices has had , and

now has , the capacity and tendency to mislead members of the
purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that said

statements and representations were and are true and into the
payment of said delinquent accounts because of such erroneous and
mistaken belief.
PAR. 29. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents , as alleged

herein , were and are aU to the prejudice and injury of the public and of
respondents ' competitors and constituted , and now constitute , unai
methods of competition in commerce and unai and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
ORDER AMENDING COMPLAINT
By motion fied Dec. 19 ,

1973 , complaint counel have requested that

the complaint be amended in several respects and that certain
amendments he made to the preamble to the form of order served with
the complaint. Specifcally, complaint counsel have requested that the
following amendments be made:

(1) Amend subparagraph 2 of Paragrph Ten of Count I to read:
if not aU , prospective customers are afforded the opportunity to purchase the plan at the " special" or " reduced" price and no
2. Most ,

customer has to pay any higher price.

(2) Amend subparagrdph 3 of Paragrph Ten of Count I to read:
price is not
belo respondents

3. The " special" or " reduced"

established reguar retail price of the

plan. Respondents seldom ,

if

ever, have offered or sold the plan for any price higher than the so
called " special" or " reduced" price.

(8) Amend subpargraph 1 of Paragrph Eleven of Count I to read:
1. That the l00-coupon plan , which has a base selling price of
$199. 95 or $189. , is valued at over $700.
(4) Add as subpargraph 7 to Paragrph Nine of Count
7, That the purpose of respondents ' initial contact with the prospect
is to give a surrise which was sent out by respondents ' public relations

department , or to present an advertising promotion or to
courtesy presentation
other than the

, or is for purses

respondents ' products or servces.
(5) Add as subparagraph 7 to Paragraph Ten of Count

make a
sale of

* *- *
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7. Respondents '

sales representatives have not

and are not

contacting persons in their homes or places of business primarily for
, the Ifrpose of giving a

surprise; presenting an advcrtising promotion

or making a couresy

presentation. To the contrary, the primar

purose for contacting such persons has been and is to sell respondents
products or services.

((j) Amend the preamble

to Part I of the proposed order by

substituting the word " " for the word " and" in the tenth line thereof.
(7) Amend the preamble to Part II of the proposed order by

substituting the word "
thereof.

" for the word " and"

in the eleventh line

Respondents have filed response to complaint counsel' s motion to
amend the complaint whercin they do not oppose the proposed

amendments numbered (1), (2), (3), (6) and (7) as set forth above.
Complaint counsel have fied a reply to respondents ' response , which
reply has been accepted into the record and duly considered by the

undersigned,
The authority of the administrative law judge to amcnd a complaint
is set forth in Section a. 15(a)(1) of the Commission s Rules of Practice.
This section of the rules provides that the administrative law judge
may allow appropriate amendments to the complaint , if a determination
of the controversy on the merits will be facilitated thercby;

Provd

however That motions for amendments may bc allowed only if the
amendment is " reasonably within the scope of the original complaint"

Motions for other amendments to complaints shall be certifed to
Commission.

the

The Commission has on a number of occa,ions interpretcd this
In
Starurd Camera Cor. , et al. 6.'3 F. TcG, 12.18 , 1266 (19f.'3),

section.

the Commission stated:
Our Rules of Practice empower a hearing examiner to allow appropriate amendments
to the pleading-so Such

power is limited , however , by the caveat that the amendments

must be " reasonabJy

within the scope of the proceeding initiated by the original

compJaint." Where the effect of the amendment is an aJteration of the underlying theory
behind the complaint , or where it alleges substantially different ads or practices on the

part of the respondent , or where it requires different determinations with respect to the
belief that a violation has occurred and that the public interest is jeopardized , the hearingThus , where an amendment impinges
upon powers exercised exclusively by the Commission , it is inC'umbent upon the hearing

examiner is without power to authorize it.

examiner to certify the matter to us for determination.

Accordingly, the requested amendments to subparagrdphs 2 and 3 of
Paragraph Ten and subparagrdph 1 of Pargrdph Eleven of Count I are

hereby granted. These subpamgraphs will be amended as requested by
complaint counsel and as set forth hereinabove. These amendments
involve a restatement of the methods employed by respondents in
effectuating" the practices alleged to be unlawful and are so related to

" "
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the subject matter of this proceeding as to be well within the scope of
the original complaint (see

58 F.

Capdol Rewyds Distributing Cororation

C, 1170 ,

1174 (1961)). Furher , such amendments will facilitate a
determnation of this controversy on the merits and will not prejudice

interest or the rights of the paries hereto.
The amendments requested to be made to the preamble of Par I and
the preamble of Par II of the form of order served with the complaint
are hereby denied. In the first place , the form of order served with the
complaint is not a pleading as such; it does not set forth allegations of
unlawful conduct. Furher , it is subject to change or modiciation if
the publi

record fads adduced during the proceeding make such furher or other

relief necessary.

Additionally, the proposed amendments to the form of

order are

insignificant. The conjunction " and" is construed to mean li as :well as
and is a reference to 'I either or both. And" is sometimes inferpreted
as if it were the word " " which is an alternative , a choice of either.
Since the form of order,

at least at this juncture, does not require

such precision of language as does the complaint , and since the
requested amendments are in reaJity insignficant , the proposed

amendments to the preamble to Part I and the preamble to Par II of
the form of order served with the complaint are denied.

of subpamgmph 7 to
Paragraph Nine and subparagraph 7 to Paragraph Ten fall in
The amendments requesting the

aditions

different category. These proposed amendments allege substantially

different acts and practices from those which are alleged in the
complaint. The complaint in Pargrphs Nine and Ten is concerned
with "free " gits with the purchase of respondents' products , or
special" or "

reduced" prices in connection with the sale of respondents

products. The amendments proposed by complaint counsel are new
subparagraphs to be added to the complaint which challenge as
unlawful respondents ' initial contact with a prospectlve . purchaser.
There is no indication in the complaint , as issued , that the proposed
respondents ' initial contact with prospective purchasers is unawful , or
is to be challenged in this proceeding. Accordingly, complaint counsel's

motion to add a subparagraph 7 to Paragrdph Nine and a subparagrph
7 to Paragraph Ten will be certified to the Federa Trade Commission
for a determination, since it appear that these proposed amendments

if warrdnted , are beyond the authority vested in the administrdtive law
judge. Accordingly,
It
is
ordered That subpargrphs 2 and 3 of Pargmph Ten and
subparagraph 1 of Paragraph Eleven of Count I are amended to read as

follows:
Subpargraph 2 and 3 of Pargrph Ten of Count I to read:
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2, Most , if not aU , prospective customers are afforded the opportunity to purchase the plan at the " special" or " reduced" price and no

. customer has to pay any higher price.
, 3. .

The " special" or " reduced" price is not below respondents
established reguar retail price of the plan. Respondents seldom, if
ever , have offered or sold the plan for any price higher than the so-

called " special" or " reduced" price.
Subparagraph 1 of Paragrph Eleven of Count I to read:
1. That the lOO-coupon plan , which has a base seUing price of

$199. 95 or $189.

, is valued at over $700.
ORDER AMENDING COMPLAINT

By motion filed Dec. 19 19n complaint counsel moved to amend the

complaint. Upon consideration of respondents ' answer and complaint
counsel's reply, the administrative law judge disposed of all but two of
the requested amendments , concluding that they were not reasonably
within the scope of the original complaint. Puuant to Rule 3. 15(a) of
the Commission s Rules of Prctice , the law judge certifed them to the
Commssion on Jan. 14 , 1974. The amendments in question aUege

misrepresentations made by respondents ' sales representatives as to
the purpose of their initial contacts with prospective customers,
Upon considemtion of the arguments_ in the pleadings, and the law
judge s certification , the Commssion has concluded that there is reason
to believe that the misrepresentations alleged in the certifed

amendments were made and constitute violations of Section 5 of the
ederal Trade Commssion Act; that it is in the public interest to try
said misrepresentations together with those alleged in the origial

complaint rather than separately and; that any possible prejudice to
respondents can be avoided through the gmnt of additional time.

Accordingly,
It is ordered That complaint counsel's motion to amend , as certifed to
the Commission , be , and it hereby is , grdnted; and that the complaint
, and it hereby is , amended as follows:
Add as subpargrph 7 to Pargrph Nine of Count I:
7. That the purse of respondents ' initial contact with the prospect
is to give a surprise which was sent out by respondents' Public

Relations Department , or to present an advertising promotion or to
make a courtesy presentation, or is for purses other than the sale of
respondents ' products or services.
Add as subpardgrdph 7 to Paragraph Ten of Count I:
7. Respondents '

sales representatives have not

and are not

contacting persons in their homes or places of business primarly for
the purpose of giving a surprise , presenting an advertising promotion

ATLANTll ;
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or making a

courtesy presentation. To the contrary, the primary

purpose for contacting such persons has been and is to sell respondents
products or services.
It is further ordered That the administrative law judge shaH cause to
be served upon respondents copies of the complaint, as amended herein
and by his order of Jan. 14

, 1974. .

ORDER SERVING RESPONDENTS WITH AMENDED COMPLAINT

By order of July 9 ,

1974 ,

the Commission amended the complaint

herein and directed that the administrdtive law judge cause to be
served upon respondents copies of the complaint , as amended by the
Commission on .July 9 , 1974 , and as amended by the administrative law
judge by order of . Jan. 14 , 1974. Accordingly,
It is ordered That the complaint , as amended , be herewith served
upon respondents ,
It

is

as per copy attached hereto,
and they hereby are , given

further ordered That respondents be ,

ten (10) days from the date of receipt of the amended complaint in
which to file an answer thereto.
AMENDED COMPLANT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federa Trade Commission Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the Federal
Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Atlantic Industries
Inc. , a corporation trading as Atlantic Portrat Plan and Atlantic Film
Club , International Baby Care , Inc. , Atlantic International Distributors , Inc. , a corporation trading as Amalgamated Credit and Collection
Bureau , National Direct Corporation , a corpration trading as National
Advertised Products and International Album Plan , Jeffrey J. Weiss
and Martin Osman , individually and as offcers of said corprations
Lawrence Hahn , individually and as an offIcer of Atlantic Industries
Inc. , and Richard S. Labovitz , individually and as an officer of
International Baby Care , Inc. and Atlantic International Distributors
Inc. , hereinafter referred to as respondents , have
provisions of said act

violated the

, and it appearg to the Commssion that a

proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest

hereby issues its amended complaint stating its charges in that respect
as follows:

PARAGRAPH L Respondent

Atlantic Industries , Inc. , tl"dding as

Atlantic Portrat Plan , and Atlantic Film Club , is a corporation

organied , existing and doing business under and by viue of the laws
of the State of Florida ,
located at 720 N. W.

with its principal office and place of business

27th Ave. , Miami , Fla.
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Respondent is now and for some time last past has been engaged in
sale and distribution of photographs
photograph albums , photograph enlargements , photograph certificates
film and other merchandise to the public.
, Trad;pg as Allantic Portrait Plan, respondents ' primar effort is to
sell a photograph enlargement plan. Under the plan, the customer is
the advertising, offering for sale ,

entitled to have a specified

number of enlargements developed

by

respondents over a ten year period. The customer pays a lump sum,
often on credit , for the plan and receives a book of coupons which are

redeemable for the enlargements. Said products are sold chiefly by
door- to- door salesmen.
Respondent , trading as Atlantic Film Club , operates a fim processing service.

PAR. 2. Respondent International Baby Care , Inc. , is a orporation
organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws

of the State of Delaware with its principal offce and place of business
at 720 N. W. 27th Ave" Miami , Fla. Respondent International Baby
Care , Inc. is a wholly- owned subsidiar of respondent Atlantic
Industries , Inc.
Respondent is now and for some time last pa.st ha.s been engaged in
the advertising, offering for sale , sale and
furiture products to the public.

distribution of baby

PAR. 3. Respondent Atlantic International Distributors , Inc. , trading
Collection Bureau , is a corpordtion
organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws

as Amalgamated Credit and

of the State of Florida. The corporate address is 720 N .W. 27th Ave.

Miami , Fla. Respondent Atlantic International Distributors , Inc. is a
wholly-owned subsidiary of respondent Atlantic Industries , Inc.
Respondent Atlantic International Distributors , Inc. is now and for
some time last past has been engaged in the collection . of delinquent

accounts for respondents Atlantic Industries , Inc. and International
Baby Care , Inc.
PAR. 4, Respondent National Direct Corporation, traing a.s National
Advertised Products and International Album Plan, is a corporation

organied , existing and doing business under and by viue of the
of the State of Florida ,

laws

with its principal office and place of business
located at 720 N. W. 27th Ave. , Miami , Fla. Respondent National Direct
Distributors , Inc. is a wholly-owned subsidiary of respondent Atlantic
Industries , Inc.
Respondent is now and for some time last past has been engaged in
the advertising, offering for sale , sale and distribution of photogrphs
photographic albums , photogrph enlargements , photogrph certifIcates , fim and other merchandise to the public.
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Trading as National Advertised Products , respondents

' primar

photograph enlargement plan. Under the plan, the
customer is entitled to have a specific number of enlargements
developed by respondents. The customer pays a lump sum often on
credit , for the plan and receives a book of coupons which are
redeemahle for the enlargements. Said- products are sold chief1y by
effort is to sel1 a

door- to- door salesmen.
Trading as International Album Plan , respondents ' primar effort is
to sell a photograph enlargement plan. Under the plan , the customer is
entitled to have a specific number of enlargements developed by
respondents. The customer pays a lump sum , often on credit , for the

plan and receives a book of coupons which are redeemable for the
enlargements. Said products are sold chiefly hy door- to- door salesmen.

PAR. 5. Respondents Jeffrey J . Weiss and Marin Osman are offcers
and directors of the four corporate respondents. Said individual
respondents formulate , direct , and control the acts and practices of the
corporate respondents , including the acts and practices hereinafter set
forth. The business address of the individual respondents is 720 N.
27th Ave. , Miami , Fla,
Respondent Lawrence Hahn is a diector of the four corporate

respondents and an offcer of respondent Atlantic Industries ,

Inc. In

such positions ,

the respondent cooperates with the other individual
respondents in formulating, directing, or controllng the acts and

practices of the corporate respondents , including the acts and practices
hereinafter set forth. The business address of respondent Hahn is 228
Peachtree Rd. , N.
, Atlanta , Ga.
PAR. 6. Respondent Richard S. Labovitz is an offcer of the corporate
respondents International Baby Care , Inc. , and Atlantic International
Distributors , Inc. and a" such coopemtes with the other individual

respondents in formuJating, directing, and control1ing the acts and
practices of the corporate respondents , including the acts and practices
hereinafter set forth. The business address of respondent Labovitz is
720 N. W. 27th Ave. , Miami , Fla.

PAR. 7. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid business , and at

all times mentioned herein , respondents have been, and are now , in
substantial competition , in commerce , with corporations , firms , and
individuals in the sale of merchandise of the same genera kind and
nature as that sold by respondents and in the collection of delinquent
accounts.
COUNT I

Al1eging violations of Section 5 of the Fedeml Trdde Commission
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Act , the allegations of Paragraphs One , Four , Five and Seven hereof

are incorporated by reference in Count I as if fully set forth verbatim.
, PAR.. 8. In the cOurse and conduct of their aforesaid business
resp OJ1dents now cause , and for some time la.,t past have caused their
said photographs , photograph albums , photograph enlargements

photograph certificates , film and other merchandise to be sold in

varous States of the United States , and when sold , to be shipped from
their place of business in the State of Florida to purchasers thereof
located in the various States. Respondents maintain, and at all times
mentioned herein have maintained , a substantial course of trade in

commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the
Act.

ederal

Trade Commission

PAR. 9. In the course and conduct of their business and for the
purose of inducing the purchase of their merchandise , respondents
respondents ' agents , representatives , and employees have made and
are now making numerous statements and representations directly or
by implication:

1. That customers will receive a free prize , git , or bonus , namely a
photograph album, with the purchase of the photograph enlargement
plan.
2. That certain but not all prospective customers will be offered the
opportunity to purchase the plan at a " special" or " reduced" price and
that those prospective customers not offered the " special" or " reduced"

price must pay a higher price.
3. That the " speciaP' or " reduced" price is below respondents

established regular retail price for the plan.
4. That the " special" or " reduced" price is an " at cost" price which
includes only the cost to respondents of materials needed to print and
develop the enlargements.

to purchase the plan at the " special" or " reduced"
price , the prospective customer must agree to display the photograph
album in his home.
5. That in order

6. That the

special price is being offered for the purose of

advertising and promoting respondents ' product.
7. That the purose of respondents '

initial contact with the prospect

is to give a surrise which was sent out by respondents ' public relations
department , or to present an advertising promotion or to make a

couresy presentation,

or is for purposes other than the sale of

respondents ' products or servces.
P Al. 10. In truth and in fact:

1. The album is not free. Its cost is included in the cost of the pIau.
if not all , prospective customers are afforded the oppor-

2. Most ,

A.ILA.1Ylll; t'Vlilt1A.IT t'1. l\N
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tunity to purchase the plan at the " special"

or " reduced" price and no

customer has to pay any higher price.
3. The " special" or " reduced" price is not below respondents
established regular retail price of the plan.

eyer , ha

Respondents seldom, if

e offered or sold the plan for any price higher than the so-

called " special" or " reduced" price.
4. The so- called " special" or " reduced"

price is not an " at

cost" price.

The cost of the plan includes more than the cost to respondents of
materials needed to print and develop the enlargements.
5. The prospective customers agreement to display the photograph
album is not a prerequisite to respondents selling the plan to the

customer at the so-called " special"

or " reduced"

price.

6. Respondents '

offer is made for the purpose of realiing a profit
on the sale and not for the purose of advertising or promoting their

portrait plan,
7. Respondents '

sales representatives have not

and are not

contacting persons in their homes or places of business primarily for
the purose of giving a surrise , presenting an advertising promotion
or making a couresy

presentation. To the contrary, the primar

purose for contacting such persons has been and is to sell respondents
products or servces.

Therefore , the statements and representations
graph Nine are misleading and deceptive.
PAR.

11. In

the furher coure and conduct

set forth in

Par-

of their business

respondents ' agents , representatives , and employees represent directly
or by implication that single enlargements are reguarly sold
respondents for $7 each. Using $7 to demonstrate value , respondcnts
furher represent:

1. That the l00-coupon plan ,

$199. 95 or $189.

which has a base sellng price of

, is valued at over $700.

2. That the 9O-coupon plan which has a base selling price of $149. !J1i
is valued at over $6aO.

3. That the GO-coupon plan which has a base selling price of $8!J. !J is
valued at over $420.

4. That customers will

save the difference between the value ofthe

plan and the base selling price.
PAR. 12. By and through the use of the statements set out in
Paragmph Eleven above , and others of similar import and meaning but
not expressly set out herein, respondents have represented , and are
now representing that on a regular basis for a reasonably substantial

pcriod of time in the recent reguar coure of their business,

single

enlargements have been sold for $7 and furher that $7 per
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enlargement would be a fair and accurate amount to use in determining
the v;llue of respondents ' plan.
PAR. 13. In truth anditJ fact respondents have not sold single
enlargements for $7 or any other

price on a regular basis for a

reasonably substantial period of time in the recent regular course of

their business. Therefore , any demonstration of value or savings ba.ged
on the $7 amount such as those described in Paragraph Eleven above
would be false and misleading.
In addition ,

when demonstrating savings to customers , respondents

neglect to add to the base price of the plan an amount equal to seventyfive cents per enlargement which respoudents charge to cover mailing

and handling. Respondents failure to include this extta charge
deceptive and misleading because such failure results in an inflation of
the amount a customer might save by purchasing the plan.
PAR. 14. In the course and conduct of respondents ' opcrations of the

film processing service and for the purse of inducing the purchase of

their developing and printing services ,

respondents, respondents

agents , representatives and employees have made , and are now making
statements and representations to customers that customers will

receive a fresh roB of Kodak film FREE with each roll of fim
developed or printed by respondents. The free f1m has been offered by
respondents continuously for a period or at least two year,
PAR. 15. By and through the use of the word " free " respondents have
represented directly or through implication that the price charged by
respondents is for processing alone and does not include any payment
for the fim.
PAIL 16. In truth and in fact , the film is not free because the
continuous offer of free fim over a long period of time has resulted in
the price for the processing servce alone becoming the reguar price
for the processing

and

fim in combination.

Thus , the statements and representations set out in Paragrphs
Foureen and Fifteen above are false and misleading.

P Al. 17. The use by respondents of the aforesaid false , misleadinp;
and deceptive statements , representations and practices ha.9 had , and
now has , the capacity and tendency to mislead members of the
purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that said
statements and representations were and are true and into the
purchase of substantial quantities of respondents ' merchandise because
of such erroneous and mistaken belief.
PAR. 18. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents , as alleged

herein , were and are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and of
respondents ' competitors and constituted , and now constitute , unfair
methods of competition in commerce and unfair and deceptive acts and
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practices in commerce in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
COUNT II

Allegirig violations of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act , the al1egations of Paragraphs One , Two , Four , Five , Six and Seven

hereof are incorporated by reference in Count II as if fully set forth
verbatim.
PAR. 19. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid business

respondents now cause , and for some time la.-;t past have caused their
said photographs , photograph albums , photograph enlargements

photograph certifcates , film , baby furiture , and other merchandise to
be sold in various States of the United States, and when sold , to be

shipped from their place

of business in the State of Florida to

purchasers thereof located in various States. Respondents maintain
and at all times mentioned herein have maintained , a substantial course
of trade in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
PAR. 20. In the course and conduct of respondents ' business
agents , representatives and employees have made

respondents '

directly or by implication , statements and representations to customers

that contracts entered into between respondents and said customers
are non-cancellable. However , such - statements are false ,

misleading-

and deceptive because in truth and in fact state statutes provide

customers a right to canceL
PAR. 21. The use by respondents of the aforesaid false , misleading

and deceptive statements , representations and practices ha.-';; had , and
now has , the capacity and tendency to mislead members of the
purchasing public into the erroneous and mis taken belief that said
statements and representations were and are true.
PAR. 22. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents , as alleged

herein , were and are al1 to the prejudice and injur of the public and of
respondents ' competitors and constituted , and now constitute , unfai
methods of competition in commerce and unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
COUNT II

Alleging violations of Section 5 of the Fedeml Trdde Commission
Act , the al1egations of Paragrdphs One , Two , Three , Four , Five , Six and
Seven hereof are incorporated by reference in Count I II as if fully set
forth verbatim.
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PAR, 23. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid business

respondents now cause and for some time last past have caused , letters
foD1, and varous other kinds and .types of documents relating to the
co1lection of delinquent accounts to be deposited in the United States

mail and transmitted to persons located in the various States of the
United States , a1l of which constitute a par of the coure of trade in
commerce as " commerce " is defined in the Federdl Trade Commission
Act.
PAR. 24. In the furtherance of their business and for the purpose of

inducing the payment of purortedly

delinquent accounts , respondents
agents , representatives , and employees have sent or
caused to be sent through the mail , letter"" form , and . other printed

respondents '

matter in which respondents make certn statements and representations to purportedly delinquent customers. Typical , but not a1l inclusive
of said statements and representations are the following:
(Letterhead)
AMALGAMATED CREDIT AND COLLECTION BUREAU
P. O. Box 781

Bronx General Post Office
Bronx , New York 10451
Dear Debtor:

Your account has been given to us by Atlantic Portrait Plan * * * . To avoid an
embaITassing and expensive situation ,

mail - your check or money order

directly

Amalgamated Credit and Collection Bureau.
2. The above account has for

value received been assigned to the credit bureau for

immediate collection procedure.

FINAL NOTICE

* * * You are hereby notified that we intend to institute legal action to be brought
against you for the entire ba1ance of your account.

4. If you do not see fit to take care of this small matter and honor your ob1igations
we will have no alternative but to collect through the Small Claims Court.
PAR. 25, By and through the use of the aforesaid statements and

representations described in Paragraph Twenty- Four above and others
of similar import not specifically set out herein, respondents represent
and have represented directly or by implication that:
1. Delinquent accounts have been tured over or assigned for value
by respondents to an independent credit and collection bureau.
2. If payments are not made , respondents will institute suit or take
other legal action to collect the outstanding amount due,
PAR. 26. Such statements as those set out in Paragmphs Twenty-
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Four and Twenty- Five above are false and misleading because in truth
and in fact:
I. Accounts have not been tured over nor assigned for value to

collection bureaus. Respondent Atlantic
trading as Amalgamated Credit and
Collection' Bureau , is a corporate device used by Atlantic Industries
Inc. and the individual respondents. By use of the device respondents
independent credit and

International Distributors , Inc. ,

hope to effect the collection of delinquent accounts by representing and
implying that the respondent Amalgsmated Credit and

Collection

Bureau is an independent collection agency.
2. Respondents seldom , if ever , bring legal action to collect
delinquent accounts.

collection of
respondents send or cause to be sent forms , such
as the one entitled " Demand for the Payment of Debt," designed to
mislead the recipient into believing that such form was sent by a
PAR. 27. In the further course and conduct of the

delinquent accounts ,

government body or one of its agencies.
PAR. 28, The use by respondents of the aforesaid false , misleading

and deceptive statements , representations and practices ha.., had , and
now has , the capacity and tendency to mislead members of the
purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that said
statements and representations were and are true and into the

payment of said delinquent accounts because of such erroneous and
mistaken belief,
PAR. 29. The aforesaid acts and pratices of respondents , as al1eged
herein , were and are all to the prejudice and injur of the public and of
respondents ' competitors and constituted , and now constitute , unfair
methods of competition in commerce and unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trdde
Commission Act.

DECISION AND ORDER

The Commission having heretofore determined to issue its complaint

charging the respondents named in the caption hereto with violation of
the Federal Trade Commission Act , and the respondents having been

served with notice of said determnation and with a copy of the

complaint the Commssion intended to issue , together with a proposed
form of order; and

The respondents and counsel for the Commssion having hereafter
executed an agreement containing a consent order , an admission by the

respondents of al1 the jursdictional facts set forth in the complaint to
for

issue herein , a statement that the signng of said agreement is

settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by
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respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in such complaint

,R
uleE;
and
The Commission having considered the agreement and having
and waivers and other provisions as required by the Commission

provisionally accepted same , and the agreement containing consent
order having thereupon been placed on the public record for a period of
sixty (60) days , and having duly considered the comments filed
thereafter pursuant to Section 2. 34(b) of its rules

, now in furher

conformity with the procedure prescribed in Section 2. 34(b) of its rules
the Commission hereby issues its complaint in the form contemplated
by said agreement , makes the following jursdictional findings , and

enters the following order:
1. Respondent Atlantic Industries , Inc. , trading as Atlantic Portrait
Plan , and Atlantic Film Club , is a corpration organized , existing and

doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Florida
with its principal offce and place of business located at 720 N. W.

27th

Ave. , Miami , Fla.
2. Respondent

International Baby Care ,

Inc. is a corporation

organized , existing and doing business under and by viue of the laws
of the State of Delaware with its principal offce and place of business
at 720 N. W. 27th Ave. , Miami , Fla, Respondent International Baby
Care , Inc. is a wholly- owned subsidiar of respondent Atlantic

Industries , Inc.
3. Respondent Atlantic International Distributors ,

Inc.

, trading as

Amalgamated Credit and Collection Bureau , is a corporation organied

existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State
of Florida. The corporate address is 720 N. W. 27th Ave. , Miami , Fla.
Respondent Atlantic International Distributors , Inc. is a wholly- owned
subsidiary of respondent Atlantic Industries, Inc.
4. Respondent

National Direct Corpration,

trading as National

Advertised Products and International Album Plan, is a corporation
organized , existing and doing business under and by viue of the laws
of the State of Florida ,

with its principal offce and place of business

located at 720 N . W. 27th Ave. , Miami , Fla. Respondent National Direct
Corporation is a wholly- owned subsidiar of rcspondent Atlantic
Industries , Inc.
5. Respondents Jeffrey

J . Weiss and Marin Osman are offcers

and

directors of the four corpordte respondents. Said individual respon-

dents formulate , direct and control the acts and practices of the

corporate respondents. The business address of the imlividual respondents is 720 N, W. 27th Ave., Miami , Fla.

Respondent Lawrence Hahn is a director of the
respondents and an offcer of respondent ,

four corpomte

Atlantic Industries , Inc.
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such positions , he cooperates with the other individual respondents in
formulating, directing or controlling the acts and practices of the
corporate respondents. The business address of respondent Hahn is
2285 Peachtree Rd. , N.
, Atlanta
6. Respondent Richard S. Labovitz is an offcer of the corporate

respondetlt International Baby Care , Inc. , and as such cooperates with
the other individual respondents in formulating, directing and control-

ling the acts and practices of the corporate respondent. The business
address of respondent Labovitz is 720 N. W. 27th Ave. , Miami , F'la.
7. The Federal Trade Commssion has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents , and the proceeding is

in the public interest.
ORDER

It is ordered That respondents Atlantic Industries ,

Inc.

tion trading as Atlantic Portrait Plan and Atlantic

, a corporaFilm Club

International Baby Care , Inc. , National Direct Corpordtion , a corpration trading as National Advertised Products and International Album

Plan or under any other name , its successors and assigns and Jeffrey J.
Weiss , Martin Osman and Lawrence Hahn , individually and as offcers
and directors of said corporations and respondents ' agents , representatives and employees , directly or through any corporate or other device
in connection with the advertising, offering for sale , sale or distribution
of photographs, photograph albums , photograph enlargements, photograph certifcates , film or any other merchandise in conuerce , as
commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , do
forthwith cease and desist from:

or in writing, directly or by implication:
git, or bonus with
the purchase of a . photograph enlargement plan or any other
1. Representing, orally

a. That any customer

will receive a free prize ,

merchandise sold by respondents when the cost of such pri

, git or

bonus is included in the price of the purchased merchandise.
b. That any offer to sell at a special or reduced price is limited to
certain persons and is not available to all persons,
c. That any person not offered

the special or reduced price must

pay a higher price.
d. That any price of a product or servce is special or reduced unless
such price is below the amount at which such product or service ha$
been sold by respondents for a reasonably substantial period of time in
the recent regular course of their business.
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e. That any product is sold at cost,

f. That any

offer is conditioned upon specifed action by the

'. customer.
g. That the purose of respondents '

contact or solicitation is other

than to sen services or products for profit.
2. Failing, clearly, emphatically and unqualifiedly to reveal , at the
outset of the initial and an subsequent contacts or solicitations of
purchasers or prospective purchasers, whether directly or indirectly, or
by telephone , wrtten or printed communication , or person- to- person
that the purpose of such contact or solicitation is to sen products or
services as the case may be , which shan be identifed with paricularty
at the time of each such contact or solicitation.
a. Representing, orally or in wrting, directly or by implication ,

that

any amount is respondents' usual and customar retail price for any
product or service unless such amount is the price at which such

product has been usually and customarly sold at retail by respondents
for a reasonably substantial period of time in the recent reguar coure
of business.
4. Representing any price as respondents '

usual and customar

price to demonstrate the value of a photo enlargement or any other
product or service when such price is in excess of the price at which
such product has been usually and "Customarly sold at retail by

respondents for a reasonably substantial period of time in the recent
regular course of business.
5. Representing, in any manner

, that by purchasing any of

respondents ' merchandise or servces , customers are afforded savings,
amounting to the difference between respondents' stated price and a
compared value price for comparable merchandis-e. or servce unless
substantial sales of merchandise or servces of like grde and quality
are made in the trade area at the compared price and unless

respondents have in good faith conducted a market surveyor

obtained

a similar representative sample of prices in the trade area in which the

comparison is made which establishes the valdity of said compared
price and it is clearly and conspicuously disclosed that the comparison is
with merchandise or servces of like grde and quality.
6. Failing to disclose any charges or costs in representing savings to
customers in the purchase of any product or servce.
7. Misrepresenting in any manner the amount of savings available
to purchasers of respondents ' products or services.
8. Representing, directly or by implication, in any manner, that any
price is reduced from respondents ' former price or that any savings will

accrue to the customer through purchase of respondents ' merchandise
or service unless respondents ' business records estahlish and show that

-------.-
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such prices constitute a signcant reduction from the price at which
such merchandise has been sold in substantial quantities or openly and
actively offered for sale in good faith for a rea.,onable substantial

period of time by respondents in the recent regular course of their
business.

9. Making any statements or representations to film processing

customers that " free " film will be given in connection with the sale of
such service , unless the price charged therefor is respondents ' usual
and customar price for the fim processing servce alone.

It is fi"rther ordered That respondents Atlantic Industries , Inc. , a
corporation trading as Atlantic Portrait Plan and Atlantic Film Club
National Direct Corporation , a corpration trading as National

Advertised Products and International Album Plan, or under any other
name , International Baby Care , Inc. , a corporation , the corprations
successors and assigns , and . Jeffrey J. Weiss, Marin Osman , Lawrence
Hahn and Richard S. Labovitz , individually and as offcers or directors
of said corporations and respondents ' agents , representatives and

employees , directly or through any corprate or other device in
connection with the advertising, offering for sale , sale or distribution of
photographs , photograph albums , photogrph enlargements , photograph certificates , fim , baby furture or other merchandise in
commerce , as " corierce " is defined in the- F-ederal Trade Con.rssion
Act , do forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Representing,

directly or in any other manner,

that contracts

entered into between respondents and their customers are noncancellable.
2. Failing to furish the buyer with a

fully completed receipt or

copy of any contract pertaining to such sale at the time of its execution,

which is in the same language
Spansh , as that principaly used in
the oral sales presentation and which shows the date of the transaction
and contains the name and address of the seller ,

and in immediate

proximity to the space reserved in the contrdct for the signature of the
buyer or on the front page of the receipt if a contract is not used and in
bold face type of a

minimum siz of 10 points ,

a statement in

substantially the following form:
You , the buyer , may canceJ this transaction at any time prior to midnight of the third
business day after the date of this transaction. See the attached notice of cancellation

form for an explanation of this right.
3, Failng to furnish each

buyer , at the time he signs the door- to-

door sales contract or otherwse agrees to buy consumer goods or
services from the seller, a completed form in duplicate , captioned
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NOTICE OF CANCELLATION " which shall be attached to the
contract or receipt and easily detachable , and which shan contain a 10. point bold face type the following information and statements in the
, s"me language
Spanish , as that used in the contract:
NOTICE OF CANCELLATION

(enter dale of transaction)

You may cancel this transaction , without any penalty or obligation , within three c:
business days from the above dalc.
If you cancel , any property traded in , any payments made by you lImier the contract or
sale , and any negotiable instrument executed by you will be returned within ten (0)
business days following receipt by the seller of your cancellation notice , and any security
interest arising out of the transaction will be canceled.

If you cancel , you must make available to the seller at your residence , in substantial1y
as good condition as when received , any goods delivered to you under this contrdct or
sale; or you may, if you \Irish , comply with the im,tructions of the seller reg-arding the

return Hhipment of the goods at the seller s expense and risk.
If you do make the goods available to the seller and the seller does not pick them up
within twenty (20) days of the date of your notice of cancetlation , you may retain or
dispose of the goods without any further

obligation. If you fail to make the goods

available to the seller , or if you agree to return the goods to the seller and fail to do so
then you remain liable for performance of all ohligations under the contract.

To cancel this transaction , mail or deliver a signed and dated copy of this cancellation
notice or any other written notice , or send a telegram to
eller)

at

(address of

seller's place of business)

(na:me of

not later than midnight of

(,wie)
I hereby cancel this transaction.

(date)

(buyer s signature)

4. Failing, before furishig copies of the " Notice of Cancellation
to the buyer , to complete both copies by entering the name of the seller
the address of the seller's place of business , the date of the trdlsaction,
and the date , not earlier than the third business day following the date

of the transaction , by which the buyer may give notice of cancellation,
5. Failing to inform each buyer

ordlly, at the time he signs the

contract or purchases the goods or services , of his right to canceL
6. Misrepresenting in any manner the buyer's right to cancel.
7. Failing or refusing to honor any valid notice of cancellation by a
buyer and within ten (10) business days after the receipt of such notice

to: (1) refund an payments made under the contract or sale; and (2)

return any goods or property traded in, in substantially as good
condition as when received by the seller.

S. Failing, within ten (lU) business days of receipt of the buyer's
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notice of cance1lation

, to notify him whether the se1ler intends to

repossess or to abandon any shipped or delivered goods.
Provided , however That nothing contained in Count II of this order

sha1l relieve respondents of any contractual obligations required by
fe4eralla", or that law of the State in wbich the contract is negotiated.

When such oblig'dtions are inconsistent , respondents may apply to the

Commssion for relief from this provision

with respect to contract

executed in the state in which such different obligations are requied.

It is further ordered

That respondents Atlantic Industries ,

Inc.

trading as Atlantic Portrait Plan and Atlantic Film Club , or under any
other name , International Baby Care , Inc. , a corporation and Atlantic
International Distributors , Inc. , a corporation trading as Amalgamated
Credit and Collection Bureau , or under any other name , National Direct
Corporation , a corporation trading as National Advertised Products

and International Album Plan ,

or under any other name , the

J.
Weis8 , Martin
corporations ' successors and assigns , and .J effrey
,
individually
and as
,
Lawrence
Hahn
and
Richard
S.
Labovitz
Osman

officers or directors of said corporations and respondents ' agents

representatives and employees , directly or through any corporate or
other device in connection with the co1lection of delinquent accounts in

commerce , as " commerce " is define in the Federal Trade Commission
Act , do forthwith cease and desist from:

tured

1. Representing, in any manner , that an account has been
over or assigned for value to an independent credit and co1lection

bureau.
2, Representing, orally or in wrting, directly or by implication, in

order to effect payment of any account, that respondents intend to
institute legal action to recover for any payment due; unless respondents establish by adequate records that a prior determation had

been made in good faith to institute such lega action.
3. Using the form " Demand for the Payment of Debt" or any other
form which misleads or has the tendency to mislead the recipient into
believing that such form was sent by a government body or one of its
agencIes.

It is furthEr ordered That respondents shall forthwith distribute a
copy of this order to each of their operating divisions.
It is furthEr oni.red That respondents sha1l:
1. Provide each of their

present and future branch managers , and
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other supervisory personnel engaged in the sale or supervsion of

persons engaged in the sale of respondents ' photography products or
, servi

.es , written instructions with respect to the provisions of this

order which are applicable to the functions of each such person.
2. Require each person so described in Paragraph (1) above to
clearly and fully explain the applicable provisions of this order to all
sales agents , representatives and other persons engaged in the sale of
the respondents' photography products or servces.
3. Provide each person so described

in Paragrdphs (1) and (2) above

with a form returable to the respondents clearly stating his intention
to be bound by and to conform his business practices to the applicable

provisions of this order; retain said statement during the period said

person is so engaged and make said statement available

to the

Commission s staff for inspection and copying upon request.
4. Inform each person described in Paragraphs (1) and (2) above

that respondents shall not use any third party, or the servces of any
third party, if such third pary will not agree to so file and does file
notice with the respondents that it will be bouud by the applicable
provisions of this order.
5. If

such third party will not agree to so file notice

with

respondents and be bound by the applicable provisions of the order

respondents shall not use such third party, or the services of such third
party to sell respondents ' photography products or services.
6. Inform the persons described in Paragraphs (1) and (2) above

that respondents are obligated by this order to discontinue dealing with

those persons who continue on their own the deceptive acts or practices
prohibited by this order.
7. Institute

a program of continuing sureillance to reveal whether

the business operations of each said person described in Paragraphs (1)

and (2) above conform to the applicable provisions of this order.
S. Discontinue dealing with the persons so engaged , revealed by the

aforesaid program of surveilance , who continue on their own the
deceptive acts or practices prohibited by the applicable provisions of

this order.
9. Upon

receiving information or knowledge from any source

concerning two or more bona fide complaints prohibited by the
applicable provisions of this order ag-dinst any of their sales agents or

representatives durng anyone- month period , will be responsible for

either ending said practices or securng the termnation of the
employment of the offending sales agent or representatives.
10. Submit to the Commssion a detailed report every six (6)
months for a period of three year from the effective date of this order
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demonstrating the effectiveness of the steps or

actions taken with

regard to the aforesaid surveilance program.

That respondents herein shall notify the

It is further ordered

Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in

the struture of the corporate respondents such as dissolution

signment or sale resulting in the emergence of a successor
corporation , the creation or dissolution of subsidiares or any other
change in the respective corporation which may affect compliance
obligations arising out of this order.
It
is
fitrther ordered That the individual respondents named herein
promptly notify the Commission of the discontinuance of their present
business or employment and of their affliation with a new business or
employment. Such notice shall include respondents ' curent business or
employment in which they are engaged as wen as a description of their

duties and responsibiJities.
It
i., fitrther ordered That respondents herein shall within sixty (60)
days after service upon them of this order , fie with the Commssion a
report , in wrting, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which

they have complied with this order.

IN THE MATTER OF

THE NEW YOU , INC. J,T AL
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF TIlE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Dockel C-2671. Cornplm:nt ,

June il ,

1975- Decision , June

, 1975

Fla. , promoter of an inh reTitly dangerous
process or treatment , involving application of a caustic chemical solution of the
faces and other parts of the bodies of customers , among other things to cease
misrepresenting the safety, effcacy and cost of the treatments; to dearly and

Consent order requiring a Hollywood ,

conspicuously disclose the health ha1ards invoJved in the application of the

process or treatment as well as the limited efficacy of the treatment; to use a
licensed medical practitioner to examine , diagnose , advise , select or mentally
prepare prospeetive patients , to supervise and direct administrations or
applications of the treatment , and to provide post- opemtive advice or care for
the patients; and to require prospective patients to consult with and obtain a

certificate from an independent physician prior to treatment.

Appeamnces
For the Commission:
For the respondents:

Robert L. Osteen , Jr.
Atfred E. Johnson Fort

LauderdaleFla.
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COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
, and' by virtue of the authority v ested in it by said Act, the Federal
Trade Commission having reason to believe that The New You , Inc. , a
corporation doing; business as The New You , and The New You Clinic
de Facial , and Robert M. Neadel , individually and as an offcer of said

corporation , hereinafter referred to as respondents , have violated
Sections 5 and 12 of said Act , and it appearng to the Commission that a

proceeding by it in respect thereto would be in the public interest
hereby issues its complaint

, stating its charges in that respect

as

fol1ows:
P AHAGRAPH 1. Respondent The New You , Inc. is a corporation
organized , existing and doing business under and by virue of the laws
of the State of Florida with its offce and principal place of business

located at HiOI Harrson St. , Hol1ywood , Fla.

Respondent Robert M. Neadel is an individual and an offcer of the
corporate respondent. He formulates , directs and controls the acts and
practices of the corporate respondent including the acts and practices
hereinafter set forth. His address is the same as that of the corporate
respondent.
PAR. 2. Respondents are now , and for,sometime last past have been
engaged in the operation of The New You and The New You Clinic de

Facial. Respondents advertise , offer for sale , and sell to the general
public a medical process called The New You system (hereinafter
sometimes referred to as respondents ' treatment) which involves the
application of a certain caustic chemical solution to the face, or various
other parts of the bodies of their clients for the purported purpose of
removing or diminishing manifestations of aging such as wrnkles , lines
folds and spots and undesirable features such as blemishes, large pores

and acne marks by peeling the upper layers of skin from the treated
areas. After the solution is applied to the patient' s skin , bandages are
then applied to the treated areas and are al10wed to remain for several
days; after which time , the bandages are removed and the upper layers
of skin , destroyed by the process , are peeled away,
PAR. 3. Respondents ' medical treatment constitutes either a drug or
a cosmetic , or both , as defined in Sections 15(c) and (e) of the Federal
Trade Commission Act , 15 U.

c. !j!j55(c) and (e).

PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their business as aforesaid
respondents advertise in newspapers of general circulation which are

distributed by mail in states other than the state in which they are
printed. In addition , advertising materials , contracts and agreements
business cOITespondence ,

monies and other documents travel by mail
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between respond"nts ' place of business and the residences of pros-

pective patients. By virtue of these activities , respond"nts have
maintained a substantial business in conuercc , as " commerce " is used
in S"ction 5 of the Federal Trade Commssion Act. Also , respondents
haye diss minated and caused to be dis seminated advertisements by
United tates mails , and in comme ce by other means , within the
meaning of Section 12(a)(1) of the Federal Trade Commission Act , 15

C. !j 52(a)(l). Furher, respondents ' advertisements have the
purose of inducing, or are likely to induce , directly or indirectly, the
purchase in commerce of The N ew You treatment , within the meaning
of Section 12(a)(2) of said Act , 15 U. C. !j52(a)(2).

PAR. 5. In the course and conduct of their business , and for the
purpose of inducing the purchase of The New You treatment
respondents have made and are now making numerous statel1ents and
representations in advertisements inserted in newspapers of general
circulation and in other promotional materials and sales presentations.
Typical of the statements and

representations contained

in

said

advertising, promotional literature and durng sales presentations, but
not all inclusive , are the fol1owing:
Let us take at least 15 years off your face.

This is a unique regenerative prOcess.

This special youth process has brought new glow and happiness

to thousands

throughout the world.

Now there s a new way to do something wonderful , positive , and pennanent about
your prematurely aged face. Now there s The Ne You , the dawn of a brighter day.
The New You is a system of facial rejuvenation that can literally take you back 10 , 15
or even 20 years in appearance.
The New You is not cosmPtic. It is not surgical. It is regeneration
Your next 10 days wil be spent in our modern clinic , where you U be pampered ' round

the clock. During that time , the years win be painlessly di:mppearing from your face to be
miraculously replaced by youthfuUy glowing new skin.

We apply a special formulated solution to your skin and cover it with a mask.
During the next week and a half, Jines and folds around the eyes , and wrinkles on the
checks and forehead , diminish or disappear.
Give us 10 days of your time and we JI take at least 10 years off your face.
And the years stay off. So if we t.ake 15 years from your appear-mce , you ll continue to
Jook about 15 years younger than you realJy are.

Then for the next 10 days or so you simply relax at The New You facilities while the
formula does its quiet work.
First understand that there s no cutting, no scraping, no machines , no abrasives , no

creams , no exercises.
PAR. 6. Through the use of the above statements and representa-

tions , and others of similar import and meaning but not expressly set
out herein , respondents have represented directly or by implication

that:
Respondents ' treatment is not medical or surgical in nature.

,-
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2. Respondents ' treatment is generally painless and involves no

abrasives or caustic chemicals.

Potential discomfort is virtually non- existent

as one can relax

without emotional or physical distress durng the treatment.
4. The

application of the respondents' treatment is a safe procedure

free from possible serious side effects or complications.

5. Respondents ' treatment will eliminate or signficantly diminish

acne marks , big pores , deep lines ,
redundant folds of skin.

deep wrnkles and. sagging or

6. Respondents ' treatment will produce or result in new , soft , fresh
clear , healthy, fine-textured skin.
7. Respondents ' treatment is clinically recommended or can be
beneficial to all kinds of people.
8. Respondents ' personnel are competently trained and qualified to:
(a) examine , advise , and mentally prepare patients to undergo the

treatment; (b) determne whether each patient is a proper subject for
(c)
administer or perform treatment without the direction
and supervision of a licensed medical pmctitioner; and (d) provide postoperative advice and care for patients.
9. Respondents ' treatment is complete in 10 days.
10. As a result of respondents ' treatment , patients wil appear 15
treatment;

years younger than their chronological age.
11. Respondents represent that the treatment is unique ,

that the
, that it is
available only through the respondents , and that these factors justify
process is new or special ,

thatit involves a secret formula

the high price of the treatment.
PAR. 7. In truth and in fact:

1. The treatment involves application of a caustic chemical solution
(containing phenol , also known as carbolic acid) to the skin , causing a
second- degree burn which peels off the outer layers of the skin and

produces a change in skin appearance solely by the body's own wound-

healing processes. This treatment is known as chemosurgery and is a
serious medical procedure.
2. The treatment

involves caustic chemicals and creams which burn

the upper layers of skin to create peeling and is in fact painfuJ in many
c3.-;cs.
a. The pain

associated with the said treatment can be so severe that
respondents ' patients are always sedated or anesthetized durng the
application of acid and may requie medication for days , weeks , or
months afterward to reduce pain and other discomforts , such as itching

and buring. Durng the treatment,

many patients experience such

discomforts as the eyes swelling shut and difficulties breating and
swallowing.
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4. The treatment has a number of

inherent dangers to the human

body:
a.
Systemic Toxic Reaction (Poisoning).
The chemical used in The
New You treatment , phenol , is toxic to kidneys , liver , and other organs

of the body when present in sufficient quantities. Phenol can be
absorbed through the skin during the treatment in quantities suffcient
to cause serious and even fatal ilness in some people. Persons with
kidney infections are particularly susceptible to adverse phenol
reaction.
b,
Infection,
Like any other serious bur covering a large surface of
the body, the danger of infection through the bured area is ever
present during the process and for some time afterward. Thc " powder

mask " worn for a week after the initial treatment is in reality a
medical step to attempt to prevent infection.
c.
The Eyes.
If the acid gets in a patient's eycs , serious permanent
damage can result , including blindness; therefore , a great deal of

medical skil is required and adequate precautions must be taken to
prevent such an occurence and minimize the har
d.

if this does happen.

Since phenol skin peeling is a

Other Systemic Complications.

serious , traumatic medical procedlI€ and involves use of sedatives and

, clients are exposed to numerous other dangers
including heart disease and allergic reactions , which accompany

other medications
procedures of this type.

If

patients are not properly prepared

physicaUy, mentaUy and emotionally, with special emphasis on full

disclosure of all that the process entails , these dangers are heightened
and the prospects for improvement diminished.
5. Only certain limited conditions , such as fine lines and some skin
blemishes , can be affected by the process , and only in carefuUy selected
persons. Acne scar , big pores , deep lines , deep wrinkles , and sagging

or redundant folds of skin are not eliminated or significantly diminished

by the treatment.

6. As a result of the treatment , a number of undesirdble changes in
the skin may occur , necessitating the continual use of cosmetics or
medical techniques to protect the skin, or treat or camoufage its

condition , including but not limited to:
a.

Scarring.

Varous types of visible scar may appear after the

treatment and rcmain indefinitely.
b.

Pigmentation

hnnges.

The treatment almost always produces

changes in the color of the treated area , which may persist indefinitely,

such as a lighter overall color , mottling (dark areas altcrnating with

light areas), and lines of demarcation between treated and untreated
areas.
c.

Redness.

The extreme redness of the skin, which occurs mainly
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durng the healing process , may persist for a long time, Also , there may
be a tendency, persisting indefinitely, for the treated skin to f1ush

(suddenly appear red) during times of overheating, overexertion or
emotional stress.
d.

Sensitivity To Sunlight.

Durng the healing process

and for an

indefinite period afterward , the treated skin may react abnormally to
exposure to sunlight , including severe sunbur , motting, and other
pigmentation changes.
e.

The treated skin may be affected by other

Other Skin Reactions.

problems associated with the traumatic impact of chemical skin peeling,
such as increased or coarsened hair gTowth requiring further medical

attention.
7. Favorable results

cannot be achieved unless rigorous criteria for

paticnt selection are followed , including but not limited to:
a.

Sex.

Most men should not undergo the treatment because of

difficulties associated with beard growth and the necessity for wearng
cosmetics to protcct the skin and camouflage its condition. Yet
respondents do perform the treatment on men.
b.

Age.

A young person whose skin has not matured should not go

through the treatment nor should an elderly person

who cannot stand

the physical strain.
c.
Type Of Skin.
The treatment shoul only be performed on certain
limited types of skin , and definitely not on dark- skinned persons

because of the probability of drastic pigmentation changes.
d,

Other Factors,

People who are not in the proper physical , mental

and emotional health should not undergo this treatment.

8. Because of its serious medical nature , respondents who are not
and do not employ professionally trained or licensed personnel are not
qualified to deal with the complex physical , mental , and emotional

factors involved in the treatment.

lasting weeks or months , the duration of which cannot
is required before the skin is healed. Durng
this time , a treated person has an extremely red face , may suffer
various discomforts , and must restrict public activities , avoid direct or
reflected sunlight and use heavy cosmetics to shicld and camouflage the
9, A period

be accurately predicted ,

skin,
10. Treated persons cannot reasonably expect that

their appearnce

wil be altered by more than a year or two from their actual
chronological age , even with the best results obtained by a professional
plastic surgeon.
11. There is nothing unique about the respondents ' treatment. The

process is not new or secret , but is performed by qualitied plastic
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surgeons under more closely controlled hospital conditions in metropoli-

tan areas across the country for a fraction of the respondents ' price.
. Therefore , representations referred to in Paragraph Five are false
mislea(fing and deceptive.

PAR. 8. In the course and conduct of their business , respondents
directly or through agents, have represented in advertisements , during
oral sales presentations , and at other times and places , the asserted
In
no case
advantages of their treatment , as hereinbefore described.
have respondents disclosed:
1. The treatment is chemical skin peeling, a serious medical

procedure known as chemosurgery.
2. The treatment involves the application of an acid called phenol to
the skin , causing a second- degree burn which peels off the outer layers

of the skin and produces a change in skin appearance solely by the
body

s OViIl

wound

3. The pain

reactions.

healing

associated with the treatment can be very severe; thus

patients are sedated or anesthetized during the application of acid. This

pain , as well as other discomforts , such as burning, itching, and swollen
shut eyes , may persist for days or weeks afterward , requiring
medication to control.
1. The treatment

has a number of known inherent dangers

including: (1) poisoning of a person s entire system by the acid absorbed
through the skin , which can be a serious , even fatal illness; (b) infection;
(c)
blindness , if the acid gets into a patient's eyes; (d) permanent

scarrng; and (e) other complications

resulting from the

tmumatic

nature of the procedure or the medications used.
5. A number of undesirable changes in the ski result from chemical
skin- peeling, necessitating the continual use of cosmetics or medical
techniques to protect , treat , or camouflage the skin. These may include:
(a) permanent scarng; (b) changes in overall color of the treated area;
(c)
mottling; (d) a line of demarcation at the edge. of the treated area;
(e) extreme redness; (I) abnormal sensitivity to sunlight; and (g) other
traumatic skin reactions.
6. The most common

sign of aging in the neck area, which is a

stringy or " turkey- neck" condition of the skin and underlying tissues , is
not improved by chemical skin- peeling.
7. Almost all plastic surgeons refuse to perform chemical skinpeeling on the neck because the neck is not likely to be improved by the
process and is more likely to be worsened since the risks of undesirble
side effects and skin changes described above are greater.
8. Only minor aspects of skin appearance , such as fine wrinkles and
some skin blemishes , can be treated by the process.
9. Acne scars , big pores , deep lines , deep wrnkles , and sagging or
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redundant folds of skin are not removed or signcantly reduced by the

process , yet some of these conditions may be improved by other
tech"iques of plastic surgery, such as dermabra.sion or surgical face lift.
io: Most men are not advised to undergo the process because of

difficulties associated with beard growth and the

necessity for

continual use of cosmetics.
11. A young person whose skin

has not matured should not undergo

the process , because of the risk of permanent skin damage.
12. Dark-skinned persons should not undergo the process because

of the probability of drastic pigmentation changes.
13. Only certain kinds of people with certain types of skin have a
rea.sonable chance of receiving favorable results and avoiding adverse

effects from chemical skin peeling, and only a licensed

medical

practitioner familiar with such techniques of plastic surgery and able to
evaluate complex physical , mental and emotional factors is qualifed to
examine , diagnose , advise , select , or mental1y prepare patients for
chemical skin peeling, and only such a professional person can provide
post-operative advice and care for patients.
14, Although a treatment of this serious nature is usually performed in a hospital , respondents apply and administer the treatment
at a clinic ,

which they own or operate.

15. It may be weeks or months after

the treatment before the skin

is healed , durng which time a treated person has an extremely red
face , may suffer various discomforts , and must restrict public activities
avoid direct or reflected sunight and use heavy cosmetics and sun
screens.
16. If a more youthful appearance is achieved through the
treatment the result may not la.st more than a year or two , since part of

the benefit is due to temporary swelling and since the natural aging
processes begin all over again after the treatment.
17. Chemical skin peeling is available from qualifed plastic
surgeons under closely controlled hospital conditions in metropolitan
areas across the country at substantially lower cost.
The disadvantages , consequences and dangers described in the above

pamgraph have occured or existed , or to a reasonable mediea
certainty can be expected to occur or exist , and respondents knew , or
had reason to know ,

that they could be expectcd to occur or

exist.

Therefore , the failure to disclose the material facts referred to in
Paragraph Eight is false and misleading and the acts and practices

referred to in said paragraph are unair and deceptive.
PAR. 9. In the course and conduct of their business , the respondents
have been ,

and are now , using persons other than a licensed medical

practitioner who is familiar with techniques of pla.,tic surgery, who is
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operating within the limits of his or her profcssion , and who is qualified
to evaluate complcx physical , mental and emotional factors , to examine

diagnose , advise , select , or mentally prepare prospective patients for
The New You treatment , to administer or apply the treatment without

them. .

supervision or direction , or to provide

post-operative advice

or care for

The use by the respondents of the aforesaid practices is an unfair act

or practice and an act of unfair competition within the intent and

meaning of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

PAR. 10. Therefore the advertisements , representations , acts and
practices referred to hereinabove are false , misleading, unfair and
deceptive.
PAR. 11. The use by respondents of the aforesaid false , misleading,
unfair and deceptive representations

, acts and prdctices has the

capacity and tendency to mislead consumers into the mistaken belief
that said representations are true and to unfairly influence consumers
with the result that consumers are induced to undergo The New You
treatment and be subjected to severe pain, discomfort, inconvenience of
traveling, exorbitant charges , and risk'S of disease or disfigurement
without being afforded reasonable opportunty to comprehend and
consider the seriousness of the treatment or to compare facial

improvement treatments available from other sources under more
closely controlled mcdical conditions , at lower prices.
PAR. 12. The respondents ' acts and practices alleged herein , including

the dissemination of false advertisements, are all to the prejudice and
injury of the public and constitute unair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce in violation of Sections 5 and 12 of the Federa
Trade Commission Act.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of

certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption
hereof,

and the respondents having been furished thereafter with a

copy of a draft of complaint which the Atlanta Regional Offce

proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and which
if issued by the Commission, would charge respondents with violation
of the Federal Trde Commission Act; and

The respondents and counsel for the Commssion having thereafter
executed an agreement containing a consent order , an admission by the

respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the aforesaid
draft of complaint , a statement that the signg of said agreement is for
settement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by
respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in such complaint
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and waivers and other provisions as required by the Commission

rules; and
J.'\e Commission having thereafter considered the matter and having

determined that it has reason to believe that the respondents have
violated the said Act , and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record for
with
the
a period of sixty (60) days , now in further conformity
procedure prescribed in Section 2. 34(b) of its rules , the Commission
hereby issues its complaint , makes the following jurisdictional findings,
and enters the following order:

1. Respondent The New You , r nc. is a corporation organized
existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State
of Florida , with its offce and principal place of business located at 1601
Harrson St" Hollywood , Fla.
2. Respondent Robert M. Ncadel

is an individual and offcer of the

said corporation. He formulates , directs and controls the policies , acts
and practices of said corporation , and his principal office and place of

businesss is located at the above address.
3. The Federal Trade

Commssion has jursdiction of the subject

matter of this proceeding and of the respondents , and the proceeding is
in the public interest.
ORDER
It
is
ordered That respondents The New You , Inc. , a corpmtion,
doing business as The New You Clinic de Facial or any other trade

name or names ,

its successors and assign, and Robert M- N cadel

individually and as an offcer of said corporation (hereinafter some-

times referred to as " respondents ), and respondents ' officers , agents
representatives and employees , directly or through any corpomtion,
subsidiary, division or other device , in connection with the advertising,
offering for sale , sale

, or dispensing of The New You treatment

(hereinafter sometimes referred to a., respondents ' treatment) or any
similar cosmetic chemosurgical process of face lifting or skin peelig,
which involves the topical applieation of a caustic chemiea solution
containing carbolic acid (also known as phenol) or other substances on
the face , necll, ars , hands or other parts of the humn body for the
purpose of inducing superfcial skin burs , the result of which is the
peeling or removal of the outer layers of ski , in commerce , as

commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Conuission Act , or by the
United States mails within the meaning of Section

12(a)(l) of the

Federal Trade Conuission Act , do forthwith cease and de

A. Representing directly or by implication that:

ist from:
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1. Respondents '

treatment or process is solely a cosmetic process

not a medical process , or does not involve chemical surgery.

2-. Rc sfindents' treatment . or proc:css is painless or involves no
abra.c;ives or caustic chemicals.
3. Potential discomfort is virtually non- existent as one can relax

without emotional or physical distress during the treatment.
4. Respondents '

treatment is safe or free from possible serious side

effects or complications.
5. Respondents '

treatment or process will remove or signficantly

reduce acne sca."' , big pores , deep lines ,
redundant folds of skin.
6. Respondents '

deep wrnkles ,

or sagging,

treatment wil1 produce or result in new so , fresh

c1ear , healthy, fine- textured skin.
7. Respondents ' process can be c1inical1y recommended to or safely

or successfully performed on men , young people ,

elderly people ,

or

dark-skinned people.
8. Respondents ' personnel are competently trdined and qualfied to:
(a) examine , advise , and mentally prepare patients to undergo the

treatment; (b) determne whether each patient is a proper subject for
(c)
administer or perform treatment without direction and
treatment;
supervision of a licensed medical practitioner; and (d) provide postoperative advice and care for patients.
9. Respondents ' treatment is complete within any specified period
of time.

10. Respondents '

treatment wil cause clients to appear any

specifed number of years younger than their actual chronological age.
11. Respondents ' process is unique , new or special in the fol1owing
or other ways:
a. That it involves a secret fonnula or secret solution;

b. That it or similar processes are only available through respon-

dents; and

c. That it is not available through qualified plastic surgeons under
more closely controlled hospital conditions in metropolita areas across
the country at a substantial1y lower cost.

B. Failing or refusing to make c1ear and conspicuous disclosures in

al1 advertising and in all oral sales presentations , that:
1. The treatment is chemical skin- peeling, a serious medical
procedure known a.-; chemosurgery.

the application of an acid called phenol to
causing a second- degree burn which peels off the outer layers

2. The treatment involves
the skin ,

of the skin and produces a change in ski

appearance solely by the

body s own wound- healing reactions.
3. The pain

associated with the treatment can be very severe; thus
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patients are sedated or anesthetized durng the application of acid. Ths
pain , as well as other discomforts , such as buring, itching, and swollen

shut , eyes , may persist .
medication to controL
4. The treatment

for days or weeks afterward ,

requiing

has a number of known inherent dangers

including: (a) poisoning of a person s entire system by the acid absorbed
through the skin , which can be a serious , even fatal ilness; (b) infection;
(c)
blindness , if the acid gets into a patient' s eyes; (d) permanent

scarrng; and (e) other complications

resulting from the

traumatic

nature of the procedure or the medications used.
G. A number of undesirable changes in the skin result from chemical
skin- peeling, necessitating the continual use of cosmetics or medical
techniques to protect , treat , or camouflage the skin. These may include:
(a) permanent scarrng; (b) changes in overall color of the treated area;
(c)
moWing; (d) a line of demarcation at the edge of the treated area;

(e) extreme redness; (f) abnormal sensitivity to sunlght; and (g) other
traumatic skin reactions.
6. The most common sign of aging in the neck area ,

which is a

stringy or " turkey- neck" condition of the skin and underlying tissues , is
not improved by chemical skin-peeling.
7, Almost all plastic surgeons refuse to perform chemical skinpeeling on the neck because the neck is not likely to be improved by the
process and is more likely to be worsened since the risks of undesirblc
side effects and skin changes described above are greater.
8. Only minor aspects of skin appearnce , such as fine wrnkles and
some skin blemishes , can be treated by the process.
9. Acne scars , big pores , deep lines , deep wrinkles , and sagging or
redundant folds of skin are not removed or significantly reduced by the
process , yet some of these conditions may be improved by other
techniques of plastic surgery, such as dermbraion or surgica face lift.
10. Most men are not advised to undergo the process because of

difficulties associated with beard growth and the

necessity for

continual use of cosmetics.

11. A young person whose skin has not matured should not undergo
the process , because of the risk of permanent skin damage.
12. Dark-skinned persons should not undergo the process because

of the probability of drastic pigmentation changes.
13. Only c ertin kinds of people with certain

typs of skin have a

reasonable chance of receivig favorable results and avoiding adverse
effects from chemical skin- peeling, and only a licensed medical

practitioner familiar with such techniques of plastic surgery and able to
evaluate complex physical , mental and emotional factors is qualified to
examine , diagTose , advise , select , or mentally prepare patients for

THl'
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chemical skin- peeling, and only such a professional person can provide
post-operative advice and care for patients,
14. Although a treatment of this serious nature is usually performed in a hospital , respondents ' treatment is given at a clinic , which

y own "!r operate.

15. It may be weeks or months after
is healed

the treatment before the skin

, during which time a treated person has an extremely red

face , may suffer various discomforts , and must restrict public activities

avoid direct or reflected sunlight and use heavy cosmetics and sun
screens.
16, If a more youthful appearance is achieved through the

treatment , the results may not last more than a year or two , since par
of the benefit is due to temporar swellng and since the natural aging

processes begin all over again after the treatment.
17. Chemical skin- peeling is available from qualifed plastic surgeons under closely controlled hospital conditions in metropolitan areas

across the country at substantially lower cost.
Respondents shall set forth the above disclosures separtely and
conspicuously from the balance of each advertisement and each

presentation used in connection with the advertising, offering for sale
sale , or dispensing of respondents ' cosmetic process , and shall devote no
less than fifteen percent of each advertisement or presentation to such
disclosures.
Provided , however That in advertisements which consist of
less than forty-eight column inches in newspapers or periodicals , and in
radio or television advertisements with a rung- time of two minutes
or less , respondents may substitute the following statement , in Jieu of
the above requirements:
WARNING: This is a medical procedure- basically a chemical burn which peels skin
away. It is extremely painful , takes a long time to heal. and exposes a person to risks of
poisoning, infection , permanent scarrng, and other medical complications. If performed
on the neck , the process may make it look worse. Many signs of aging are ' not improved
by this process , and the benefit , if any, is mainly temporary. Only certain kinds of people
can henefit from this process , and they should be diagnosed , selected , treated , and
continually cared for by a qualified doctor under closely controlled medical conditions.

(Statement required by order of the Federal Trade Commission
Respondents shall set forth the above disclosure

sepamtely and

conspicuously from the balance of each advertisement , stating nothing
to the contrary or in mitigation thereof,

and shall devote no less than
and if such

fifteen percent of each advertisement to such disclosure ,

disclosure is made in print, it shall be in at least cleven- point
It

is

further orred

typ.

That respondents:

1. Recall and retrieve , from each and every licensee and sales
representative , all advertisements and materials upon which advertisements or oral sales presentations are

ba.

which contain any of the
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representations prohibited by Paragraph A of this order or which fail
to make the disclosures required by Pamgraph B.
' Deliver a copy of this ' order to each present and future
franchisee , licensee , and sales representative , and to each licensed
medical practitioner associated with respondents or their licensees; and
obtain a written acknowledgement from each of the receipt thereof.
3. Obtain from each present and future franchisee , licensee ,

or sales
representative an agreement in wrting (a) to abide by the terms of this
order , and (b) to the cancellation of their license or franchise for failure

license or franchise of any
licensee or franchisee that fails to abide by the terms . of this order.

to do so; and that respondents cancel the

It

is

further ordered That respondents:

1. Provide prospective and present patients , as soon as possible

after initial sales contact is made with such person and before such

person signs any document relating to respondents ' process , an
information sheet which shall be furshed to the prospective patient
and which contains nothing but thc disclosures , numbered 1 to 17 , set

forth in Paragraph B. Respondents shall allow these persons ample
uninterrpted opportunity to read and consider the contents of this
information sheet. Respondents shall retain a copy of this information
sheet , after it is signed and dated by the person , for a period of two (2)
years.
2. Require that each such prospective patient , after receipt of the
information sheet described above and before he or she signs any
contract for respondents' treatment , consult with a licensed physician

who is not in any way associated

with or

recommended by the

respondents , regarding the nature of chemical skin- peeling, its dangers
discomforts , limitations , and alternatives. Respondents shall obtain
from each prospective patient a certifcate , signed by the physician who
was thus consulted , specifying that the physician:
a. Understands what respondents '

treatment is and the conditions

under which it will be performed;
b. Has explained to the prospective patient the nature of the

treatment , its dangers , discomforts , limitations , and alternatives;
c. Has conducted or has examined the

results of tests appropriate

to determinevrospective patient' s physical fitness to undergo respondents ' treatment and has discussed these results with the prospective
patient; and
d. Has reviewed appropriate aspects of the prospective patient'
medical history and has discussed these aspects with the prospective

patient.
This ccrtificate shall specify the date and approximate time of the
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consultation , and respondent shall retain all such certifcates for three
(3) years.

It is furtlwr ordered That no contract for respondents ' process shaH

become binding on the patient prior to forty- eight

hours after the

patient has consulted with the physician who will direct and supervse

the- perfoiming of the treatment and inspected and approved the
treatment and recuperation facilities , and that:
1. Respondents shall clearly and conspicuously disclose , orally prior
to the time of sale , and in writing on any contract , promissory note or
other instrument signed by the patient , that the purchaser may rescind
or cancel any obligation incurred ,

with retur of all monies paid ,

by

mailing or delivering a notice of cancellation to the respondents ' place
of business prior to the end of this period.
2. Respondents shall provide a separate and clearly understandable
form which the purchaser may use as a notice of cancellation.
3. Respondents shall retur to such patient , within forty-eight

hours after receipt of notice of cancellation , all monies paid.
4. Respondents shall not negotiate any contract , promissory note , or

other instrument of indebtedness to a finance company or other third
party prior to the time the patient is treated.
Iti8 furthe'r ordered That respondents cease and desist from the

following unfair practice:

1. Failing or refusing to use a licensed medical practitioner,

who is

familiar with such techniques of plastic surgery, who is operating
within the limits of his or her profession; and who is qualified to

evaluate complex physical , mental and. emotional factors , to examine
diagnose , advise , select , or mentally prepare all prospective patients for
chemical skin- peeling, to supervise and direct all administrations or
applications of the treatment, and to provide post- operative advice or

care for all such patients.
It
is furtlwr ordered That respondents maintain at all times in the
future , for a period of not less than three (a) year , complete business

records relative to the manner and form of their continuing compliance

with the above terms and provisions of this order.
It is furtlw'r ordered

That the corprate respondent notify the

Commission at least thirty (: O) days prior to any proposed change in
said respondent , such as dissolution , assignment , or sale resulting in the
emergence of a successor corpration, the creation or dissolution of
subsidiaries , licensees , or franchisees , or any other change in the
corporation which may affect compliance oblig'dtions arsing out of this
order.
It is furtlwr ordered That the individual respondent named herein
promptly notify the Commission of the discontinuance of his present
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business or employment , and of his affliation with a new business or

employment , in the event of such discontinuance or affiliation. Such
noti !" shan include respondents ' curent business address and a
, stat"ment as to the nature of the business or employment in which he is
engaged as well as a description of his duties and responsibiJiies.
It

is

further ordered

That the respondents herein shall within sixty

(60) days after service upon them of this order,

file with the

Commission a report , in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and

form in which they have complied with this order.

IN TIlE MATTER OF

ZENITH LABORATORIES , INC. , ET AL.
Docket

8426.

Order,

June

, 1.97.'j

Show cause order of July 24 , 1973 , proposing modification of the order to cease and
desist vacated.

Appearances
For the Commission:
For the respondents:

J. Thon,s Rosch.
Damd R.Sirnon, Simon

Allen Newark, N.J.

ORDER VACATING ORDER PROPOSING MODIFICATION OF ORDER TO
CEASE AND DESIST

On Apr. 1: , 1973 , respondent Zenith Laboratories , Inc. (Zenith),
petitioned the Commission to reopen the consent order, dated Mar. 30
1962 , for the purse of modifying said order by setting a"ide the order
in its entirety. The 1962 consent order requires respondent to cease and
desist from:
1. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisement

by means of the United States mails or by any means in commerce , as
commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , which
advertisement:
(a) Uses the terms " quality control" or " exacting controls " or any
other words or terms of similar import or meaning; or
(b) Represents , directly or indirectly:

(1) That respondents have an adequate control system, or misrepresents the nature or extent of the procedures used by

them in the

manufacture , preparation or distribution of drugs or foo.
The Commission concluded that goo cause had been shown for
modifying the above provisions of the order , but not as respondent
requested , and so , by order of July 24 , 197: , reopened this proceeding

-- ..--.
LJ"J.J.U J.'J.H'-J.

.L'-.L'J.

, J."
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and ordered respondent Zenith to show cause why the order should not
be modifed by requiring respondent Zenith to cea.,e and desist from:
1. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisement

ment:

by means of the United States mails or by any means in commerce , as
c9mmerc " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Acl , which
advertise

(a) Uses the terms " quality

control" or " exacting

controls "

or any

other words or terms of similar import or meaning; unless respondents
also state in the same advertisement that such controls are required of
all drug manufacturers pursuant to the standards set by the Federal
Provided , however That
Food , Drug, and Cosmetic Act , as amended;
such controls are in fact in conformance with the standards set by the
Federal Food , Drug, and Cosmetic Act , as amended.
(b) Represents , directly or indiectly:

(1) That respondents have a more exacting quality control system
than prescribed by the Fedeml Food , Drug, and Cosmetic Act , as
amended , or misrepresents the nature or extent of the procedures used
by them in the manufacture ,

preparation or distribution of drugs or

food,
Paragraph lea)

Zenith , in its answer dated Aug. 24 , 1973 , requested that the
Commission modify the consent order to permt it to use the term
quality control" and " exacting controls " in its advertisements , without
(i.e. that such controls are requied
the proposed qualifying language
of a1l drug manufacturers puruant to the standards set by the Federa
Food , Drug and Cosmetic Act, as amended" ). The grounds of Zenith'

objections were that (1) the qualifying language could be read to imply
that FDA approved of the company's qualty controls , when a FDA
reguation specifca1ly prohibits a party from advertising that it has a
new drug application approved by FDA; (2) it would be impmctical for
Zenith to include such wording; and (3) no other company is required to
make the subject disclosure.
The Food and Drug Admistration , by letter dated Nov. 16 , 1973
similarly recommended against requing the qualifying language , as "
appear * * * that this would be inequitable unless it were enforced

against all manufacturers "

and , in addition ,

possible implications that the

might give rise to the

Foo and Drug

Admistrdtion has

approved the company s quality control standards when, in fact , that is
not the situation.

Counsel supporting the complaint concur in these recommendations
that the 1962 order not be modifed a., proposed by Pardgraph l(a). We

agree.
Pararaph l(b)(1)

,"

* * *
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No objection to this modifcation was made by either FDA or
respondents. We agree , however, with counsel supporting the comsubject modification should be rejected, Representations
control" or " exacting controls" (representations which
would be permssible under the modification) " should be permitted,"
counsel supporting the complaint point out l only 1 when respondent'

, plairil;that the

as to " quality

controls significantly exceed the minium requirements of the law
" It is our opinion that many consumers tend to believe that fIrm
in their manufacturng processes comply with the standards set by law
and , as a consequence , the use of such terms as " quality control" may
well create the impression that the standards employed by the
manufacturer exceeds those set by law. It follows , then , that since the

subject provision is intended to prohibit representation s

that quality

controls exceed those prescribed by FDA, representations as to
quality controls "

or " exacting

controls " should be proscribed. Accord-

ingly,

It 'is ordered That the Commssion s show cause order of .July 24
proposing modification of the order to cease and desist issued in

19n

this matter on Mar. :

, 1962 , be , and it hereby is , vacated.

IN THE MATTR OF

GIFFORD- HILL & COMPANY , INC.
Docket.

8989.

Orer , June

, 1975

Denial of complaint counsel's motion requesting the Commission seek an all
injunction.

wrts

Appeamnces
Paul N. Ko,ne , Laurence Masson , Paul

For the Commssion:
Breilstein

and

Lawrence Punter.

For the respondent:
C. and

John H. Schafer,

Covngton

Merlyn D. So,mpels , Worsham , Forsytlw

Wash.
Burling,
Snmpels Dallas

Tex.
ORDER DENTING REQUEST To SEEK INJUNCTION

This matter is before the Commission on the certification by the
administrative law judge of complaint counsel' s motion entitled
in comea
Request for Action Pusuant to the All Writs Act.
" In an

affdavit accompanying his

" Request "

counsel supporting the com-

plaint affirms that it is his belief that one of the three ready- mix

concrete concerns acquired by respondent , the acquisition of which is

,"

- -
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chal1enged in the complaint in the above-captioned matter , is the

subject of an agreement of sale to named individuals. Respondent'
counsel oppose the certification , al1eging that there is no threat that the
subject ready- mi concrete firm wil1 be " annhilated" by its acquirer
and that- " instead , the enterprise involved wil emerge from its
prospective transaction as a healthy independent enterprise * * *
Respondent concludes that, therefore this case bear no resemblance
whatsoever to the threatened anticompetitive schemes that have
prompted the Commission to seek Al1 Writs Act injunctions in the
past. " By letter dated May 19 , 1975 , respondent' s counsel sets forth , as
an additional reason for denying the request, the fact that the contract

of sale had been " ful1y consummated.

We agree that complaint counsel's request should be denied. The
divestiture of the ready- mix

firm makes moot the request for an

injunction against Gifford- HilL This is not to say, however , that the
divestiture has mooted that par of the complaint challenging the

acquisition of the divested ready-mix firm by Gifford- Hil as a violation
of Section 7 of the Clayton Act. Should the acquisition be found to
violate Section 7

Gifford- Hil

, the Commssion is not precluded from requiring

to recreate

a viable firm comparable in

competitive

strength to the divested firm should the record demonstrate the need
for such relief.
In
addition , it should be noted that if it is shown that the divested
firm wil1 be dismantled , an Al1 Writs injunction , or an injunction

pursuant to Section 1: (b) of the Federal Trade Commssion Act , as
amended by the 1973 Alaska Oil Pipeline Act, might be appropriate , but
as against the present owners of the subject ready- mi

IITm ,

not

Gifford- Hil. Such facts have not been al1eged here. Accordingly,
It
is
ordered That counsel supporting the complaint' s request that
the Commission seek an All Writs injunction be , and hereby is , denied.
Commissioner Thompson not paricipating.

IN TIlE MA'IR
INTERSTATE INVESTORS CORPORATION , ET AL.
DISMISSAL ORDER ,

ETC.

, IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF

TIlE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION AND TRUTH IN LENDING ACTS
Ducket 9008.

Cum plaint

Jan.

1975- Final

Orr , JnnR

, 1975

Order dismissing the complaint issued against a Virginia Reach , Va. , Joanbroker for
al1eged violation of the Trth in Lending Act ,

on the basis that the individual
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respondent is now deceased and the corporate respondenl has ceased business
operations and has no remaining assets.

Appearances
For the Commission:

Bernrd Rowtz ,

Alice

C,

Kellehe

and

J, Keary.
For the respondents:

Lewis , Sacks

Tfwma

DeLaura Norfolk, Va.

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commssion Act

regilation
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by
said Acts , the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that
and of the Trth in Lending Act and the implementing
promulgated thereunder ,

Interstate Investors Corporation , a corporation , and Bernard A.
Salzberg, individual1y and as an offcer of said corporation , hereinafter
sometimes referred to as respondents , have violated the provisions of

said Acts , and the implementing reguation promulgated under the
Truth in Lending Act , and it appearing to the Commssion that a

proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest
hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as

follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Interstate Investors Corpration is a
corporation organied , existing and doing busincss under and by viue

of the laws of the Commonwealth of Virginia with its principal offce

and place of business located at Suite 22 , 287 Independence Blvd.
Virgirra Beach , Va.
Respondcnt Bernard A. Salzberg, is an offcer of the corporate

respondent. He formulates , directs and controls the acts and practices
of the corporate respondent including the acts and practices hereinafter set forth, His address is the same as that of the corporate
respondent.
PAR. 2, Respondents are now , and for some time last pa.st have been

engaged as brokers in the arranging and securng of loans

for the

general public.
PAR. 3.

In

the ordiary coure and conduct of their business a.s

aforesaid , respondents regularly ardnge for the extension of consumer
credit , as " consumer credit" is defined in Rcguation Z , the implementing regulation of the Truth in Lending Act , duly promulg'dted by the
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System,
PAR. 4. Subsequent to July 1 , 1969 , in the ordinary coure of business
as aforesaid , respondents ' customers are provided with consumer credit
cost disclosure statements.

),
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By and through the use of the aforesaid consumer credit cost
disclosures respondents:
1. Fail to include the broker's fee or finder's fee in the

tion of the finance charge ,

determina-

as requied by Section 22(j.4(a)(3) of

Regulation Z.
2. Fail

to disclose the broker s

fee or finder's fee as a prepaid

finance charge , as required by Section 226. 8(e)(I) of Regulation Z , using

the term " prepaid finance charge "

as requied by Section 226. 8(d)(2)

of

Regulation Z.
3, Fail to itemie the

components of the finance charge , as required

by Section 226, 8(d)(3)

of Regulation Z.
disclose accurately the annual percentage rate computed

4. Fail to

in accordance with Section 226. 5(b)
Section 226. 8(b)(2)

print the term " finance charge " and " annual percentage

5. Fail to

rate " more

of Regulation Z , as required by

of Regulation Z.

conspicuously than other termnology,

Section 226. 6(a)

a.o; required by

of Regulation Z.

6. Fail to disclose

clearly the method of computing any uneared

portion of the finance charge in the event of

prepayment of the

obligation , as required by Section 226. 6(a) of Reguation Z.
7, Fail to

identify the broker as a creditor, as " creditor" is defined

in Section 226, 2(m)

of Regulation Z , as required by Section 226. 6(d) of

Regulation Z.
8, Fail to make full consumer credit cost disclosures before the
transaction is consummated , as requied' by Section 226. 8(a) of

Regulation Z,

PAR. 5. Pursuant to Section lO:i(q) of the Trth in Lending Act
respondents ' aforesaid failures to comply with the provisions of
Reguation Z constitute violations of the Act and , pursuant to Section

108 thereof, respondents have thereby violated the Federa Trdde

Commission Act.

INITIAL DECISION By ERNEST G. BARNES , ADMINISTRATIE LAW
JUDGE
MARCH 24 ,

1975

The complaint herein issued on Jan. 28 , 1975 , and was mailed on Mar.

, 1975. Respondents are charged in the complaint with failing to
comply with certain provisions of Regulation Z (12 C. R. !j226)
promulgated puruant to the Trth in Lending Act (15 U. C. 1601
seq. and thereby with a violation of the Federa Trdde Commission
Act (15 U.

C. !j41 et seq.

Complaint counsel were thereafter informed ,

by way of a letter and a
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subsequent affidavit from an attorney familiar with respondents , that
individual respondent Bernard A. Salzberg was recently deceased and
that the corporate respondent went "Out of business in October 1974 and
has no assets. Complaint counsel have accordingly flIed a motion to

dismiss this proceeding as to all respondents since , based on the above
facts , there appears to be no public interest in continuing this
proceeding.
Section 3. 22(e) of the Rules of Prdctice provides that an initial
decision shall be fied when a motion to dismiss is granted. Since it
appears appropriate to grant complaint counsel's motion to dismiss ,

the

following findings of fact and conclusions are hereby made:
FINDINGS OF "ACT
1. The complaint in this matter issued on Jan. 28 , 1975 charging
Interstate Investors Corporation , a corporation , and Bernard A.
Salzberg, individually and as an offcer of said corprdtion , with

violations of Regulation Z , the implementing reguation of the Truth in
Lending Act , duly promulgsted by the Board of Governors of the

Federal Reserve System. Failure to comply with said Reguation Z is
alleged to be a violation of the Federal Trade Commssion Act
(Complaint , Pars. One- Five).
2. The complaint

alleges that respondent Bernard A. Salberg is an

offcer of the corprate respondent ,

and he formulates ,

directs and

controls the acts and practices of the corprate respondent ,

including

the acts and practices set forth in the complaint. His address is the

same as that of the corporate respondent (Complaint, Par. One).
3. Bernard A. Salzberg died on Jan. 23 , 1975 in- Virginia Beach , Va.

He was the owner of all the stock

of the corprdte respondent

Interstate Investors Corpomtion (Mfidavit of Albert S. Lewis , dated

Mar. 13 , 1975).

4. Respondent

Interstate Investors Corpration went out of

business durng October 1974 ,

and has been inoperdtive ever since. The
corporate respondent has no assets (Mfidavit of Albert S. Lewis , dated
Mar. 13 , 1975).

CONCLUSIONS

Since individual respondent Bernard A. Salzberg, the sole owner of
corprate respondent

ceased ,

and has

Interstate Investors Corprdtion, is now de-

and the corporate respondent has ceased business opemtions
concluded that there is no public
no remaining assets

, it is

interest in continuing this proceeding.
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It

is

hereby ordered That the complaint in

this matter be , and it

hereby is , dismissed as to all respondents.
FINAL ORDBR

No appeal from the initial decision of the administrative law judge
having been filed and the Commssion having determned that the case
should not be placed on its own docket for review, pursuant to Section
58 of the Commission s Rules of Practice;
It

is

ordered That the initial decision and order of the administrative

law judge be ,

and they hereby are , adopted as the decision and fInal

order of the Commssion,

IN THE MA'IR
MILTON BRADLEY COMPANY
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMSSION ACT
Docket

8926.

Complaint , Aprl IS ,

Decision ,

1.97.1-

Ju:ne

, 1.975

Consent order requiring a Springfeld , Mass. , man facturer of toy, craft and hobby
products , among other things to cease packaging its products in oversized
containers creating the impression that purchasers are receiving a larger
product or greater quantities; and providing- others with the means to deceive
the purchasing public.

AppearaTlCes
For the Commission:

Herbert

S.

F'orsmith , Atan F. Rubinstein

and

Armando Labra.

For the

respondent:

Clwrles V. Ryan and William.

Springfeld , Mass.

G.

White

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trde Commssion Act

and by viue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the Federa
Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Milton Bradley
Company, a corpration , hereinafter referred to as respondent , ha.1;

violated the provisions of said Act , and it appearing to the Commission
that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public

:'B!J-
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interest , hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect
as follows:
PA:RAGRAPH 1. Respondent Milton Bradley Company, is a corporation organized , existing and doing business under and by viue of the

laws of the State of Massachusetts with its principal office and place of
business located at 44; Shaker Road , East Longmeadow , Mass.
PAR. 2. Respondent now , and for some time last past has been
engaged in the advertising, offering for sale , sale and distribution of

toy, git and hobby products to jobbers and retailers for resale to the
public.

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business , respondent now
causes ,

and for some time last past has caused ,

said products , when
sold , to be shipped from its place of business in the State of

Massachusetts to purchasers thereof located in varous other States of
the United States , and maintains , and at aU times mentioned herein has
maintained , a substantial course of trade in said products in commerce
as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commssion Act.

PAR. 4. Among the products which are offered for sale and sold by
the respondent are a number of toy, git and hobby products offered
under the names " Crafts by Whiting" and " Lisbeth Whting. " Through
the use of certai methods of packaging, respondent has represented
and has placed in the hands of others fhe means and instrumentalities
through which they might represent , directly or indirectly, that certain

of the above products , as depicted or otherwse described on the

exteriors of packages , corresponded , in their lengths and widths and
thicknesses , with the packages in which they were contained , and that
others of such products were offered in quantities reasonably related to
the size of the packages in which they were presented for sale.
PAR. 5. In truth and in fact , such products often have not

corresponded with their package dimensions and are often not offered
in quantities reasonably related to the size of packages in which they
are presented for sale. Purchasers of such a product are thereby given

the mistaken impression that they are receiving a larger product or a
product of greater volume than is actually the fact.

Therefore , the methods of packaging referred to in Pargrph Four
hereof were and are unfair and false , misleading and deceptive.
PAR. 6. In the conduct of its business ,

at all times mentioned herein

respondent has been in substantial competition, in commerce , with
corporations ,

firm and individuals in the

sale of products of the same

general kind and nature as the products sold by the respondent.
PAR. 7. The use by respondent of the

aforesaid unfai ,

false

misleading and deceptive methods of packaging has had , and now ha."
the capacity and tendency to mislead members of the purchasing public
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into the erroneous and mistaken belief that the quantum or amount of

the product being sold was and is greater than the true such quantum
or amount , and into the purchase of substantial quantities of
respondent' s products by reason of said erroneous and mistaken belief,
PAR. 8. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent , as herein
a1leged , were and are a1l to the prejudice and injur of the public and of
respondent' s competitors and constituted , and now constitute , unfai
methods of competition and unfair and deceptive acts and practices in
commerce , in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Commission having heretofore issued its complaint charging the

respondent named in the caption hereof with violation of the Federal
Trade Commission Act , and the respondent having been served with a
copy of that complaint , together with a proposed form of order; and
The Commission having duly determined upon motion certifed to the

Commssion , that , in the circumstances presented , the public interest
would be served by waiver of the provisions of Section 2. 34(d) of its
rules which provides that the consent order procedure

shall not be

available after issuance of complaint; and
The respondent and counsel for the Commission having thereafter
executed an agreement containing a consent order , an admission by

respondent of a1l the jursdictional facts set forth in the complaint to
issue herein , a statement that the signing of said agreement is for
settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by
respondent that the law has been violated as a1leged in such complaint
and waivers and other provisions as requied by the Commission

Rules; and
The Commission having considered the agreement and having
provisiona1ly accepted same , and the agreement containing consent
order having been placed on the public record for a period of sixty

(60)

days , and having duly considered the comments fied thereafter
pursuant to Section 2. 34(b) of its rules , now in furher conformty with
the procedure prescribed in Section 2. 34(b) of its rues , the Commission
hereby issues its complaint in the form

contemplated by said

agreement , makes the fo1lowing jurisdictional findings, and enters the
fo1lowing order:

1. Respondent Milton Bradley Company is a corporation organized
existing and doing business under and by viue of the laws ofthe State
of Massachusetts , ",ith its offces and pricipal place of business located
at 1500 Main Street , Springfeld , Mass.

2. The Federal Trade

Commssion has jursdiction of the cubject
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matter of this proceeding and of the respondent , and the proceeding is
in the public interest.
ORDER

It is ordered That respondent Milton Bradley Company, a corporation , and its officers , and respondent's agents , representatives
employees , successors and assigns , directly or through any corporation
subsidiary, division or other device , in connection with the offering for
sale , sale or distribution of hobby products , toy craft products and
activity toys such as those which have been manufactured or

distributed by the Crafts by Whiting division of Milton Bradley
product in commerce , as " commerce " is
Company, and any other
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , do forthwith cease and
desist from:
1. Packaging said products in oversized boxes or other containers so
as to create the appearance or impression that the width or thickness or

other dimensions or quantity of products contained in a box or

container is appreciably greater than is the fact; but nothing in this
order shall be construed as forbidding respondent to use oversized

containers if respondent justifies the use of

such containers as

necessary for the effcient packaging of the products contained therein

and establishes that respondent has made all reasonable efforts to
prevent any misleading appearance or impression from being created

by such containers;
2. Providing wholesalers , retailers or other distributors of said

products with any means or instrumentality with which to deceive the
purchasing public in the manner described in Paragraph 0) above.
It

is

further ordered

That respondent or its successors

or assigns

notify the Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed
change in the corporate respondent such 3.0; dissolution , assignent or
sale resulting in the emergence of a successor corporation , the creation
or dissolution of subsidiaries or any other change in the corporate
respondent which may affect compliance obligations arising out of this

order.

It is further ordered That the respondent distribute a copy of the

order to an operating divisions and subsidiares of said corporation, and
also distribute a copy of this order to an firms and individuals involved
in the formulation or implementation of respondent' s business policies

individuals engaged in the advertising, marketing, or
sale of respondent's products.
It is further ordered That the respondent herein shall , within sixty
(60) days after service upon it of this order file with the Commssion a
and an firs and
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report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it
has complied with this order.

IN THE MATTER OF

LIBRARY MARKETING SERVICE , lNG , ET AL.
CONSE:-T ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATIO~ OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COM'oIJSSION ACT
Docket C- 2n7, J,

CO)/p/rzint

JII/If

)9i3- Decision ,

.lUlU!

, 1975.

Fla. , seller of magazine subscriptions and other
publications through the use of " mail- " or " tv.' payment " purchase plans
among other things to cease using deceptive means to sell magazine
subscriptions to the public and to recruit sales agents.

Consent order requiring an Orlando ,

Appearances
Lmorence L. Langer.
Jon D. Rosenbag

For the Commission:
For the respondents;

& lvlarvin E. 1\le1Ammn

Orlando , Fla.
COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commssion Act
and by virtue of the auth01ity vested in it by said Act , the Federal
Trade Commission ,

having reason to believe that Librar

Marketing

Service , Inc. , a corporation , and W. Michael Nace , individually and as an
offcer of said corporation ,

hereinafter referred to as respondents , have

violated the provisions of said Act , and it appearig to the Commission

respect thereof would be in the public
interest , hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect
that a proceeding by it in
as follows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Librar Marketing Ser\ice ,
corporation

organi7&

of the laws of the

Inc. , is a

existing and doing business under and by virue
of Florida , with its principal offce and place of

business located at LMS Building, 1320 44th Street , Orlando , Fla.

Respondent W. :'ichael ;\
respondent. As such ,

ace is the president of the corporate

he formulates , directs and controls the acts and

practices of the corporate respondent , including the acts and practices
hereinafter set forth. His address is the same as that of the corporate
respondent.
PAR. 2. Respondents are engaged in the sale of mag-azne subscriptions and other publications to the purcha.sing;

public by a method which
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is commonly referred to as the " two- payment" or " mail-,in purcha.
plan.

Hespondents enter into business arrangements with certain publishers or distributors of magazines and other publications whereby the
publishers or distributors agree to accept and fil orders for designated
magazines or other publications sold by respondents. The publishers or
distributors generally require that the magazines or other publications

be sold for a designated amount and that respondents forward an

agreed upon amount to the publisher or distributor thereof.
Pursuant to such arrangements , the respondents solicit and sen to
the purchasing public subscriptions to such magazines or other

publications.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their

business of selling

magazine subscriptions pursuant to SUbSCliption contracts , as aforesaid
respondents have entered into contractual an-angements with publish-

ers or distJibutors of magazines whereby respondents are authorized to
sel1 certain magazine subscriptions at designated selling prices and to
pay designated amounts to said publishers or distributors as payment
for said subscriptions. Respondents are thereby given authority to sell
subscriptions to some but not all magazines and other publications.

PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their business , as aforesaid
respondents enter , and have entered , into agreements with individuals
known as " crew managers " who in tur employ or hire " sale agents
soEcitors " or other representatives to sell said magazines or other
publications.

Acting through their said crew managers and solicitors , respondents
place into operation and , through various direct and indirect means and
devices , control , direct , supervise , recommend and otherwse implement sale methods whereby members of the general public are
contacted by door- to- door

solicitations , and by means of statements

representations , acts and practices as hereinafter set forth , are induced
to sign subscription contracts with respondents which provide for the
purchase of magaznes or other

publications and payment thereof

usually on a subscription order with the

apprJ8ate publishers

distributors for magazines and other public

and

""s respondents arc

authoried to sel1.
In the manner aforesaid , respondents , directly or indirectly, through
said crew managers control , furish the means , instrumentalities
scr.'1ces and facilities for , condone , approve and accept the pecuniar

benefits f1o",ing from the acts , practices and policies hereinafter set
forth , of said crew managers and sales solicitors , hereinafter col1ectively referred to as respondents ' representatives or solicitors.
PAR. 5. In the course and conduct of their business and in the manner

* **

*

* *

* *

* *

* *
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aforesaid , respondents through their representatives or solicitors , who
travel from one area to another , solicit subscriptions for
maga; ines and
other publications in various States of the United States. Respondents
transmit and receive in commerce varous printed materials used in the
solicitation and sale of magazine subscriptions and other publications.
Said reBpfmdents or solicitors cause subscription contracts and money
to be sent from various states to respondents '

place of business in
Florida by instructing members of the purchasing public to so mail in

their orders. These contracts are then forwarded by respondents to
varous publishers or distributors , many of whom are located in states
other than the State of Florida. Hespondents thereby maintain, m1d at
all times mentioned herein have maintained , a substantial course of
trade in the sale of magazine subscriptions in commerce , as " commerce
is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 6. Respondents dnd respondents ' crew managers in the course
and conduct of their business as aforesaid , have disseminated , and now
disseminate or cause to be disseminated , classified advertisements in

newspapers of general and interstate circulation and in newspapers
throughout the United States and have made statements and
representations respecting pay and working conditions , designed and
intended to induce individuals to apply as representatives or solicitors

to se1l magazine subscriptions on the behalf of respondents.

Among and typical of such statements and representations , but not
a1l inclusive thereof, are the following:
1. Visit major

cities and resort areas with transportation furnished and return

guaranteed.
$.')20 monthly to

2. Above average salary plus compnay honus after training
start*
:3.

*immediate cash draw

4. New car

expenses and transportation provided*

transportation furnished*

In the aforesaid manner , the

represented , and are

respondents have

now representing directly or by implication, that:
1. Persons who answer respondents '

advertisements and who

become representatives or solicitors for respondents will travel on a
planned itinerary exclusively to major cities and resort areas and that
retur free

transportation is guamnteed at any time.

2. Persons who answer respondents '

advertisements and

who

4. Persons who answer respondents '

advertisements and

who

become representatives or solicitors for respondents will earn a salar,
as for example , $520 monthly.
3. Hespondents will pay the expenses of persons who answer
respondents ' advertisements and who become representatives or
solicitors for respondents.
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become representatives or solicitors for respondents will be furished
new car while traveling for or on the behalf of respondents.

a

PAR. 7. In truth and in fact:

Persons who answer respondents ' advertisements and who
become representatives or solicitors for respondents do not travel on a
planned itinerary exclusively to major cities and/or resorl areas with an
unconditional guaranteed retur.
2. Persons who answer respondents '

advertisements and

who

become representatives or solicitors for respondents do not ear a
salary but are commssioned sales agents.
3. Respondents do not pay expenses of persons who answer

respondents ' advertisements and who become representatives or

solicitors for respondents.
4. Persons who answer respondents '

advertisements and

who

become representatives or solicitors are not furished new cars while
traveling for or on behalf of respondents.
Therefore , the statements and representations as set forth in
Paragraph Six hereof, were , and are , false , misleading and deceptive.
PAR. 8, I n the course and conduct of their aforesaid business , and for
the purpose of inducing the purchase of their magazine subscriptions

respondents and respondents ' representatives or solicitors have

represented , and now represent , directly, or by implication, that:
1. Respondents are authorized to sell subscriptions for and are able
to deliver or cause the delivery of all magazines for which they sell
subscriptions and accept payments.
2. Respondents ' representatives or solicitors are participants in a
contest" working for prizes and awards and are not solicitors working
for money compensation.
3. Respondents ' representatives or solicitors are employed by or
affliated with programs designed to provide assistance to underprivileged or disadvantaged groups or persons , including but not limited to

racial and religious minorities.
4. Respondents '

representatives or solicitors are competing for

college scholarship awards.
5. Respondents '

representatives or solicitors are college sutdents

working their way through school.
6. Respondents '

representatives or

icitors

are nursing school

students competing for nursing school scholarhips or awards.
7. Magazines purchased by

subscribers will be distributed to

various hospitals as gifts or contributions.
8. Respondents ' representatives or solicitors are foreign exchange

students or otherwse foreigners whose ability to remain in this
country is related to the sale of magazine subscriptions.

Ll15I'U\.K
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9. Respondents '

representatives or solicitors are veterans of the

armed forces whose magazine sales will benefit other vetarans or
veterans organizations.
PAR. 9. In truth and in fact:

J. Re1)pondents are not authorized . to sell subscriptions for and are
not able to deliver or to cause the delivery of all magancs for which
their representatives or solicitors sell subscriptions and accept

payments. In certain instances , respondents ' representatives or

solicitors sell subscriptions for magazines which respondents are not
authorized by the publisher or distributor thereof to sell , and
consequently, respondents are unable to deliver or to cause the delivery
of these magazines for which they have accepted payments from

subscribers.
2. Respondents ' representatives or

solicitors work for money

compensation and are not primarily paricipants in a " contest" working
for prizes and awards; such contest awards are designed to motivate
sales efforts and increased earnings. The excessive use by respondents
and their representatives or solicitors of credentials , oral representations and promotional materials , identifying such representatives or
solicitors as participants in a contest constitutes a spurous tactic
designed to cnable their

representatives or solicitors to utilize

a

personal sympathy appeal in the sale of subscriptions.
3. Respondents ' representatives or solicitors are not employed by

or affliated with programs designed to provide assistance to underprivileged or disadvantaged groups or persons. The use by respondents

representatives or solicitors of such representations is likewise a
spurious device to gain personal sympathy in the sale of subscriptions.
4. Respondents ' representatives or solicitors are not competing for
college scholarship awards but are merely commissioned sales agents.
5. In a

substantial number of instances, respondents ' representa-

tives or solicitors are not college students working their way through
college , but are merely commissioned sales agents.
6. Respondents ' representatives or solicitors are not competing for
nursing school scholarships or awards but are merely commissioned
sales agents.
7. Magazines purchased by

subscribers are not distributed to

various hospitals as gits or contributions.

8. In a substantial number of instances , respondents ' representatives or solicitors are not foreign exchange students nor are those

solicitors able to remain in this country only by continuing activities
related to magazine sales.
9. Respondents ' representatives or solicitors are not employed for

the benefit of veterans or any veterans association but are merely

I)':
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commissioned sales agents. Moreover ,

references to their status as

many instances a spurious device for appealing to a
prospective purchaser's personal sympathy or patriotism.
Therefore , the aforesaid acts and practices were and are unfai
veterans are ,

in

practic!,s and are false , misleading and deceptive,

P Alt. 10. In the furher course and conduct of their business as
aforesaid , where respondents have received payment for subscriptions
to magazines they are in fact authorized to sell and are able to deliver
or cause to be delivered , they have , in many instances , failed to deliver
or cause to be delivered such magazines within a reasonable period of
time,

Therefore , the aforesaid acts and practices
practices and are false , misleading and deceptive,

were ,

PAR. 11. In addition to the foregoing statements ,

and are , unfair
representations

Hcts and practices , respondents have engaged indoor- to- door solicitations of the aforesaid subscriptions ,

either without prior invitation to
solicit such sales from prospective purchasers or by using one or more

of the deceptive means and methods aforesaid to gain access to
prospective purchasers at times and under circumstances when such

prospective purchasers were not otherwise considering the purchase of
magazines or other publications , and without either:
1. affrmatively stating and affording such purchasers the right to
cancel any resulting subscriptinn contracts for a period of not less than
three (3) business days following such soliitations; or

2. by refusing

to honor any such right purortedly given either

orally or in wrting, or thwarting the exercise of any right so given.

The solicitation of subscription sales without permtting cancellation
within a reasonable period of time

constitutes an unfai,

false

misleading and deceptive practice where such sale includes two
payments on the part of the subscriber and where it is wade under the
conditions and circumstances herein alleged.
PAR. 12.
In
the course and conduct of their aforesaid business, and at
all times mentioned herein, respondents have been , and now are , in
substantial competition , in commerce , with corporations , f"mns and

individuals in the sale of mag-dZine subscriptions.
PAR. 13, By and through the use of the aforesaid acts and practices
respondents place in the hands of the crew managers , sales agents
representatives and others the means and instrumentalities by and

through which they may mislead and deceive the public in the manner
and as to the things hereinabove alleged.
PAR. 14. The use by respondents of the aforesaid false , misleading,

deceptive and unfair representations, acts and pmctices ha$ had, and
now has , the capacity and tendency to mislead members of the

"-.
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purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that said
statements and representations were ,
purchase of a

and are , true and into the

substantial number of magazine subscriptions from

respondents.
PAR. 15, The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents , as herein

alleged , were and are all to the prejudice and injur of the public and of
respondents ' competitors and constituted , and now constitute , unfair
methods of competition in commerce and unfair and deceptive acts and

practices in commerce in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investig-dtion of

certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption

hereof , and the respondents having been furshed

thereafter with a

copy of a draft of complaint which the Atlanta Regional Offce

proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and which

if issued by the Commssion would charge respondents with violation of
the Federal Trade Commission Act; and

The respondents and counsel for the Commssion having thereafter
executed an agreement containing a consent order , an admission by the

respondents of all the jursdictional facts set forth in the aforesaid
draft of complaint , a statement that the signng of said agreement is for

settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission

by

respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in such complaint
and waivers and other provisions as required by the Commission

rules; and
The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and having

determned that it had reason to believe that the respondents have
violated the said Act , and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record for
a period of sixty (60) days , now in furher conformty with the

procedure prescribed in !j 2. 34(b) of its rues , the Commission hereby
issues its complaint , makes the following jurisdictional findings , and
enters the following order:

1. Respondent Librar Marketing Service ,

Inc. , is a corporation

organied , existing and doing business under and by viue of the
of the State of Florida ,

laws

with its office and principal place of business
located at LMS Building, 1320 44th Street , Orlando , Fla.
Respondent W. Michael N ace , is the president of said corpration. He
formulates , directs and controls the policies , acts and practices of said
corporation , and his address is the same a., that of said corpration,

9(,4
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2. The Federal Trade Commission has jursdiction of the subject

matter of this proceeding and of the respondents , and the proceeding is
in the public interest.
ORDER
It is ordered That respondents Librar Marketing Servce , Inc. ,

a

corporation , its successors and assigns , and W. Michael Nace , individually and as an offcer of said corporation , and respondents ' officers
agents , representatives and employees , directly or through any
corporation , subsidiar, division or other device , in connection with the
advertising, offering for sale , sale or distribution of magazines

magazine subscriptions or any other publication , Ilf;Tchandise 0';
servce , in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade
Commssion Act , do forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Respresenting, directly or by implication , to prospective repre-

sentatives or solicitors that they will travel on a planned

itinerar

exclusively to large cities and resort areas throughout the United
States and foreign countries; or misrepresenting, in any manner, the
travel opportunities available to their representatives or solicitors.
2, Representing, directly or hy implication , to prospective repre-

sentatives or solicitors that they will ear or receive $520 per month or
in any manner , the
.presenting,
any other stated or g;ass amount; or
past earings of respondents '

representatives or solicitors , unless in

fact the past earings represented have actually been received by a
substantial number of respondents' representatives or solicitors and

accurately reflect the average earnings of such representatives or

solicitors , or misrepresenting in any manner , the term , conditions , or
nature of such employment , or the manner or amount of payment for
such employment.
3. Representing, directly or by implication , to prospective repre-

sentatives or solicitors , that respondents win pay an , or any part of, the
expenses of such solicitors except durng a limited training period , or
misrepresenting in any manner the terms or conditiotL" of employment

as a representative or solicitor for respondents.

4. Soliciting or accepting subscriptions for mag'dZines or
publications which respondents have no authority to sell or

other
which

respondents cannot promptly deliver or cause to be delivered.
5. Representing, directly or by implication , that respondents

representatives or solicitors are paricipants in a contest working for
prie awards and are not

solicitors working for money compensation; or

misrepresenting, in any manner ,

the status of their sales agents or

representatives or the manner or amount of compensation they receive.
6. Representing, directly or by implication , that respondents

: -
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solicitors are employed by or affiliated with
programs designed to provide assistance or promote the welfare of
representatives or

underprivileged or disadvantaged groups or persons.
7. Representing, directly or by implication , that respondents
for col1ege scholarship

representatives or solicitors are competing
ards.

8. Representing, directly or by implication

representatives or solicitors are col1ege
through school ,

students

that respondents

working their way

unless such is the fact.

9. Representing, directly or by implication ,

that respondents ' sales
agents or representatives are competing for nursing school or trade
school awards or scholarships,
10. Representing, directly or by implication , that magazines , books
or other publications purchased by subscribers will be distributed to

varous hospitals , veterans a.ssociations , schools and institutions as gifts

or contributions.
11. Representing, directly or by implication , that respondents

representatives or solicitors are veterans; unless such is the fact; or
representing, directly or by implication that the sale of magazines

books or other

publications is or wil1 be beneficial to veterans or

veterans organizations-

12. Utilizing any sympathy

appeal to induce the purcha.se of

subscriptions , including but not limited to: ilness , disease , handicap,
race , financial need , eligibility for benefits offered by respondents , or
other personal status of the solicitor aSt , present or future; or
representing that

earngs from subscription

sales wil1 bcnefit ccrtain

groups of persons such a., students or the underprivileged , or wil help
charitable or civic groups , organiations or institutions.

13. FaiJng clearly and conspicuously without any qualication
orally and in writing, to reveal at the initial contact or solicitation of a
purchaser or prospective purcha.ser , whether directly or indirectly, or

by wrtten or printed

communications , or person- to- person, that the
contact
or solicitation is to sel1 products or services as
purose of such
the ca.se may be , which shall be identifed with paricularty at the time
of such contact or solicitation.
14. Failing within thiy (30) days from the date of the receipt of
the final payment to enter subscriptions for each magae , book or
other publication with publishers which respondents are authorized by
the puhlisher or distributor thereof to selL

15. Misrepresenting the number and name(s) of publications being
subscribed for , the number of issues and duration of each subscription
and the total price for each and all such publications.

16. Failing to give clear and conspicuous ordl and written notice to

--".-
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each subscriber that upon wrtten request said subscriber will be

entitled to a refund of all monies paid if he does not have his order
cleared to the publisher within 30 days of the entry of the

final

payment.

17. - Failing to refund all monies to subscribers who have not had
their orders to magazines , books or other publications , subscribed for
through respondents entered within 30 days from the date of the final
payment thereof or to offer the subscribers the right to substitute one
or more publications or the extension of the subscription period for a
publication already selected , at the option of the subscribers ,
wrtten request by such subscribers.

upon

18. Failing to furnsh to each subscriber at the time of sale of any
subscription a duplicate original of the contract , order or receipt form

showing the date signed by the customer and the name of the sales
representative or solicitor together with the name and mailing address
of the marketing broker or crew manager together with the respondents ' corporate name and address showing on the same side of the
page the exact number and nameCs) of the publications being
subscribed for, the number of issues and durtion of each subscription
and the total price for each and all such publications.

19. Furnishing, or otherwse placing in the hands of others , the

order.

public may be
misled or deceived in the manner or as to the things prohibited by this

means or instruentalities by or through which the

It is furtlwr ordered That respondents do forthwith cease and desist

from:
1.

ailing to furnsh the buyer with a fully completed receipt or

copy of any contract pertaining to such sale at the time of its execution

which is in the same language
Spanish , as that principally used in
the oral sales presentation and which shows the date of the tmnsaction
and contains the name and address of the respondent, and in immediate
proximity to the space reserved in the contract for the signature of the
buyer or'on the front page of the receipt if a contract is not used and in
bold face type of a

minimum size of 10 points ,

a statement in

substantia1ly the following form:
You , the buyer , may cancel this transaction at any time prior to midnight of the third
business day after the date of this trdnsaction.

fOnT for an explanation of this right.
2. Failing to furnish each

See

the attached notice of cancellation

buyer , at the time he signs the door- to-

door sales contract or otherwse agrees to buy consumer goods or
servces from the respondents ,

a completed form in duplicate , captioned

NOTICE OF CANCELLATION " which shall be attached to the
contract or receipt and easily detachable , and which sha1l contain in 10
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point bold face type the following information and statements in the
same language
Spanish , as that used in the contract
NOTICE OF' CANCELLATION
(enter date of transaction)

(date)
You may cancel this transaction , without any penalty or obligation , within three (3)
business days from the above date.
If you cancel ,

any payments made by you under the contract or sale ,

and any

negotiabJe instrument executed by you will be returned within tcn (10) business days
following receipt by the selJer of your cancellation notice ,

and the transaction will be

canceled.

To cancel this transaction, mail or deliver a signed and dated copy of this cancellation
notice or any other written notice , or send a telegram to

(name of seller)
(address of seller s place business)

not later than midnight of

(date)

1 hereby cancel this transaction.

(date)

(buyer s
It

further ordered

signature)

That respondents shall forthwith distribute a

copy of this order to each of their operating divisions.
It is fUrther ordered That respondents shall:

1. Provide each of their present and future crew managers , and
other supervisory personnel engaged in the sale or supervsion of
persons engaged in the sale of respondents ' products or services

written instructions with respect to the provisions of this order which
are applicable to the functions of each such person.
2, Require each person so

described in Paragmph 1 above to clearly

and fully explain the applicable provisions of this order to all sales
agents , representatives and other
respondents ' products or servces.

persons eng'dged in the sale of the

, Provide each person so described in Paragraph 1 above with a
form returable to the respondents clearly stating his intention to be
bound by and to conform his business prdctices to the applicable

provisions of this order; retain said statement durng the period said
person is so eng"dged and

make said statement available

to the

Commssion s staff for inspection and copying upon request.
4. Inform each person

described in Paragrdph 1 above that

respondents shall not use any third party, or the services of any third
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party, if such third party will not agree to so file and does fie notice
with the respondents that he or she win be bound by the applicable

, proviqions of this order.
such third party will not agree to so file notice
5. If

with

respondents and be bound by the applicable provisions of the order
respondents shall discontinue utilizing the services of or accepting

orders from such third party.
6. Inform the

persons described in Paragraph 1 above that

respondents are obligated by this order to discontinue dealing with
who continue
on their own the deceptive acts or practices
prohibited by this order.
Institute a program of continuing sureillance to reyeal whether
those persons

7.

the business operations of each said person described in Pamgmph 1

above conform to the applicable provisions of this order,
8. Discontinue dealing with the persons so engaged , revealed by the

aforesaid program of surveilance , who continue on their own the
deceptive acts or practices prohibited by the applicable provisions of

this order.
9. Upon receiving information or knowledge from any source

concernng two or more bona fide complaints

prohibited by the

applicable provisions of this order ag-dinst any marketing broker, sales
agents or representatives durng anyone-month period , forthwith be
responsible for either ending said practices or securing the termination

of the employment of the offending sales agents or representatives,
10. Submit to the Commssion a detailed report every six (6)
months for a period of three (3) years from the effective date of this
order demonstrating the effectiveness of the steps or actions taken
with regard to the aforesaid surei1ance progrm.

That respondents notify the Commssion at
least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the corporate
It

is

further ordered

respondent such as dissolution ,

assignent or sale resulting

emergence of a successor corpration ,

in the

the creation or dissolution of

subsidiaries or any other change in the corporation which may affect
compliance obligations arising out of the order.
It
is further ordered That the individual respondent named herein
promptly notify the Commission of the discontinuance of his present
business or employment and of his affilation with a new business or

employment. Such notice shall include a reference to respondents' new

business or employment and a description of his duties and responsibilities.
It is further ordered That the respondents herein shall within sixty

(60) days after servce upon them of this order,

fie with the
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Commission a report , in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and
form in which they have complied with this order.

IN THE MATTR OF

ASH GROVE CEMENT COMPANY
Docket

8785.

Order ,

.June 10 , 197.5

Denial of respondent' s

motions to slay a final decision in this matter , reopen the
record for the reception of evidence , or dismiss the complaint.

Appearances
For the Commission:

and

Thomns F, McNerney, Po:ul N. !(ane

Nancy P. Rosenfeld.
For the respondent:
Whilehead

David McKean

and

Robert William.

, McKean

Wilson Wash. , D.

ORDER DENYING RESPONDENTS MOTON TO STAY A FINAL D ~CISION
IN THIS MATIR , REOPEN THE RECORD FOR THE RECEPTION OF
EVIDENCE , OR DISMISS THE COMPLAINT.
By Motions fied Feb. 10 , 1975 and Apr. 3 , 1975 , respondent in the
above- captioned matter requests: (a) a stay of any final order , other
than a dismissal of the complaint , pending the judicial outcome of the
first of respondent'

s two separate atte mpts

to obtain Commission

documents under the Freedom of Information Act , 5 ns. c.

!j55I

seq. (b) a reopening of the adjudicative record until such time as
respondent obtains , and offers into evidence , documents sought under
both of its Freedom of Information Act requests; or, in the alternative
(c)
a final order dismissing the complaint.

The first and second request each seek essentially the same relief.
Each would have the Commission hold in abeyance any flnal order in
this matter until after the resolution of respondent' s

pending attempts

to obtain documentation. Such documentation as might be forthcoming,
it is urged , could be probative with respect to certain affirmative
defenses raised in the coure of this adjudication. The request for
dismissal is grounded on the argument that because the Commission
recently elected to close an investigation of certain acquisitions

allegedly similar to those of respondent , it would be

an abuse of

discretion to continue the CUITcnt case aganst respondent.

With respect to the request for dismissal , it is the Commission s view
that it is well within its discretion to continue this proceeding, despite
having elected to close the investigation referenced in respondent'

011')-
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v.

See Fedeml Tmde Commission

Universal- Rundle

251 (1967). As to the requests for stay of a final
order - ',nd subsequent reopening of the record , the Commssion finds

Corp.

387 U. S. 244 ,

that the respondent had ample opportunity for discovery in this matter.

The ALl determined that the documents now requested pursuant to
the Freedom of Information Act , 5 U. C. !j551 et seq. were not
subject to discovery in the adjudicative proceeding. The Commission

finds that arguments predicated upon the receipt and attempted
introduction of these same documents into evidence are too speculative
and uncertain a base upon which to stay this proceeding. Accordingly,
It is or'dered That respondent' s motions filed Feb. 10 , 1975 and Apr.
, 1975 , be , and they hereby are , denied.

IN THE MATIR m'

TYSONS CORNER ImGJONAL SHOPPING CENTER
AI"
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket

8886.

Complaint ,

May

, 1972*

Decisiun , JwUJ 10,

1975**

Consent order requiring a New York City department store chain , among other
things to cease entering into or enforcing leases which exclude competitors , fix
retail prices , eliminate discount sellng, and otherwise restrain tr"ule.

Appeam'Y"es
For the Commission:
Maynard

F.

Anthnny L01AJ Joseph,

David I. Wilson

and

Thompson.

H. Max AmmerrY/an Wash. , D. Weil , Got,hal
For the respondents:
Rosen'Yn , Colin, Kaye , Petshek , Freund
& Manges New York , N.
& Emil New York, N.
/logan
Harl-"on Wash. , D.
Surrey,
Karasik
Morse Wash. , D.
Complaint repurted in B:J F. C. \.

U Repurt.,,! as "urn,ded by onterur. July

.1
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INITIAL DECISION BY ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JIIE MORTON

NEEDELMA
OCTOBER 30 , 1974

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

The complaint in this proceeding was issued on May 8 ,

1972. It

charges that the partnership which developed the Tysons Corner
Regional Shopping Center (hereinafter Tysons Corner Center) and the

three major deparment store tenants

of the center (City Stores

Company, The May Department Stores Company and Woodward and
Lothrop, Inc, ) had individually, and in combination with each other
caused the inclusion or enforcement of certain lease provis Ions which
unfairly suppress competition in violation of Section 5 of the Federal
Tmde Commission Act (15 U, c. !j45). Most notably, the complaint
was directed at lease provisions which give the department stores the
right to disapprove the other tenants to whom the developer could rent
space.

What began as a three-count complaint against four respondents has
been reduced by prehearing orders 1 and consent settlements 2 to a onecount case (Count II of the complaint) against one respondent- City

Stores Company, hereinafter " City Stores.
Count II alleges that City Stores , acting alone , has " caused the

inclusion or enforcement of lease provisions which suppress , restrict
hinder , lessen , prevent and foreclose competition in the resale and

distribution at retail of goods and

servces in the Tysons Corner

trading area. " Specifically, the complaint charges that the challenged
provisions give City Stores the power (a) to disapprove other tenant

leases , (b) to limit the floor space available to other tenants , and (c) to
exercise continuing control over the conduct of other business

operations. " The complaint alleges that these provisions have the
tendency to restraIn trade by (a) fixing prices , (b) allowing City Stores
to choose their competitors and to exclude actual and potential
, Without obj""tion of complaint "oun , City St()r" ' motion to (1imiss Count I a to City Storps (aU"ging
"onspiraeyby th(' thre(' riepartmcnt stoTes and thc dcv"joper to incl udeaml "nforc,' an " al'proval cbu,; ) waRgr..nter
by ArlminiRtrative Law , Iurigp von Brand on Feb- 21 , 197:1. At the same time , City Store ' motion to dismis3 Count II
denied. Later , Administrative Law .Judge "on Brand de"ied re p')Od,'nt " M"tion for Summary .Judgment on Cou"t
11 and complaint cO\Jnsf'I'
crO"'
complaint was dirf'cted
olely

molion for partial summary decision (Order "f Sept. 17 , 1!7:\). Count III "r the

to the partnership whi,.h de"!'lol,,d Tysons COnlf'r
, On .
/une 21;
. 1974 , thp Commission ael epted a con nt settlement frmn thc developer (Tysons Corner R"y,ional
Shopping Center , a partnprship), The May D,' partment Stores Cumpany, and W", !ward and Lothrop, Inc. disp() ing or
all cbarge" against thpsf' r spond"nt,:J CCII Trad" neg. Hep. , 1f20 ,)!21H:\ F-T. C. !. JH I.
, lIy stipulatio" of complaint couns,.I , th l"omplaint allegation respeeting the p"w pr to rpquirl' t"l1al1ts to join an
approved " merchant a"sOtiat.ioo
" (Complaint , Para- 1:,(()) was removcrl frum the ca " crr- :jfi)

'-
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competitiors

(C)

eliminating discount advertising and discount selling,
(e) boycotting

(d) denying the public the benefit of price competition ,

, poten

ial entrants , and (f) restricting the developer in his choice

of

potential tenants.

City Stores filed an answcr on .J une 14 , 1972 , which admits certain
facts about the corporate identity and size of respondent as well as the
nature of its mam:!.gement , purcha.sing, and delivery practices in the
Washington , D. C. metropolitan area. City Stores also admits that its
lease with Tysons Corner gave it certain rights and privileges but it

violates Section 5 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act. All other material allegations in the
complaint were denied. Moreover , City Stores offered as a.n affrmative
denies that the existence of these rights

defense the argument that City Stores had not caused the inclusion of
the questioned lease provisions , but instead that they were entered into
pursuant to an order of the United States

District Cour for the

District of Columbia , and that City Stores has neither attempted to
enforce nor actual1y enforced any of the questioned lease provisions.
When the I1ndersigned was assigned to this proceeding as administrative law judge on .June ; , 1974. ' the paries had been working for

lengthy factual stipulation. The stipulation was
completed and received in evidence on July 16 , 1974.'; The paries
submitted the case for decision on the ' understanding that the entire
record was to consist of the stipulation , complaint , answer , previous
some time on a

rulings of the Commission in the case and the orders of administrative
law judges who were assigned to hear the matter , as well as any
evidence which might be presented between July 16 , 1974 , and the time
the record was offcial1y closed. ' No witnesses were cal1ed by either
party, no other evidence was offered , and the record was closed on Aug.
1974.

Thereafter, proposed findings and briefs were submitted by both

parties. These papers were considered

by the undersigned , and al1

proposed findings which are not herein adopted either in the form or

substance proposed are rejected as not supported by the evidence or as
involving immaterial matters.
, Another affirmative nef,'ns!' was rlirpcted at al1egpd pr""pdur,1! il"Pgularities whe" the complaint issued; namely,
improper partieipat;on ,md possibl.. cnnf1iet of inteTest by the form,'r director of the Bureau ofC"mpct.itiun in violati""
of Sedion O_7:J. lO or the Commission s Rull's- This ddense was pressed in ""cinary lit'g-ati"n which Wa. decider!
eventuaUy against ""Sp""U""CS favo

.JudKe von Brand r"$iKn"d frum H,,, Offkc of Adtninj triltiv" La,,' .Jurl e" 0" Nov. 10 . 197:\ , ami tH' wa.' rpplaccd
by Ad1Tillitrativ"

La". Judgc DUHald R. Mour" whu wa. c1ieYcd ufth" 3"-,iJ-nm,,nt "n . June 2 . 197
, The "tipulatioll j" rlesignatcd "" . IX (i. . Joint Exhibit) IA thnmgh 1 Z- !7. The attaehm"nts to thetipulatjon ar..
.IX ! Zitc plan f"TTy
COTfe CenteT); , IX 1 Z- i" rl"''''
(s:l
"fTy on" CUrn('TC"nt"r) anrl. IX 1 Z- 20to 1
207 (City Sto e" - Ty
CDTI"'T lease)
1 The r"con\ """ left 01"'" for tv.' o w"ek in onler rOT lh,' partie;; tu consider alternati"" mdhods of producing
p\'id"nc" on cert"in i"SIH'S ,,,rl to "",'igh th" u"de""ign,,(r admonition that it might \'c (1c irabl" tu have rlocum ntary "r
live t.. timoIlY on the iH \H' or hu in" H jUHtifieation for the
ubj"ct practices (Tr.
6H-IfI . 5;!O-5:!2)
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After having reviewed the record of this proceeding as stipulated by
as weU as proposed flndings and supporting briefs filed by
th" partie , I find that this proceeding is in the public interest , and
the parties ,

based on the entire record I make the foUowing findings of fact.

FINDINGS OF FACT
CITY STORES AND ITS LANSBURGH S DIVISION
1. Respondent City Stores

Company (" City

Stores

) is a Delaware

corporation , with its principal offce and place of business at 500 Fifth
Ave. , New York, N. Y. Through its various divisions and subsidiares

City Stores owns and operates 38 department stores (more than 10 of
which are in regional shopping centers), 68 specialty stores , and 43
home furnishing stores. These 149 retail outlets are located in
Ii;
States
and the District of Columbia. In fiscal 1974 ,
by City Stores exceeded $373 milion (Stip.

ending .Ian. :31 , 1974 , sales
B),
\11;.IX

2. From its headquarers in New York City, respondent controls
the overall activities , including the shopping center activities of its

various divisions and subsidiares (Stip, \11; JX I- B).
Until June 19 , 1973 , one of the divisions owned and operated by
City Stores was the Lansburgh' s deparment store chain in tbe Wash.

C, metropolitan area. "

By F' ebruar 1972 , Lansburgh' , whose

principal place of business was at 204 Seventh St. , N.

, Wash. , D.
operated five deparment stores in Metropolitan Washington - one in
downtown Washington , two in Marland , and two in Virginia. One of
the Virginia deparment stores was located in 1'ysons Comer Center
(Stip. \1\12 3; JX I- B to I- C).
4. While the total sales of the Lansburgh' s chain were in excess of
$28 million in 1973 , this represented only 1.4 percent of sales of genera
merchandise , apparel and furniture in the Wash., D. C. area. Moreover
the rate of growth of Lansburgh' s sales between I!J6 and 1973 was
substantially below the rate at which deparment store sales generaly
increased in the Wash. , D. C. area (Stip. \14; JX l- C to I- D).
5. In January 1973 ,

City Stores decided to terminate the operations
area and liquidate the
Lansburgh' s division. As a result, since June 1973 , tbe Lansburgh'
stores in the Wa.sh. , D, C. area , including the store in Tysons Corner
Center , have been closed; the Lansburgh' s division has been liquidated;
and City Stores operates no deparment stores in Metropolitan
of its Lansburgh' s stores in the Wash. , D. C.

. The Wa . D. C. melrup);t.n aT"" c(Jn ,ts or Wash. , D. , Montgomery and "ri,,,,, Georges C"untic" , MarylaruJ
and Alf'xandria , F;,irfax , ami Falls Church citi , ami Adingtof1 , Fairfax , Loudoun and Prine.. Willi,,,,, Counties , Va.
(Stip:,;.JX 1-

.-
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Washington under Lansburgh' s or any other name (Stip. 1'26; JX l-

to I- X).
ansburgh' s was , prior to and durng the term of its tenancy at
in competition with the Hecht division of The
May Company, and Woodward and Lothrop, as wen as other retail

Tysons Corner Center ,

establishments engaged in the sale of merchandise Jines similar to

merchandise sold by Lansburgh' s (Stip. 1'26; JX l- W).
7. In the course and conduct of its business at Tysons Corner
Center during the period 1969 to 1973 , Lansburgh' s engag-ed in the
purchase , delivery and mailing of goods across State lines. It also
advertised its goods and offered them for sale in newspapers circulated
across state lines in Metropolitan Washington. While most of Lansburgh' s customers at Tysons Corner Center were residents of the
Commonwealth of Virginia, and most goods sold by Lansburgh' s at
Tysons Corner Center were sold to residents of Virginia, customers
from the District of Columbia and Maryland shopped at Tysons Corner
Center and either carried the merchandise they purchased across State

lines or had the goods delivered across state lines (Answer 1'6; Stip.
1'25; JX I- V to l- W).

The Development and Importance of Tysons Corner Center
8. Tysons Corner Center , in which Lansburgh' s operated a
department store between 1969 and 1973 ,

was developed and is

managed by a parnership whose principals include Theodore N.

Lerner and H. Max Ammerman. The main offce of the parnership is
located in Wheaton , Md. (Stip- 1'9; .IX I- G).
9, Financed by the Connecticut General Life Insumnce Company of
Bloomfield , Conn. , Tysons Corner Center was constructed during the
period 1966 to 196. It is locted in Fairfax , Va. , approxiately nine

miles northwest of downtown Wash. , D. C. on a trianguar shapped 90beltway. It opened for business
, 1- H to I- I). The general layout
,
12;
JX
I,
1968
(Stip.
1'1'1O
on July 25
of the center , which had been formulated and completed by December
acre parcel of land adjoining the D. C.

1965 without the paricipation or prior approval of City Stores

anticipated a gtoss leasable area of over a million square feet which
included the planned construction of three deparment stores occupying 150 000 square feet each (Stip. 1'11; JX I- H).
10. With over 1.2 milion square feet of leasable 1100r space , Tysons
Corner Center is one of the nation s largest regional shopping centers
(Stip. 1'11; JX I- H). In size , it ranks among the top 196 shopping centers
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000 shopping centers of varous SIzes in the
United States (Stip. 118; JX D' to I- G).
l-.. As a regional shopping center, Tysons Corner Center provides a
varety and depth of goods and services comparable to an urban central
busin"ss district (Stip. 117; . IX I- E). At one time or another , there have
been as many as three major deparment stores and III " satellite
out of a total of over 15

outlets located in the center. And like an urban business district
Tysons Corner Center includes more than just retail outlets- it ha.s
several 3D- story offce towers , theatres , motels (Appendix I- A to

Stipulation; .IX l- 18), banks , art gal1eries , health clubs and restaurants (Stip. 1130; .IX l- 3 to I- 6). Sales of the center are very
substantial (JX lin camRra).
12. Regional shopping centers , such as Tysons Corner Center

represent a signficant segment of retailing in the United States
accounting for between 13 percent and 20 percent of al1
(Stip. 11117 , H; JX I- D to I- G).

retail sales

13. The Tysons Corner Center presently has two major tenants , a
Woodward and Lothrop department store and a Hecht' s department

store ,

00 square feet. As indicated in
Lansburgh' s no longer operates a store in the center.

each of approximately 150

Finding 5 ,

14. City Stores is seeking to assign its lea.se to Arlen Realty and
Development Company, which intends 'to operate a Korvette store
the former Lansburgh' s space. The Tysons Corner Center management

opposes the assignment and the issue is being litigated in the Virginia
State courts. The former Lansburgh' s space covering 156 277 square
feet is now vacant (Stip. 1127;

JX I- X).

15. In addition to securing major tenants
(i. City Stores , The May
Company and Woodward and Lothrop) the Tysons Corner Center
developers have negotiated with and entered into a number of satellte
tenant leases for retail sellng space at the Center. The signing of
satellte tentants began in mid- I967 , and continued after City Stores
entered the Center. A satellte tenant of a shopping center

other thana major or " anchor" tenant -

is a tenant

i.e. in the case of Tysons

. As used in thi pro"""din . a " shopping center " is defined as a plann!',- dt'vp)"pmf'nt "r rptail outlets mana!",,d a
unit in rt')atiQTJ to a trad area ",'hich t.he "evelopm,'nt is inlPlldpd to S(,"''' , and prnviriing on- Ritl' parking in()m"
definite rtdat;ollship to th t.yp"s and si,-"s of stDn'R in th (I"v('lopm..nt (Stip6;.IX I- D). ThcTt. ar.. va";,,uH kinrlH of
h()ppinf!ceTJt"n; l" wil
A " S;io"al "hopping: c,'ntcr " which has at \l'ast on.. major t"naoL Typically, this major tenant ha. 101100 square
feet or more of selling
paCt' - This major t"nantcrve
an "anehor " anc! provides the regional R'wpping cent.('r ,"'it.h
its primary. rlrawing power. A " ""t"llite t.""ant " in a regional Rhopping center'ilYistenant. or a -" hopping cent('r which
not an and",r or major tenant. The minimlUn gTO lea5e "pa"e (GLA) of a rI' 16onal5hoppingeenter ranges between
200 000 (g"n.-rally for older center ) and (HI OO() quare f('eL The mf'Jian G1.Apa"(' or a r"gional shopping eent"r i5
f)

'1uare f,'et with a middl" range rrom : !iI O()O to TiIi I)()O quar" f"I't. In addition to regional shopping cent,'r"

there are smallerho!,ping

cI'nt!'rs call"d " community shoppinr; "enter. " (with a median GLA of H;o ()()(\ "quare feet , a

middle range GLA from 1 OOO to 2(J. (H)() square f"et , and a junior d"partm(' nt "tore or variety Rt()re a. principal
t.,,,ant), and neighborhood shopping cent,'r (with a media" GLA of - 00 square f,'et
, a middle ra,,!!e (;LA fr"m :\fi nOO
to 70 000 squar,' f""t and a sU)Xnrarkct a, t.iH' principal t,'nant) (Stip- 'f7; , IX l- D to I-
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7; JX I-

Comer Center other than the three deparment stores (Stip.

E).
16.' The Tysons Comer Center developers met with prospective

satel1ite tenants and negotiated with them in Maryland, Virginia , the
District of Columbia and , in a few instances , in other States. Some of
the satellite tenants are organized and have their principal place of
business outside of the Commonwealth of Virginia. The Tysons Corner
Center developers make use of the United States mails in the

negotiation and execution of satellite tenilnt leases (Stip. '130; JX I3).

the 1'ysons Comer Center by major
and satellte tenants is often manufactured , stored , and' shipped in or
17. Retail merchandise sold at

from States other than Virginia.

In

some cases , retail tenants of 1'ysons

Comer Center will deliver or man goods purchased at the center to
customers outside of the Commonwealth of Virginia. While some
customers of Tysons Comer Center are residents of Maryland and the

District of Columbia , most of the goods sold at the Tysons Comer
Center are bought by residents of Virgia

(Stip.

31; JX I- 7).

The Approval Clause

18. As iridicated in Finding 7 , City Stores , through its Lanshurgh'
division , began doing business in Tysons Comer Center in 1969. By the

terms of its entry into Tysons Corner Center , City Stores obt"ined a
lease substantial1y identical to the leases of The May Company and

Woodward and Lothrop, the other major department stores in Tysons
Comer Center. (Findings 41 to 50).

19. The City Stores- Tysons Comer Center lease contained

a

provision giving respondent the right to disapprove the entry ')1' new

satel1ite tenants. This power to control effectively the entry of new
competitors is contained in Section 31.3 of the lease. Section :n. , as
obtained by City Stores ,

and as previously contained in The May
Company and the Woodward and Lothrop leases , provides:
Section .1I.

With resped to all Center Leases ,

(including- any modifications of

supplements to or renewals of (other than renewals made in accordance with renewal

provisions in effect as of the date hereof in Center J , eases in effed as of the date hereof)
entered into by Landlord for the occupancy of FloorArea on the Shopping Center Site
(exclusive ofthe l'cnant Store), the foJlowing provisions shall apply:
(A) No Center lease shall be entered into with any pcrson(s) in resped of the Mall
Stores (or any part or parts thereof or any storeroom or storerooms t.herein) located
within one hundred twenty- five (125) feet of the Endosed Mall facades of the Tenant
Principal BuiJding, unless Tenant. shall have previously approved the identity and location
of the Person(s) as proposer! Occupant(s), which approval , as respects identity, shall he
granted or withheld- in the sole and absohltc judhrment of Tenant and which approval , as
respects location , shall not be unreasonably withheld (provided , however , that by the

, (:
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execution of this Lease , Tenant approves the identity of the Person(s) enumerated in
Part I of Exhibit M hereof).

(B) As res peets any building, buildings amI/or impro.,ccments or any part or parts
thereof or any storeroom or storerooms therein located more than one hundred twentyfive (125) fed from the Enclosed Mall facades(s) of the Tenant Principal Building, all
nter Leases entered into for the occup:. ncy of thirty thousand (30 000) square fed or
Jess of Fluor Area shall be subject to the previ'ous approval of Tenant of the identity of
the Person(s), which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld , provirled , however
that hy the execution of this Lea"e Tenant approves the identity of the Person(s)

enumerated in Parl I of Exhibit M hereof.
(C) I, andlord agrees that in respect of the selection and location of Occupants on the
Shopping Center Site , the foJIowing objectives inter alia shal1 be considered (provided

however , nothing contained in this sentence sha11 be deemed to rlerogate from the rights
privileges , powers and immuniti.es of Tenant under this Article XXXI); (a) having
financially sound Person(s) of good reputation as Occupant(s) of the Shopping Center
Site , (b) maintaining- a balanced and diversified grouping of retail stores , (c) establishing
and maintaining a proper mixture of retail stores and a diversified s \ection of

merchandise , and (d) avoiding excessive and persistent traffic congestion in tne Common
Area.
(D) No Center Lease shall he entered with any Person(s) providing- for the ('ccupancy

000) S4uare feet of Floor Area without the prior consent
of Tenant , which consent may be granted or withheld in the sole and absolute discrf'tion
of Tenant. Notwithstanding the provisions of the preceding sentence , Landlord may
enter into a Center Lease (i) for the operation of a retail facility (1) in the Woodward
store at the location shown on Exhibit B hereof, * * * subject , however , to the prior
approval of Tenant of the identity of the proposed Occupant thereunder (which approval
shall be granted or withhe!d in the sole and absoJute judgment of Tenant), provided
however , hy execution of this Lease Tenant approves the identity of the Person(s) (as
proposed Occupants) as enumerated in Part 11 of Exhibit M hereof, and (2) in the May
Store locatiollshown on Exhibit R hereof, * * * subjeCt , however , to the prior approval
of Tenant of the identity of the proposerl Occupant thereunder (which approval shall he
granted or withheld in the sole and absolute judgement of Tenant), provided , however , by
of more than thirty thousand (30

execution of this Lease Tenant approves the identity of the Person(s)

(as proposed

Occupants), as enumerated in Part II of Exhibit M hereof. (ii) (subject to the provisions of
Sec. 31.3(A)), with the respective proposed Occupants listed in Part J of Exhibit M for
occupancy of Floor Area (in excess of

) in the respective sizes set forth in

OO() sq. ft.

Part I of Exhibit M; and
(E) Except with respect to the Woodward Store and the May Store , the Center
Lease(s), ineluding any modifications of, supplements to or renewals thereof , shall c(jntain
provisions: (1) prohibitiDg any Person(s) (including, but not by way of limitation
assignees , transfeITees , subleassees , licensees or mortgagees of or through any Occupant

(whether by voluntary or involuntary act or by operation of law) or any hoJder of a
corporate Occupant' s possessory interest by dissolution , merger , consolidation or by
transfer of more than fifty percent (50%) of the issued and outstanding voting stock of

such corporate Occupant), unless the occupancy of sIJch Person(s) is previousJy approved

in accordance with the provisions of this Sec. 31.3 , from occlJpying Floor Area on the
Shopping Center Site , (2) suhject to the provisions of Sec. 35. 3(E) hereof , requiring: the
Occupant to join the m rchants ' association refeITed to in Article XXXV h( reof a.nd to
comply with the rules and reguJations thereof and to contribute at Icast pro rata to the

annual budget thereof on the basis of the ratio of its respective Floor Area to the
)
aggregate FJoor Area on the Shopping Center Site
respect to its facilities , to comply wit.h the standards

requiring the Occupant with

of maintenance managf'ment
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operation and control set forth in Exhibit L hereof , (4) requiring the Occupant to comply
with the provisions of Article XXXVI hereof, and (5) providing that the provisionsofthis
subsec ion (E)shall be enforceable by the parties hereto , jointly or severally.
(Ft
The F()regoing provisions of this 31.8 as- respects the approval of the identity of
Person(s) set forth in Part I of Exhibit M hereof and as respects the approval of the
amount of Floor Area that may be occupied by respective Person(s) set forth in Part I of
Exhibit M hereof are subject to the conditions , qualifications , limitations and restrictions
provided with respect thereto in Part I of Exhibit M hereof.
in
the above quoted lea.se provisions refer
The references to " Tenant"
to City Stores (Stip. \128; JX I- X to l- 2).

20, Exhibit M , which is referred to in Section ;i 1.3 of the lease , are

lists of Tysons Corner Tenants whose admission

the Center was

deemed approved by City Stores (Stip. \129; JX 1- 2). While Exhibit M
contains a varied and extensive list of merchants , it does not include the
Dalmo , Sun Radio
recognized discounters in the Wash. , D.C. area and George

s. City Stores did not participate

in any negotiations

concerning the merchants included in , or excluded from Exhibit M
2 to l;i). Of the 111 tenants now located at Tysons
(Stip. \129; ,IX lComer Center, about one-half were not pre- approved by inclusion in
F;xhibit M (Compare . IX l- Z-4 with JX l- 192 to l- 2(0).
21. As part of the approval process contemplated by Section ;31.
the lease ,

the Tysons Comer Center developers sent a letter dated Feb.

, which requested City Stores ' approval of a lease for Dalmo
Sales Company (" Dalmo ), At that time Dalmo , which is a well- known
Washington area discounter , had five retail outlets in the Washington
Metropolitan Area , including stores in Maryland , Virginia and the
, 1969

District of Columbia. The letter stated:
In accordance with the provisions of your Lease, we hereby request your approval of
the Lease executed by us with Tyco Appliances and TV , Inc. for location D- , as shown
and outlined in red on the enclosed Lea-o;ing Plan. 'fyco will sell appliances and is owned

amI operdted by Dalmo. The lease contains provisions which prohibit hoth Tyco and
Dalmo from advertising discount or bargain sales at all of their present stores. In fact
DaJmo is now in the process of remaving their " discount slogan " from all advertising-,
42; JX l- 14)
signing, etc. (Stip.
22, City Stores did not reply to the Tysons Comer Farnership
letter of Feb, 21 ,

1969. Approval of Dalmo was given pursuant to
which provides:

Section 31.5(B) of City Stores lease ,

The failure of Tenant to disapprove the location and/or identity or Person(s) as

proposed Occupant(s) under Cent.er Lease(s) within seven (7) - days after request for

respective approval thereof by Landlord shal1
thereof. (Stip.

43; JX l-

be deerred to constitute the approval

15)

23, Although City Stores approved Dalmo s lea.,e (Stip. \143; JX 1in Tysons Corner Center because
15), Dalmo never became a tenant

The May Company and Wooward and Lothrop, which also had the
right to dsapprove a prospective entmnt , vetoed the Dalmo entry (Stip.
\144; JX l-

15).
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31.3 of the lease , on Apr. 29 , 1969 , City
Stores was asked to and did give its approval to the lease of Sun Radio
Stores , another well- known Washington decorator. At that time, Sun
Radio had nine retail outlets in the Washington Metropolitan Area
includingcstores in Maryland and Virginia. An addendum to the Sun
24, Also pursuant to Section

Radio lease provides:
Tenant covenants and agrees that with reference to all of the Sun Radio Stores in the
Washington- Metropolitan area , it shall not include in any of its advertising or other
material in its stores , any advertising or reference to the effect that it continually sells or
offers merchandise for sale at bargain prices. Tenant further agrees that it shall not use

the word " discount" or make any reference to a discount

operation in any such

advertising or on any signs at Tysons Corner Center or other material. Tenant may,
however , advertise sales from time to time , as are incidental to any ordinary retail
business. Tenant wil remove the word " discount" from any of its signs at any other
1ocation when present sign is replaced with a new sign. (Stip.

45;

JX l-

15 to l-

16)

the facts cited in Findings 18 to 24, 32 , 34 and 41 to
51 relating to the acquisition and enforcement of approval rights in the
City Stores- Tysons Corner Center lease , there is no evidence showing
25. Apar from

any direct action by City Stores to eliminate price competition from

new entrants, Thus , respondent had not requested nor had it discussed
or suggested the Dalmo " no- discounter" provision with either the

developer , Dalmo (Stip.

42; JX l- 14), or the other major tenants.

4.3; JX l-

15) Respondent was not present durng the

(Stip.

negotiation and drafting of the addendum to the Sun lease , nor did it
state to the developer or to anyone else that its approval of the Sun

lease would be conditioned on the inclusion of the no-iscounter
45; JX l- 16).
provision (Stip.
26. While City Stores offcials claim that they would have approved
both the Dalmo and Sun entry without the no-discounter clauses (stip.
, 45; JX l, l- 16), in fact , when approval was actually given,
there was no indication of such willngness since (1) approval to the
Dalmo entry was accomplished by not responding at an tD the approval
4.3; JX 1solicitation which included the no- discounter provision (Stip.
15), and (2) approval of the Sun entry was apparently given to the
very lease which included the no-dscounter clause (Stip.

to l-

45; .IX

l-Z- 15

16).

Satellite Lease Provisions
27. Once approval is given by the major tenants ,

including City
Stores , satellite tenants are alowed to enter Tysons Corner Center and

operate under a standard form lease. The standard satellite lease was
formulated and completed prior to the execution of the City Stores
:J2; .IX l- 7), and City Stores did not participate in the
lease (Stip.
; JX ldrafting or negotiation of the standard form lease (Stip.

* * *
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12), nor did it discuss with or suggest to Tysons Corner Center, The
May Company, or Woodward and Lothrop the inclusion or exclusion of
39; JX 1- 1'- 12).

any provision in the standard form lease (Stip.

28. While the standard satel1ite lease may be modied and tailored
to the.requiements of each leasing transaction, most satel1ite tenants

operat under a standard lease cont"-ning a ban against operating a
to
a " Korvette which sell merchandise at
store similar
discount
discount or bargain prices. Thus , Aricle 16.I of the 'lysons Comer

Center printed satel1ite tenant lease form which respondent knew
41; JX l- 13) provides a.s fo11ows:
about at least since 1969 (Stip,

Tenant shall not operate or conduct in the demised premises a type of businees

currently known in the commercial trade as a " discount store " or a " bargain store " similar
to a " Korvette " or other type of discount store , nor shall Tenant operate or conduct a
business continuously selling, or offering or purporting or holding itself out to sen
merchandise or servces at " discount" or " bargain " prices. Tenant sh;lll not , unless
of trading
use
otherwse expressly permitted so to do hereunder , m,e or permit

the

. Notwithstanding any other provision hereof , any substantial addition to or
stamps
change in the type , or price lines , or quality of merchandise or servces , or any substantial

other change in the type of business permitted to be carred. on hy Tenant hereunder
without the express prior wrtten consent of Landlord (which com;ent may be granted or
withheld in Landlord' s sale and absolute discretion , and with or without statement of or
necessity for reason therefor , and which , if granted , may be conditioned , among other
things, upon Tenant' s agreement to comply with new and additional requirements not set

forth or contained in this lease which may be applicable to all or any part of the demised
premises without reg-drd to the prior or prospective use thereof, and including but not
limited to requirement of payment of an increased or additional rent over the rent
prescribed herein) may be deemed to he a breach and violation of this lca-..e at Landlord'
sale and absolute discretion. (Stip. 1136; JX l- 8 to l29. There are satellte tenant lea.,es which conta changes in the
printed form of Aricle 16. L For example ,
use of trading stamps. Article 16. 1

is

the Giant lease permits the
moded from the printed form in

the following lea.,es as indicated:
Biddle:
The last sentence is amended to provide
Railey, Banks
(1)
that the Landlord' s consent may not be unrea.,onably withheld.
The la.,t sentence is deleted.
(2) Falrc Tree:
The last sentence is deleted.
(3) Giant:
(4) Joseph R. Horns:

The last sentence is amended to prohibit the

stated additions or changes " unless

such addition or change is in

accordance with the policy in effect in a majority of the stores being
operated by Tenant in the Metropolitan Wa.,hington AreaAddendum (12) to the lease provides:
(5) Olan Milts:
The offering of a " loss

leader " or a similar discount or barg-ain price shall not be

deemed to be a violation of the provisions of Article Sixteen , Paragrph I , providing
Tenant does not pe rsistently use the specific words " rliscount " and/or " barg-ain " in its
advertising and telephone solicitations.

Addendum (37) contas a new clause in lieu of and
Peoptes Dru:
ba.,ed upon Article 16.I which provides that Peoples shall not conduct a
(6)

t1UIIlI"u L,.t lY1.t_ li. ,
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discount operation unless a majority of Tenant' s

stores in the Wash.

, Metroplitan Area do so. In addition, a proviso is added to the end
of Article 16. I

as follows:

provided , however , that nothing herein contained shall be deemed to limit or prohibit
Tenant fro.r adding to or ehanging the hrands or

speeific lines of merehandise ,

or

changing the brands or specific identifications or types or price lines or quality
merchandise dealt in or dispensed on the premises , so long as the general pattern and
type of operation as a drug store, as permitted and described on page I of this Lease
shall continue to he maintained.
The last sentence of Aricle 16. 1

(7) Singer:

is deleted.

is deleted in its entirety.
The beginning ofthe last sentence of Aricle 16. 1 is

Aricle 16.1

(8) Speru;er Gifts:
(9) Thom MeAns:

changed to read:
Notwithstanding any other provision hereof , any substantial change in the price Jines
or any change in the type of business permitted to be carred on * * *

This tenant' s lease is not the printed form , and it
(10) Top Value:
contains no provision identical or similar to Aricle 16.

Aricle 16.1

(11) Un-ied Virginia Bank:

is deleted in its entirety.

(12) Woolworth' s: The Woolworth lease is a typewrtten document
drafted by the Tenant and contains no provision identical or similar to
Article 16.1 (Stip.

37;.IX l-

30. The standard form

9 to l-

12).

satellte lea.c:e also contains a " use

clause "

or

permitted use clause " which provides as follows:
Sueh oceupancy shall be for the purpose of -

The blank is completed in the coure of the negotiation of the lease.
AH such use clauses provide that sales on the leased premises shaH be
of a specified type merchandise , such as " children s shoes " and shall be
for no other purpose whatsoever. " (Stip.
33; JX l- 7 to l- 8; Stip.
35; ,IX

l-

instances (out of 111 satellites) in which the " use
clauses " described in Finding 30 defines the use that a tenant may
make of the premises in terms of the price of specified merchandise.
a1. There are 28

This type of " use clause " typicaHy reads as follows:
ups N Downs (Satellte Tenant' s Name 1: the retail sale of medium priced womens
sportswear , swim wear and reJated accessories and incidental thereto the sale at retail of
boob:; and sandals. The majority of the sales at the demised premises shall be sportswear
and swimwear. (Stip.

34; JX l-

32. In seekig City Stores approval for a satellte tenant (pursuant
to Section 31.3 of City Stores ' lease), Tysons Corner developer has
refeITed to " use clause " limitations on pricing and merchandise. Thus , a

letter requesting such approval for G&G Shops of Virginia, Inc.
indicated that the proposed tenant would be sellig

priced" women s clothing. (Stip.

40; JX l-

only " popular-

12)

3:3. All requests for approval of entry were grnted by City Stores

* *

* * *

* * *
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including requests which mentioned , and those which did not mention
that the proposed tenant would be sel1ng merchandise within a certain
price range. (Stip. 1141;

JX 1- 7:- 13)

34. ' The no- discounter and use restrictions contained in satellite

leases are continuing ones which cannot be changed without the
approval of City Stores and the other major tenants. Ths continuing
control exists because the preamble to Section 31.3 , when read together
with Sections 31.3(A), (B), (D) and (E) of the City Stores lease provides
that modification ,

supplements , and renewals can only be made in the

leases of any tenants in the Center unless the developer obtains City

Stores ' approval of the satel1te s continued occupancy. (See lease
provisions quoted in Finding 19. ) Moreover , approval , once given , may

be revoked if the satel1te tenant engages in "business 'operations or
merchandising practices " which respondent determnes are detrimental

to the shopping center (Lease Section 31.5(A)(2); JX l-

155).

35. The interstate mails were used as the mechansm for approval
by City Stores of satel1te tenants, Pursuant to Section 31.3 of the City

Stores ' lease , requests for approval were sent from Tysons Comer
Parnership headquarers in Marland to City Stores ' New York offce
and to the Lansburgh' s division office in the District of Columbia. City
Stores ' officers in New York sent the request for approval letters from

New York to Lansburgh' s

offce in '\fashington. Lansburgh' s letters

approving tenants were sent from the District of Columbia to the
Tysons Corner parnership at its Marland address (Stip. 1146; JX l16 to l-

17),

Space Limitations
36.
In
accordance with similar lease provisions in The May
Company lease and the Woodward lease relating to the other
department stores, the City Stores lease contans a provision limiting
the floor area of The May Company store and the Woodward and

Lothrop store. This limitation on the floor space of respondent'

competitors is contained in Section 31.: (D) of the City Stores lease and
reads in pertinent part as follows:

at no time prior to Termination Date shall the Occupant of the Wooward Store
operd.te more than two hundred forty five thousand
square feet of Floor area on the Shopping center Site
at no time prior to

occupy, control or possess or

(245 00)

Termination Date shall the Occupant of the May Store occupy, control or possess or
operate more than two hundred forty- five thousand (245 00) square feet of Floor Area
on the Shopping Center Site

(Stip. ,-21; JX l- Q

to l-

37. While there is no proof that the space
Section 31.3(D) caused actual competitive

limtation contained in

har the compardtive t100r

area of deparment stores is a factor affecting competition between
stores. As deparment store area decreases , a point is reached where a
store must elimiate departments , lines , or depth of merchandise, That

"'"
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point is reached for a store depending upon the general practice of the
store and trading area regarding size , lines carred and merchandising
techniques. At some point, which wil depend upon the merchandising
policy of the store , a department stcre s smaller store area vis- vis a
cQmpetif\ deparment store slarger :;tore areas may place the smaller
store at a competitive disadvantage ( tip. 21; JX I- S to I- T).
38. City Stores did not want competing deparment stores in the
same shopping center to have the right to expand beyond their origjnal
sizes unless City Stores also had expansion rights (Stip.
21; JX I- S).
39. A recent expansion to The May Company store at Tysons
Corner Center was made in accordance with the limitation contained in

the City Stores lease. Although there is no evidence that The May
Company or Woodward and Lothrop operate department stores in

00 square feet
some deparment stores have

regjonal shopping centers which are larger than the 245
limitation contained in Section 31.3(D),

expanded beyond the 245
40,

In

00 square feet limitation (Stip.
21; JX I- T).
addition to the limitations on department store expansion,

Part I of Exhibit M of the lease which provisions are incorprated by
31.:i of the City Stores lease , impose space

reference into Section

limitations on many of the prospective satellte tenants. Approval for

their admission is conditioned on their observance of strict space
restrictions. For example , the floor area that Raleigh' s and Philipsborn
could occupy was limited to 40 00 square feet. Similarly, J elleffs is
limited to 60

000 square feet , Richman Brothers and Ups ' ' Downs to

7500 square feet each , House of Fabrics , Fabric Tree , Petrie and

Maranne to 10 00 square feet each , and Giant Foods to 35 00 square
feet , no more than 15 percent of which can be used for nonfood
merchandise (JX l- HJ2 to l- 19:i , l- 197).
The Circumstances Surounding The City Stores ' Lease
41. The lease provisions which are described in detail in Findings
, 20 , 22, 34 , 36 and 40 came about under the following circumstances.
On or about May 29 , 1962 , Isadorc Gudelsky and Theodore N, Lerner

the origjnal developers of Tysons Corner Center, wrote a letter to
Charles Jagels , who was then the president of City Stores ' Lansburgh'
division , granting City Stores an option to leasc space for a
Lansburgh' s department store in the ' l'ysons Corner Center " with
rental and terms at least equal to that of any other major department
store in the center." (Stip.

14; . IX

1

J.)

officials viewed the word " terms " in this letter as
relating principally to such matters as rent , size, location and parking
spaces. So-called rights of approval discussed earlier (Findings 18 to 26)
were not among the terms that offcials of City Stores considered
14; JX 1-,).
essential to the agreement (Stip.
42. City Stores '
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however , on the basis of their

general experience in the deparment store business , their familiarty
with ,other shopping center operations of Theodore N. Lerner , and
information they received about The May Company and Woodward and

Lothrop leases that if their lease were substantially

equal to those

given these other major deparment stores (as they insisted it should
be) the lease would indeed contain a provision giving all major tenants i.e. ,

all

the deparment stores including

City Stores - the right of

, 15

approval over the entry of all other prospective tenants (Stip.

19; . IX 1- to l- K, l- L to I- M).
44. The Gudelsky- Lerner option of May 29 , 1962 , was conditioned
upon City Stores rendering assistance to secure certain zoning

approvals which were necessar for the development of T'ysons Corner
Center. Notwithstanding the fact that the necessar zoning approvals

were secured , the developers refused to offer City Stores a lease in the

Tysons Corner Center. Rather , in order to obtain entry to Tysons
Comer Center , City Stores filed suit aganst the developers of Tysons
(sub . wm

Corner Center in 1966

Action No. 98-

the May 29

, D.

1962 option (Stip.

City Staes Co.

v.

Ammermn

Civ.

) for specific performance of its rights undcr
16; JX l- K).

45. Prior to the filng of the complaint

in 1966 , the developers of
Tysons Corner Center had negotiated a lease on December 6 , 1965
with The May Company for the operation of a Hecht Deparment Store
at Tysons Comer Center. On Nov. 1 , 1965 , a lease was signed with
Woodward and Lothrop for the operation of a deparment store at the
Center. The Woodward and Lothrop lease was substantially identical to
the one signed by The May Company (SUp.
13; JX I- I).
46. With the exception of the provision in the letter of May 29 , 1962

relating to terms equal to those enjoyed by " any

other major

department store " and the knowledge that this would inelude approval
rights (Findings 41 to 43), on no occasion prior to the fiing of the

lawsuit against the developers of the Tysons Comer Center was there
any discussion or negotiation betwcen the developers and City Stores

specific provisions to be contained in any lease
which might be offered to City Stores. Specifcally, the developer had
no actual knowledge that City Stores wanted an approval clause as a
with respect to the

way of eliminating potential price competition (Stip.

, 18;

IX

to l- L).
47. Throughout the trial in City Stores ' action aganst thc

developers , in order to rebut the developers ' contention that the May
, 1962 , letter was too vague to permt specific performance , counsel
for City Stores indicated that City Stores would accept whatever lease
terms the developers had in the interim grnted to The May Company
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and Woodward and Lothrop. City Stores did not know the specifc
terms of those leases until well after the lawsuit had been instituted.
City Stores had been advised shortly before it filed its complaint

ag-dinst the developers that The May Company and Woodward and

Lothrop had reserved the right to approve any other tenants in the
Tysons Corner Center ,

but City Stores did not know the exact terms of

such approval rights (Stip. \119; JX 1- L to I- M).
48. On Apr. 5 , 1967 , the court ordered that City Stores be admitted
to Tysons Corner Center and be given a lease with the terms equal to
The May Company lease , subject to the cour' s approvaL Pror to such
approval , changes were made in The May Company lease in order to

reflect differences relating to names,

dates , construction schedule

architectural design and locations. Other portions of the lease which
were clearly inapplicable to City Stores were waived , omitted , or
modified (Stip. \121; JX I- P to l- Q),

49. At no time after it entered Tysons Corner Center did City

Stores take any action to waive the " approval right." (See , Stip. \121; JX
P to l- Q which specifies what
'/0, waived.
GO. Upon affrmance by the Court of Appeals of the District Court'

order approving the format of the City Stores ' lease , the lease was
executed in Maryland on May 23 196. Neither cour considered the
lawfulness under the antitrust laws of' the approval

clause (Stip. \122;

JXI-T).
51. At no time after the filing of the lawsuit against the developer
lease , did any discussion
or negotiation between representatives of City Stores and representatives of the Tysons Corner developers concern the provisions and
practices which are chal1enged in this proceeding. Except for insisting
on a lease identical to that granted the other major tenants , City Stores
did not negotiate or discuss with the developers any term relating
and prior to the execution of the City Stores '

the right to disapprove other tenant leases or rights relating to a

JX I- T to I- V).
City Stores would not have been able to

limitation on f100r space (Stip. \12.'1;

52. In the spring of 1967 ,

obtain from the Tysons Corner developers a lease for a Lansburgh'
store at the Tysons Corner Center contaning " approval" provisions
had such provisions not been previously included in The May Company
and Woodward 'Ind Lothrop leases (Stip. \12.'1; JX l- ll to I- V).

58. Had City Stores been in a position to negotiate independently a
lease at the Tysons Corner Center , it would have accepted such lease
even if it contained no provision dealing with the approval right (Stip.
\12:1; JX I- V).

54. City Stores '

willngness to accept almost any term for the
in par , from City Stores ' previous

Tysons Corner location resulted ,
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failure to locate in other regional shopping centers in the Washington
Metroplitan Area. In 1962 , City Stores ' omcials considered it a
competitive necessity for Lansburgh' s

to expand through entry into

regional shopping centers in the Washington , D. C. suburbs and

believed that the Tysons Corner Center presented one such opportunity (Stip.

23;.JX I- V).

The Fourh Deparment Store Issue
55. In a portion of its complaint filed in 19(;(j against the developers
City Stores al1eged that:

Plaintiff is informed and believes that Defendants have entered into binding,
definitive lease agreements with the Hecht Company and Woodward & Lothrop for two
laintiff is further
major department slores in the Tyson s Corner Shopping center.
informed and believes that Defendants are about to enter into a binding and definitive
lea.';;e agreement

for a third major department store in the center. Plaintiff is further

informed and believes that the terms of the lease agreements entered into with

Woodward & Lothrop and The Hecht Company contain clauses limiting the total number
of major department stores in the center to three. Unless Defendants are immediately

restrained and permanently enjoined from entering into a lease agrement with any
other major department store tenant until Plaintiff has an opportunity to exercise its
option , Plaintiff's right to accept a le:- lSe to become a major department store tenant at
such rentals and terms as may be offered to any other major department store tenant will
be iITevocably lost unless the then tenants waive the limitation to three. Furthermore

since Plaintiffs Option for a Lease entitles it to obtain a lease agreement with terms at
least equal to the Woodward & Lothl'op and The Hecht Company agreements , Plaintiff
ajor department store in the center , with a
has a right to obtain a lease , including- it as a
clause limiting the total number of major department stores in the center to three.

Defendants should not be permitted to enter into a lease agreement for a third major
department store in the center , since this would make it impossible for them to give
Plaintiff the form of lease agreement to which it is entitled. Finally, if Defendants should
consummate a lease agreement for a third department store and then , despite the three:;e ,
store limitation , offer Plaintiff a lea.-'

that lease would be of J-lTeatly reduced value to the

Plaintiff in view of the increased competition at the center This-complaint therefore is
being fied against the Defendants at this critical time so as to restrain threatened action
which would fmstrdte and largely nullify the value of Plaintiffs Option for a Lea.se and
violate Plaintiff's rights thereunder.

In addition to the general prayer for relief stated in Paragmph 14 of
the Complaint which reads:
That this Court adjudge and declare that Defendants are subject

to a binding

obligation , at the option of Plaintiff , to enter into a lease agreement with Plaintiff for a
major department store at the Tyson s Comer shopping center at a rental and upon

terms at least equal to the rental and terms of any lea.,:e agreement for a major
depa:1ment sthre with any other tenant at the center

City Stores' prayer for relief in the complaint in eonnection with this
allegation reads:
15. That Defendants be enjoined and restrained , prelimina.rily and permanently, from
entering into lease agreements for a third major department store at the Tyson s Comer
shopping center until and unless (1) Defendants shall execute a lease agreement with Plaintiff for a major department
store at the center , or

I,Jvn.: \-,\)1\'1"'1'...1 nI'.AIIV1..ftL
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(2) Plaintiff has refused , or failed within a reasonable time after speeifieation in
accordan('c with the procedure set forth in Paragraph 19 below , to accept the rental and

tenns of each of thc existing Jease agreements for a major department store at the
('entcr. (Stip. '\20; JX I- M to 1- 0).

56. These statements in the complaint (Finding 55) were intended
Stores ' right to the third major tenant location in the

to J'rotect.. City

Tysons Corner Center shown on the site plan. City Stores had leared
through newspaper reports and industry sources that the developers
intended to lease to another department store the third department
store site planned for the center which Lansburgh' s had a right to
obtain under the May 29 1962 ,

option (Stip, 1120;

JX 1- 0).

57. Further , because of the less desirable nature of a

fourh

undesignated location in the Center which the developers might have
offered if City Stores ultimately prevailed in its 1itig'dtion at a time
when the third department store site was no longer available ,

it wa.,

important for City Stores to seek to enjoin the developers from leasing
its designated site to another department store durng the pendency of

the lawsuit. The quoted statements were made in the complaint
(Finding 55) to support the motion that was made , and thereafter
granted , for such a pre1iminar injunction (Stip. 1120; JX I- P).
58. Durng the course of the 1itigation with the developers , City
Stores offered to settle the case by allowing the developers to offer a

P)

fourh site to any other deparment store so long as the site given to
Lansburgh' s was acceptable to City Stores. This proposal was rejected
by the developers or by one of the other major tenants. (Stip, 1120; JX
59. Aricle

VIII

of the City Stores- Tysons Corner lea.,e

IX

7:-61)

provides for " Landlord Construction " in accordance with the site plan
which shows three deparment stores (Appendix A to Stipulation , JX 1-

18; references in the lease to Exhibit B may be read as referrng to
JX 1- 7:- 18).

DISCUSSION

Commerce

The threshold question in this case is whether the acts and practices
alleged in the complaint-securng and enforcing the " right of approval"
and certain other provisions in a regional shopping center lease - took
place " in commerce " and are , therefore , subject to the jurisdiction of
the Federal Trade Commssion.
In argung ag-dinst the Cmrunission s subject matter jursdiction
respondent says that the determnative factor is that there is no

evidence that the illeg'dl use of the contested lea.,e provisions occurred
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in commerce " within the meaning of Section 5. I believe respondent is
wrong on this specifc point; besides , respondent's narow statement of
the " commerce " issue overlooks (1) the interstate nature of the
entire

transaction which is being questioned; (2) the essentially interstate
pattern of City Stores '

business and the direct connection between the

questioned practices and respondent' s overal1 business; and (3) the fact

commerce.
This case is about securng and enforcing certain provisions in a City

that the questioned practices tend to regulate the flow of

Stores- Tysons Comer Center lease which was negotiated between a
developer based in Maryland and City Stores ofJcials located in New
York City. The lease was executed in Marland. 1O The subject of the
cross-state negotiation was not simply a parcel of land' located on an
interstate beltway encircling Metropolitan Washington: the lease was
for the operation of a deparment store which was to buy, sell , and
advertise across state lines according to policies determned by a multistate corporation, I I The lease included an approval clause and space
limitations which when enforced governed the entry of other retailertenants into Tysons Comer Center including those from outside the

Commonwealth of Virginia,

who

in

turn , were to buy, sell ,

and

advertise across State lines,

The implementation of the crucial approval clause took place across
State lines since when City Stores was 'called upon to exercise its right

of approval (or , if you wil , its right of disapproval), this was done by
the interstate mailing of either a request for approval or the lease itself

from the developer in Maryland to City Stores in New York City or to
Lansburgh' s main offce in the District of Columbia , and then on to City

Stores in New York. In most instances, City Stores replied (either
directly or through Lansburgh' s)

across State lines by use of the

United States mailY When approval was given , it meant that satellte
stores could enter (at least to the extent that

respondent controlled

entry), but they were then subjected to lease provisions limting their
freedom to sell as discounters, including sales across State lines. H
While respondent' s use of the United States mai to implement its
approval power is an adequate ba.'3is for Commission jurisdiction
(Berntein
v. FTC 200 F. 2d 404 (!Jth Cir. 1952);
Rothschild
v. FTC , 200
2d 39 (7th Cir. 1953 ccr. denied 345 U. S. 941 (196)), it is
unnecessary to rest jurisdiction on such limited grounds. Instead, I
have also taken into account the fact that the approval right

contemplates and is intimately linked with the process of satellite lease
" Findings 1

" Finrlings 1
" Fino;ings 16

50.
, 7.

" F'inding;j.
" Finding '27 , 28.
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negotiation (see discussion infra

especially text at notes 26 to 40). This

from securing the City Stores lease to the
imposition of no- discounting provisos on satelltes took place "
commerce " 15 although the underlying agreements pertain to leases of
entire chain of events

realty inti'rests which are traditionally considered local in nature. See
, United States
v.
Southc Eastern Underwriters Assn 322 U. S. 538
547 (1944). Moreover , the events relating to Tysons Comer Center are
par and parcel of a multi-state department store business directed by

City Stores from its New York headquarers. 16 See
Furnce Co.

v.

PTC

269 F'2d 203 (7th Cir, 1959),

932 (1965). And finally, the lease provisions

, Holtand
eert. denied 361 U.
establish a control

mechanism for regulating the " flow of commerce " in the sense that it
enables respondent to determne who enters Tysons Comer Center and
how these entrants are able to do business across State Jines. 1 , See
Ford Motor Co,
v.
FTC 120 F. 2d 175 (6th Cir. 1941),
ecr. denied , 314
S. 668 (1941). All of these factors add up to a more than adequate
ba.-;is for Commission jurisdiction.

Despite all these indicia of interstate commerce , respondent argues
the attempted entry
of the discounter Dalmo and the imposition of certain no-discounter
conditions , including restrictions on Dalmo pricing in Virginia , Marland and the District of Columbia - did not occur " in commerce " since
no letter of approval or disapproval was mailed by City Stores. As I
will indicate later, I believe the " Dalmo incident" is signcant as
i1ustrative of the inherent anti competitive nature of the approval
clause. I do not accept , however, respondent' s version of where this
that one of the key incidents involved in this case

incident took place.

By the terms of the lease , City Stores in New York City may allow
Oalmo s entry (subject to the no- discounter provision) by taking a
positive step (sending an approval letter) or by doing nothing at alL

Should City Stores send such an approval letter from New York, the
act of approval would unquestionably be " in commerce. " According to
respondent , however, if its New York headquarers happens to indicate
approval by
not
sending a letter, there is no interstate act , even though
" Findings \ii
, If;

,. Fi

clin

24,

:JO

:15

&O.

:lii

,; Fin(jing

, :jl , 32 , :j4 , :16, 40

, 19

" Clearly this ease doc

a f"TC v. R""tc Rm.
S. 349 (1941) (where g"ods were m:mufacturcd and ..old in on('
tat.), ()r PI,,,,, Tree /HC. .' K. Win" Il", Cor-. 35!
Supp. !:O (S.
Y. 1972), :md C"!llord Sh"p" /IIcJ'ill. .tmrgh lf,mrle M, I" Tm,
r",,,,try SlwpP'''9 ('eHln , '''c.
2!!: F-Supp. 400 (W Pa. 1%'1) (where for purpses of the Rohins.n" Patman Act , a lease wa. held not to be a
commodity " sold in "omm 'rcc), orSt AlilllOI/!/- Mi""enpolt. (HC. v. Red n..1 Sto,". :J\I; f, Supp. IW" (D. Minn. !970),
and Sm' oll Ga Stnt,,,,s
No. $i.. , ('It'
Shell Oil ro. ;109 f. 2d 306 (4th Cir. 19(2),
C.,,-!. d I"ed :n2ILS. 911 (1%:
(where

there

were no

commerce).

,. finding 22

a!..

f10t in"ol"" the purely local practices eha!lenged
in
uch eases

acrO.,S SUde !in", or U e

of the "':Jib hy an inten;t.te ""neT to control the now of
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this negative " response " means the same as affIrmatively sending a
letter of approval.

I fail to see why the Commssion s jurisdiction should be circum, scribe!! by the form in which City "Stores in New York chooses to
convey across a state line its approval of an entrant. Whether the letter
is sent or not

, the substantive result is the same - respondent

has

agreed to the entry of a Wash. , D.C. discounter into a Virginia shopping

center subject to the anticompetitive terms indicated in a letter from

the developer who is based in Marland. With respect

to the

commerce " question , substance rather than fonn controls , see
FTC
v.
Pacific States Paper Trad Association 273 U. S. 52 (1927),

therefore , I have concluded that the exercise of a " negative option
from New York as determnative of the conditions of entry into
Virginia is as much a communication " in commerce " a.9 the positive
sending of a letter of approval.
The Right of Approval"

Turnng to the main issue in the case , the approval clause , I believe
the key point is whether the record shows that this provision in the

the right of City Stores to veto
new entrants into Tysons Corner Center - has actual or potential
anticompetitive effects. If the record supports such a conclusion, then
the circumstances surounding responden t's acquisition of the approval

City Stores- Tysons Corner lease -

right are largely, but not entirely, irelevant.
To start with , the stipulation compels a conclusion of

alnwst

complete

indiffcrence on the part of City Stores in acquiring approval rights. I
say " almost" because respondent knew that it would get approval
rights by merely insisting on the same treatment as that extended to
The May Company and Woodward and Lothrop, '" In fact , it was given
the same treatment , and it ended up with the right of approval.
Moreover , once it got approval rights and entered Tysons Corner

Center , it did nothing to rid itself of the controversial c1ause , although
waiverl. I do accept , however , most of respondent's
were
other clauses
contcntions with respect to this acquisition: given its less than robust
market position , it could not have coerced the approval rights as a
condition of entry; 23 it would have entered Tysons Corner without the

approval right; 21

, 47 . 5\

," Findings
" Findings tH I!!
" findings

and the developer had no actual

. 49.

" FindiTJgs . 5 , 5
" F;ndillgs5.J

knowledge that City

'1YSUN:: CUHNt'lt

\:rHJl'U1.
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Stores would exercise approval rights in an anticompetitive way, and
especially, to bar discounters. " As I ifilicated at the outset , these facts
are not entirely irrelevant - for if the approval right

is

demanded by a

major department store as a condition of entry, it tcnds to show an
. initi"l inclin\,tion to use it in an anticompetitive way and one can safely
assume that anticompetitive effects wiJ"naturally follow. Obviously, if
the record
did
show coercion or zeal on the par of City Stores in

obtaining approval rights , complaint counsel would have made much
ado about this , and they would have argued that anticompetitive effects
must surely follow, Where there is no such evidence , assumptions about

the inevitability of adverse effects cannot be made. But , on the other
hand , the chaste circumstances surounding the acquisition does not
prove the
absence
of anticompetitive effects , and the question remains
whether there is other evidence that trade may bp restrained by the
approval right.
The short answer to this question is that I believe the record will
support the conclusion that the approval clause in the City Stores ' lease
has a substantial tendency, capacity, and potential to suppress price

competition.

What the record shows is that the developer and a potential entrant
recognzed that the approval clause clearly gave City Stores the right
to bar entry to a discounter if respondent chose to do so. This is the
plain meaning of the " Dalmo Incident" where pursuant to the appraval
clause the developer asked City Stores to approve the entry of this
well- known Washington area discounter on the condition that it would

refrain from " advertising discount or bargan sales at
of their
all
present stores " - that is , not only in Tysons Comer Center but in
all
the Dalmo stores in Virginia , Marland , and the District of Columbi,, 2f
Also pursuant to the approval procedure , City Stores was ,,,kcd to
approve (and it did) the entry of Sun Radio another important
W,,,hington area discounter ,

who pledged in its lease not-to call itself a

of its stores or " include in any of its advertising or
other material in its stores , any advertising or reference to the effect
that it continuously sells or offers merchandise for sale at bargain
discounter in

any

prices. " 27

It is of no moment that the no-discounter tcrm of thc Dalmo lettcr
and the Sun lease were neither requested nor suggested by City
Stores , or that City Stores did not discuss the no- discounter language
with the developers or the other deparment stores. '" On the contrdry,
these facts show that the mere presence of an approval clause in the
"Findinf'" Finding21.
" FindingZ4.
., FindingZ5.

('''.
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lease of a traditional deparment store is a signal to both the developer
and a discounter, that approval may be withheld unless the discounter
image is changed , and , therefore ,. entry should be sought on the basis

, that price competition will be held in

check.

The conclusions which I draw from the Dalmo and Sun incidents are

in no way changed by respondent's assertion that it would have
approved Dalmo s or Sun s entry with or without the no- discounter
provisos. " In fact , when it gave approval (by not indicating disapproval), it did not tell the developer that as far as it was concerncd , the nodiscounter conditions should be eliminated. ''' But more importantly, I
know of no principle of antitrust law which would al10w the quality cf

competition in a signcant retail area like Tysons Corner:Center to be
determined by how lenient City Stores mayor may not be, or how
much price cuttng it mayor may not tolerate in a paricular moment of
its history.

Since the clear meaning of the Dalmo and Sun incidents is that an
approval clause means to both the developer and a prospective entmnt
that an " anchor" tenant , like City Stores , may determine if it wants or
does not want price competition (and the developer and the price-cutter
entrant should act accordingly), the potentially adverse effect of the
clause is manifest. There was no need that complaint demonstrdte
actual adverse effect: the Commission may stop a practice in its
incipiency before all price competition is eliminated. " AB it happens

there is circumstantial evidence which serves

to show that the nowith

discounting implications of the approval clause registered
practically all the

satel1ite tenants. Many entered Tysons Corner

Center subject to City Stores ' approval , and most signed a lease which
said that they could not operate a " discount store Dr a bargan store

similar to Korvette nor continuously sell at discount or bargan
prices. """ In addition , there is evidence that the right of approval may
have prompted other variations of price- related conditions on entry.
,. Fi"ding 2!i , :1.\

'" Findiog2ti
lh",,,, I' (lcrfic Fl''')''' ''!1
,. d al. v. lilli/,'d Sia/c, :1,;0; U. S. I (19,.8), the Supr"me Coun sp.-.ifieaUy
" In
"ejected thi kind of" !enieney " argu"1Pnt
() many exn'ption,; and have (H",
Th" dcf"ndant c01,temb that tla, " prefenintial routing " clauseR are guhjPct to
admini tCTed ''' Ipnienlly that they '\0 TInt 5iguific.."t!y r,, tra;n competition. !t p()inL out that the",' cl"I1"" p.,rmit the
vend!'c or I.. """ to ship hy """'p'.tinr. carrer if i!. r"te ;IT" l",,' cr (or in some in"ta"C(, ifil. erviee i better) than the
defendant
Of coun;" if the " r" tndiv,, pro"ision .are roer" ly ),armleRH ieveR with nu tendency lu t,...i" competit.ion . Oi'i the
defendant
KUment "".",, to imply. it i hard to n"derntand why it has expended " much effort in ohtaining th('m in
11 th" defendan!. But huwever
t numh,, and upholding their validity. or how th('y are of any bend"it to anyol1e
of v""dre
that. TIay tw. the e" sential fad r('maiTl that the"" al-'T'''''''"nts ar(' binding ohligat.ions twirl over th" h.rr mark"t on t.h" ""ml' t"n,, "" the defendant. :156 C, S. at 11
which d..ny dprendant ""mpdit",." a"c" " tu th" f(' ''''ed
ncrord "ilpd SI",,- ,'Wod" ,,prij C"rp.
L'uilrd SI"!"-'
"" U. S. 4:,1 ;,j(19Z2)
v. FTC, :!I
S. 4; . --E ; (I!M I): FTC v ,',IJ/'"'' f'iel"rl' Ar/,. ,-rlis j".Q S,'
ra" hi"" Origi"a/or., G"ild (Jf A,,,a-;cn
fir"" S/,,'" ('n . :J!: !:. :Jlfi :!22 09fi6).
:).-- US :192
:!g; 09: FTC
1 Finding

. 2"1, 2S

,.
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Thus , the record shows that City Stores again , in the conwxt of the
de1Jeloper securing respondnt'
appro' val was informed that a new
. entrant , G&G Stores , would only offer " a middle- priced line of shoes.
Entry of other satellites ' which ' was similarly conditioned on City
Stores ' approval , was limited to the sale of merchandise of a specifed
price and excluded the sale of lower- priced p;oods. '" These are

continuing restrictions on the satelltes which canot be removed
without respondent' s

approvaPfi

In the commercial world , anticompetitive commtments like these are
neither inadvertently imposed nor 1ightly accepted ,

and from what we
know of the Oalmo incident , alone , it is reasonable to surmise that it
was the approval clause which actually inspired , or at least tended or

had the capacity to inspire these price-restrictive provisions.
It does not help respondent's cause to say that it always approved

the entry of an satel1ite

stores, '" the record shows that while the

satellites may indeed have had respondent' s

approval ,

they entered

with their hands tied behind their backs. Nor do I think it decisive that
there is no direct evidence showing that City Stores negotiated the
anticompetitive satel1ite clauses or requested that conditions be
imposed on Oalmo , Sun , and others '" or intended that these conditions
be imposed. " As I indicated above , respondent had to do very litte
once it obtained , in the form of an approval clause , the right to say

yes " or "

" to price competition.

In defense of the clause ,

argument of " unused

respondent has also vigorously pressed the

brief is that where power

rung

A common thread
throughout its
(i. power to disapprove) is unexercised

power. "

then no violation can be found (respondent's Main Brief , at pp. 54
seq.. The trouble with respondent' s position is that it requies me to
accept tl1e notion that where a major tenant in a shopping center
obtains the approval right , the right is on1y " exercised" when City

Stores takes affrmative action to exclude a discounter or otherwse
control the terms of entry of potential competitors. But the evi1s
inherent in the approval right can work without positive action by
respondent. The approval right is " exercised" quite effectively simply
by standing as a reminder to both the developer and potential entrat

that if they do not toe the line , the right to disapprove may be invoked.
" Finding:\2.

1., Findings:W

'" Finding:\4
" Finding;!.1

'" finrling;:J.

" Pr!)f or ,specific intent iH unneccHHary exe"pt in attempt to mOl1opoh",.. C"- ('H. ThuH , in 1/"il",/ Stair.' v
Corp. :J16 U. S.

Mn""""i/.,

:U;. (19.12), the Supr m" Court Haid

lajsrf'spectsstatem"T1tHDf"ariollsapp..l1('('sth"t th(Oy did not intend tujo;na combinati"n tofi" prices, wt! need
only say t.hat they must be beld tu bave intended the necessary and direct cunsequem,e" uf their acL and cannut be

heard to""y tuthecontrary. :\16U. Sat27:,

. /'
');;

",,""' " /".
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That City Stores never found it necessar actually to use the power by
exercising its right to disapP1've does not change the highly
ti.competitive implicati9ns of its mere existence.
Its mere existence , however , does not amount , as complaint counsel

would have it , to a horizontal conspiracy to fix prices , and therefore
per
se ilegal. Complaint counsel argue that because City Stores has the
right of approval , respondent becomes " enmeshed * * * in combina-

tions with the developer and the satellite tenants to fix or control
prices , eliminate discount selling, and eliminate discount advertising"
(complaint counsel's Main Brief , at p. 15). " Enmeshed" or not , there is
no agreement between City Stores and the

satellites fixing or

tampering with their respective prices and without such an agreement
tacit or otherwse , there can be no conspiracy. 41

In rejecting this per se

theory of complaint counsel ,

I am distinguishing between an anticompetitive practice which has pricing effects and " price- fixing. " While the
pricing effects may properly be taken into account in deciding whether
practices are unreasonable or unfair, this is not the 52-me a. saying that
receipt or enforcement of the approval clause is a price-fixing
combination or conspiracy and therefore

per

se ilega, irrespective of

the effect."

With theories of per se combinatioll or conspirdcy out of the way, I
am deciding this case essentially on the basis of the more pragmatic and

less conceptualistic branch of Section 5-

i.e.

an approach which

.0 The eourtR have reco!:l1;zed the""nticump.titivc irnplic"tion of restrictive power obtained but nol ad",,II!!
."1"1;,,,
C. Ru...el/ C""'I'''''!/
, C",",
e'm'pan!!.
226 F.2d :J7:1 . :J76 (:I"! Cir. 19.')I)), the ourt said:
The ineh"ate threat which lhe e circum8tance engender hang, in the air and ", e may doubt that that threat i
withoutit effectin" highly competitive market
See , al Uniled SI",,, Maehi"e,,
Corp. v.(I"iled SIal". 2."" U. S. 451 (l92'l);N;;rthdn Pacif;e Rail"",!! cO. er 0.1.
U",ledS/al"-' :I;, 6U. I(l9:oi)
" Thc only conspiracy theory that! ean envision is that , arguably. the approval clau e has th,' effcct of placin!/ City
/"r nlote Cin,;",t fnr: v.Un,l..d Slnl... :JOf U. S. 2()j
Store" in the center of a u hub and spokes " ,-ombinatioo (see
atellite (i. the " spoke ) agree not to sell at di!;ount prices because respomlent (the " huh" ) will
j:19)), whereby the
not giv.. ..otry approval. Complaint counsel . howev,'r , are a long way fr"m meeting the test(,,/..r,
of ,/,,/I' Circuit
sinc..
th.... wa no showing that the re p"nse of any "at..nite to the existence of the approval right w.. depeodent upon a
irIVoker\' In

imilar res!x","e by other sateUites. Even undcr th.. most expansive reading of conspiracy law . identical but not
intenlcpem!ent rcspol\ cs to thc ,ame eco'",mic ract i not an " ag-eemcnl " by any stretch of the imagination. Turn..r
Thr Defillili,,,, of AY"' "",e"r '''''/I"r rhe SIIf''''''''' Ad: ('0".
","I/el,."" o..d R"f",.als ro Oral 7:' Harv. L R..v
Ii.

. 1i.", ( 1 H;2).

" Nor do I arcl'pt complaint

('''e,
fl",I",' Siall'.
:JJ (l912). 1t is rl"ubtful that th.."e are
per se ca. , anrl , in any event , they coulrl be viewed as concerted reful'ls to deal
ooycotL a" in Pft.lli""
(i.
Klah ,"c. v. Rrnrulwa'l- Hale Slores , hie. , :J59 U. S. 207
Oriy,"ator.. G"i/d of Ameneav. PTC :n2 u. s. 457 (1941), and
;;!j)). in which competit.or! combin..d to deny an e ""ntial servi..e (m"mbership in a newspaper a!1"n..y and ac..es$ to a
St. Louis terminal which every railroarl had to pa.% through), With the dismi$ al of Count I . thpr.. is no ..harge ldt in
this ..a"" that City Stores combined v.-ith the nther department store" to boycott or rln anything el e. A for Gmn"" lur
rr""dopce
f'''lIil
I'mrillCt' RII,/dilly, '"r. 194 f 2rl4S (I"t Cir. c,.rt. d,."ied j U. XI7 (19,, 2), this " butllenc..k"
caSe does Ilot apply a per
e approaeh t.he ,.a"e turned on (I) th(' desirabilit.y nfspa,." in thp Produce Building, (21 the
tifi atjon for a rlenial by a monopulist of
competitiv" imp!i..ations "f tbe failure t.o renew the \e..'e , (:1) the bu ine

32(; IJ. S. I (194.

coun$e)'$ alternative per se theorie$ grounded on
"",,""ted

l/tHtrd ::t,,/,. . v Ten,,,,,,,1 Rai/mod A","ori"t,,,,, 22 U.

a..cess to a substantial economic arlvaotage This is hardly a per se approach and ( hav.. lnokpd to similar fadorn in th..
unfairne"s a"alys;s to b" discu serl above

, ,,
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emphasizes that " unfairness " turns on considerations of context , effect

justification and consistency with antitrust policy. '" Under this
approach it is signifcant that even if one cannot find that the approval
clause " amounts !! to price- fixing, there is evidenc( showing that the
approval rjght may have highly' antieompetitive effects on competition

and esp eclally price competition.

Starting with this effect,

I next look to the

setting. It was not

necessar that complaint counsel show that Tysons Corner Center was
a " relevant market" as that term is used in merger cases:\.') It is enough
that the record shows , as it does , that
signicant center of business where if

Tysons Corner Center is a
competition is restrained ,

a

substantial number of consumers will have to pay the price.
While I believe that the crucial considerations are probable
anti competitive effects , the economic setting, and lack of justification
for the practice , I have also concluded that the acquisition of the

approval right violates the policy of the antitrust laws which disfavors

the use of vertical leverage to accomplish restraints on pricing. By this
I mean , not only would it have been patently illegal for City Stores to
have entered into a horiontal agreement with new tenants about any
aspect of pricing, but the same megal result could not have been leg'dlly
accomplished through an agreement between respondent and Tysons
Corner Center by which the developer agreed to allow entry depending
" On the .e"urd of this "a"e . it is nut ne",'ssary to test the ,)Ute. limits of Section S wher" the Cummission may
predicate" fimling of unfairness " ind"I".nr!ent of possible or actual dfeds un competitiol1. FTC
Sp"rr!!
/flltchins,,, Co " 40.5 U. S. zn , at 248 (1972). In S I the Court pointed to ccrtain factual consirl"rat;ul1S as an
alternative test ror unfairn""". The Court "aid that the COTml1i",ion may pruscr-ibe practice" "- unfair- " in their effect
"pan cOIlumers (id. at 239), de"rly a factual con"ideration. And again , the Court eit.d favonbly "- a factor in
detenniniTlg unfairnes" " whether- it causes "ub"tantial injury tu con"um,'rs (or eumpetitur" or other bu"ifH'""m",,)" (Pd
at 245 , nute 5). The J.' gi"lativ" histury of Sectiun :) "huwH a "imilar uv"rridin)1 inU're"t in y,iving the Cum",i"Hion th,'
puwer to determiTle unfairne"s by rpferrng to the fact" ()f a particular c"- e rathpr than ab trJ.ct s1andard ur rigid
furmulae. See, Baker and Baum See/iQn
''1'' -'8
"I lloe Federnl Trude CU1IHli,;8;"" Ad: A C""/i""i,,y
Redefinirion 7 ViII. L. Rev. 517 60 (1962). Thus , the flounlebates on Seelion 5 indicate a rongrps iunal purpo..;e that
the law ofunfai..,,ss b,' fa;hionedun the faeL, of each case by a " rule ofreaso " balancing of the hu"ines" rea.'''JI" fur
the cunduet again"L the practice s ad"er"" effect" upun th,' public in(('r"HL 51 ConK. Rec. 129f5' 12! H; (l91 ) (remark"
of S"Tlator Cummins). While there may be ca"eH wh.'re the d""truetive eff,'ct of the practice is so apparent as to
preclude even the profrer of ju"tification evidenre , see
! u. s. 3, -'7 (I!lIi5), we
, Alla"ric ReJi"illy
C",,,I-''Y v FTC
du not reach that que"tion here
inc" rt'spondl"1t w,, eneoun.p;ed to present a bu"int's. ju:;;fj, atinn hut did nut. d" so.
" Se"discu"sionearli"r, especially text "I. notes 20 t.hrougb :J9
.:. Wht're thc practice in"olv,, the exclusion of competition ur t'ffpeb on price" , th" court" and th" Curnmis io" lak.,
a" markpt just that market which the conc,,", its lf lak H for iL" fipld uf activity. !t i
sumed that the " field"
Huffciently describes a market , for otherwise what would he thp puinL ur th" effurt tu exe\ude or Wu"h'''lJlo/l
control.
Cra
66 F. C. 4;) 119 (196-1)
.. finding" 9 , 10 , II , 12. See , abo C,III SI()r " v. A"''' r''a/l , 206 r. Supp. 760 , 770 (D.
C. 1967), where the court
H"YR that Lansburgh' " had reached the conclu"ion " that th" Tysons Corner Hite was pr"fer-able tu ,my other in th"
are"- " The district court opinion WaS affnned Ammer",u"
in
v. Cily Sl"r "" 394 F. 2d 950 (D. C- Cir. 196), wh"rc th"
court set out the following text from a 1962 letter from LanHburgh' " pre ident (.Jagel ) to Int' Tys'''H C"rnpr C.' nter

Developcr(Lerner)
We art' convinet'd that the ' Gud.,j"ky- Lprn"r tr..ct
, tu which you r"fu 3H tht' TysOT" Triaogle , i ,;uperior tu any
other. Being located on the Beltway, it ha an un"x""llpd advertising vailH'. IL location "n bot.h Route 7 and Route 12:1
givt's it access to all local tr-ffc.
Since the Ty"on s Triangle site win be dEveluped almoHt t'xeluHiv"ly t.o eummereialus(eH , it al o " "ur",, a Ii. e center
with no dead spots. It i al"u r"adily a ailable to automobih' t,."ffc wiLhout oth"r coml"t;ng us"s within the Triangle
:J94 F2d at 9, , nott' 1

('-
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on whether a potential satellte gave assurances that prices would

be

maintained at a satisfactorily high leveL" For all practical puroses the

, appro\1al clause accomplishes the Same end. It is a small step from (a)
City Stores agreeing with the developer on how Tysons Corner Center
wil use its discretionary control over space , that is , entry to (b) City
Stores , itself , assuming this same control and with it the right to veto
the entry of price competition. In short , the acquisition of approval

power is practically indistingushable from what respondent could not
have legally obtained by virtue of an express agreement preventing the

developer from leasing to price cutters. Accordingly, it follows under
Section 5 (where the form in which respondent has cast the tmnsaction
fwt
govern '" ), that because the clause operates in much the same
way as an agreement which is clearly unlawful under the antitrust

does

laws ,

this , too

, weighs in favor of finding it unfair. It must be

emphasized (as I indicated earlier with respect to complaint counsel's
per se theories) that I am not saying that an approval clause is per se
illegal because it amounts to a price- fixing agreement. What I am
saying is that where a practice violates the underlying public policy of
the price- fixing cases this is a factor , along with effects and lack of
business justification , which should be taken into account in the

balancing process which is at the heart of the unfairness analysis.
Given these factors probable anticompetitive effects , in a
significant setting, and a practice which violates the policy of the
antitrust laws - I believe that complaint counsel have made out a prima
facie case. This means that in the absence of a clear showing of a valid
business justification compatible with the aims of our national antitrust
policy the clause must be striken.

It is well estahlished that the question of business justifcation is a
" U"il d Slates
:-I)Cf"!I- Vn,.",,,, Oil , ;1\0 U. S. 150 221- 22, (1940). Nor could the Same rC8ult have b"cn
brought ahu'll by an agr"ement rlirect or implied , between develofHrand nf'W t..nant I." Il'a,; "pac" on the conditio"
lhaL prices arc maintain"d at a set l"veL See
, (Jr , Mih- , Medi",,1 C(J.
v. /0/'" D. P"rl.
& Sm", Co . 220 U. S. ;,n
(1911); FTC
NIII l'ad.- ,,,,, C,,- 257 US. ,141 (1922); (/,,;/(..1 Srf!kn
l/eal,
nrke , f)"l'i"
:U;2 U. S. 29 (196)
" I''TC v. C",- li.' l' l!biishi"g
. 2601;.
, fJ.!- ,gZ (l9 J): FTC
M"I0"" l'ier"re A,hN1i" '''!I Sf'T,.i,." '0- . :144
S. ;1'12. :J97 (195:1); Gr,,,,d

(1.",,,

. v FTC, :100 F. 2d 92 , 99 (2d Cir. 191;2)

.. Public policy con ideration are one of the H,ree a ltenu..tiv" ,;ourc" of u"fain\e standanl" id"ntift"d in the
Stat"ment of Basb and Purp() .' 8upporting the Cigarette Hul" and favonluly cited by the Supr"m.. Court
in
S(1/
Th;"
public policy " test turns "" whether S&U' s ""nduct fa lb w;thi" the .' p""urnhra " of 80mI' l'''l:hlished "oncept of
ill"gality.
FTC v'. Sperry 'lOrd
Hrdrh;"..,m
5 U. S. 2;1.1, 245 , :o. ,5 (1!J7;).
arlier , in AII""t;c R fi"'''g, tho.' Supr..m..

Courts:iid'
As our ca"" hold , all that. iH nece sary in !i ,5 .,roc"",j;ng,; to find a vioJation i to di cover condu"t that " run"
count"r to th.. I'uhli" p" l;cy d"c, Jar"d in the Act
But thi is of ne..e sity, and was intended to bo , a standard to
which the C()mmis i"n would give $ubstance. In doin!, so , ib U e,. a gnidelin
., of recoJ1niz"d violati'''H "r ,mUtruHt laws
was , we b Jieve , pntirely appropriate. It has long be"l1 recog-,iz"d that there are many unfair m"thods "r c"lJpditiot1
lhat do not aso;ume the proportions uf antitrust vi()!ati"n
Wh..n "ondurt do..s hear tb... rhar.l(.terist.ics ofr"cugnized

antitrust vio!;tions it becomes suspect , and nw Commission may prtJ",rly h",k to ca""" applying those laws for
guid"n"...

Allllnt,c Refil!ing
Co. v F1'C, :'11 !I. S. at :,t;9- 70

(196;;) (eit.,tions omitted)
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burden which respondent must assume since it controls the facts and
presumably knows what it reasonably requires. S!' T can only conclude
that since City Stores has not come forward with any business
justifcation , it ha.s none. Moreover , at every turn in this proceeding,
respondent has insisted that it never really wanted or needed the right
f approval , or considered it important. A.s T indicated earlier, while this
may indeed show a lack of anti competitive intent, it also tends to show

that approval rights are not justifiable. As it happens ,
even to conjure up a legitimate

it is difficult

(i. e" non-anticompetitive) function of

the approval right since the lease contains elsewhere adequate

protection for any concern over the " image " of the shopping center as a
whole: Section 31.3(C) requires the developer to select fInancially sound
tenants of good reputation.

While respondent has no factual justification for the. approval
provision , it argues that " approval"
rights allowed in such cases as

is similar to the exclusive dealing

Packard

and

Schwing,

(Respondent'

Main Brief , at p. 50 et seq.
In my view , the " exclusive dealing ca.ses " are inapposite and

respondent should not be heard to argue that since it could have been
designated as the a exclusive " retail outlet in Tysons Corner Center , it
may be the party to a less restrictive provision which gives it the right
to exclude others. Exclusive arrangements , contrar to respondent's
argument , are not per se
legal. If City Stores
ha
been given exclusive
retailing rights in Tysons Corner Center - the legality of that grant
would have been carefully examined to determne the circumstances

and significance of the exclusivity including possible justifcation in
eliminating all competition. As a subject of conjecture , I cannot
conceive of the circumstances under which the climination of

.. As early a lIIIilcd S/,,/.. s v Add!!-"I"" hp,.& St,'e/
Cn. , 8. Fed- 27\ (6th Cir. 1I 9H)
,difi.d ""d "fId \75 U21\ (!K!l9), th(' ruie "'as emlneiated that a pr"p""""t "f" "n"trad of re trai"t may attempt affrmativf'ly tn ju tify it hy
a show;n.! that it is ancilary to and nf'CPHsary tn the aehipvPTIcnt of t.hf' lawful m"in PUrpH" nf thf' contract . that the
duration "nd eope of the re traint i nut suhsl .nli,!!ly grpatf'r thal1 if; npc,,~sary to achi"ve t.hat purpo , am! that the
taint is oth"rwisf' rpa.""n"hl" in th,' cireum tance.". S"e Whit.' M,,/"rC". v. nuirl'd S/"/, . :n2 U. S. 2.';:1
, 270
(Brcnnan , concurring). Whil 1 have looked toAdrfyst"" for a standard on the ju tifjcation question , this is not t."

ugy;est that 1 acc"pt the noti"n that significant al1ticompditive pradiee Hhould be excu ed because the cov,'nanti".
subjedively vi"w"d th" rhtraint :is " aneiHary " to their ba ie deal. If that w"re th" test , every restraint woulrl be
lawrul
.L inding 19 (Para. :!L; (C)). Th" I"a e also contains provi ion" requiring th"t the ar hitectunl l rl"sigT concept.
quality of con trupli"n ami m"leri"ls , th" deeor , and C"I"T of the stores hannonize and be compatible wit.h T" p"nrlent
store. OX I- f;;!:.1X I- 171)
. p,,,'lmrd M,,/or Car C".
, 24:\ F. 2d 418 (D. C. Cir rat . dn",.d :\.';; u. s. R2'l (l9.
v. WeI,sl", Molor Car
SChil"
.lolnrCo. fllc. v. H",I. Sa I,.., C"rp. z:m
d J7fi (4th Cir . !9;)), cerl "",,,,,d :J55 U. H22 (19;7). AH raras I
know , th"r(' arc no decided fed(',,d either in. the courts or hefore the Commio;siun , which have t.n'at".! dir"ct.ly
with the meritH or I.h" " right of approval" undeT lhe exl' ivity " doctrine or any recognized doclrint' of the "ntitrust
arfd 129 F2d 2Of,
laws. In nfll"",
Salr. en: v. "Jls C"rll' r ((".''''''/ SI"'I'I""I! C,...trr
:101' F. Supp. !!88 (D.

(D. C. Cir. 1970), th p"urt - , "nsidcriny; the very Same lea e provisions challe"ged hen'i" - deni,.d a temporary
injunction. While iodic"t.ing it" doubls th"t a per se vio lation "ould be btabho;l1Ld I"- ,, basiR f()r a t"mporary

injunction), th(' court ""id a nile of rpa on aTJ"ly

mighl be applicable.
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competition by operation of an exclusive grant to a tenant could be
justifed in the context of a giant regional shopping center. S:! But

, obvio usly

respondent cannot avail itself of a hypothetical justification
as an explanation for what actually happened in this case. Here there
wa., no justification presented; City Stores obtained the right to
determine the conditions of entry; and that right , a., the record shows

may lead to severe effects on price competition which in no way is
condoned by the exclusive dealing cases.
To sum up, on the basis of the record in this ca.,e , I have concluded
that blanket approval clauses may lead to the elimination of price
competition. To allow such clauses to exist in such economically

significant places as Tysons Corner would be an open inyitation to this
respondent and other major deparment store retailers to divide up the
country into protected enclaves where they would be free to set the
metes and bounds of meaningful competition, As far as I know, City

Stores never enjoyed such control over their actual

or potential

competitors in our older downtown business centers , and I fail to see
why regional shopping centers
the " downtowns " of the future
should be tured over to this form of private regulation.
The Fourh Department Store Issue and the Limitation on Department
Store Space
Complaint counsel maintain that the record shows an

agreement

between Tysons Corner Center and respondent to boycott a fourh
department store. An that the record shows on this point is that in 1966
when it became apparent to City Stores that it would have to litig'dte to

get into Tysons Corner Center , it told the District Cour that if the
developer was not immediately enjoined , one of the three planned

department store sites would be given to another and the most that

City Stores could hope for would be a less desirable and apparently
unplanned fourth site.

The record also shows that the outcome of the litigation was that
City Stores got the third site and signed a lease for the thid

department store site. But complaint counsel argue that because the
lease incorporated by reference the original plan of the shopping

center " this shows an agreement to limit the number of department
stores to three since the plan only shows three department store sites.
On its face , I find nothing sinister in the fact that a developer s plan
is incorporated into a lease. How else would a tenant know what he is
"" The rational.. Schu.'iuy
or
and Packard
(that a weak maoljfaet.uTcr' may grmt ('xclusivity to" H..l1er v.'ho was
losing money in order to ,;ve or build a faltering fiistributornhip far eff"ctivl' interbranrl comp.tit;on) was Tf'cognized
to be of "' ne"e,;o;rily limit.,d Heape " in Justice Hr"nnan s co"cuning opinion inWhile Molors Co- v.('"ired Slurps :J72
lJX 2:";J
, at

fi9 . nate X (l!I6J).

" Finding 5.

'"' Finding59

, ,,7

:.I

"""
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getting into? Nor , as far as I know , is there anything ilegal in the
developer conceiving of a shopping center as having a trianguar
configuration with three major deparment stores anchoring each

corner. If this triangular confguration with its apparently natural
1imi tation

t9 three department stores had some roots in a conspiracy to

boycott whIch involved respondent , the n complaint counsel should have
in some evidence on the point.
Expansion and Space Limitations

put

The limitation on department store expansion is another matter
however. This was brought about by agreements between the

developer and each department store , including respondent ,

which

feet. '" It
would have been ilegal for the deparment stores to enter into such an
agreement among themselves restraining competition and the same
result cannot be legitimized by saying that this is merely an innocent
bilateral arrangement between developer and tenant.
I have reached the same conclusion with respect to the provision in
City Stores- Tysons Corner lease which , in effect , sets the size of many
provided that the other two may not expand beyond

245 00

of the satellte tenants.

City Stores has no business entering into an agreement with a
developer and indirectly with its competitors which determines how big
its competitors (or City Stores , for that matter) win get. Size , whether
it be that of deparment stores or satellites , is such a significant aspect
of retail competition 59 that a restrictive agreement on this subject
would be condemned under the Sherman '

Act even though it is

, Mandville Island Farms
competition rather than price itself. See
Inc. , et al. v, krnerican Crystal Sugar Cor. 331 U. S. 219 , 235- 236
v. Socony- Vruuum Oil Co. 310 U. S, 150 222United States
(194R);
(1940); National Macaroni Manufacturers Ass v. FTC 345 F'. 2d 421
(1965).

CONCLUSIONS
1. The Fedeml Trade Commission has jursdiction over respondent
and the acts and practices charged in the complaint took place in
commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission

Act.
tOT" c"nfiguration grew out Dr an .,arly agn'C'mcnt bd" ,,en the
.. As fa,. as J can d..terrn;"" lh,, three departmf'nt
,-pv..loper , Hecht (i_ The May Company) and Woodward and Lothrop- City Stores " as nDt r"5pon ibl(' for thC5e
c. 191;7).
v. ",,,er,,,,,,, . 21\ F. SlIpp- 71).; , 77!! (O.
actions
Ciry Stores C""'JX"!I

'Findi"g:J6
"Findi"y,-IO.
' Finding

:l1 ;J9.
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2. Respondent has caused the inclusion or enforcement of lease
provisions in its Tysons Corner Regional Shopping Center lease which
, has tbe tendency to restrain trade and is an unfair method of
t;tion. Specifically, a provision giving respondent the right

disapprove other tenants has the undue tendency, capacity, or effect of:
a. Controlling and maintaining retail prices.
b. Allowing respondent to choose its competitors and to exclude

actual and potential competitors who might compete in price.
c, Eliminating discount advertising and discount selling.
d. Denying the public the benefit of price competition.
e. Giving respondent continuing control over its competitors

especially the pricing decision of its competitors.

inclusion or enforcement of lease
provisions in its Tysons Corner Regional Shopping Center lease
3, Respondent has caused the

relating to size of

competing department stores and satellte stores

which has the tendency and effect of eliminating or restraining
competition between respondent and other stores.
4. Respondent has offered no business justification for the provisions described above.
5. Said lease provisions ,

as hereinabove described ,

prejudice and injury of the consuming

are all to the

public and respondent's

competitors , and constitute a restraint of trade and an unfair method of
competition within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of the Federal
Tmde Commission Act.

THE ORDER

There are several aspects of the remedy problem which I believe
require some amplifcation.

First , complaint counsel insist that respondents be subjected to an
order forbidding it from conspiring with other deparment stores about
the approval right although there is no such conspiracy charge left in
the case , and , in fact , the charge (Count I of the complaint) was
removed with the full acquiescence of complaint counsel. This odd

recommendation is justified by an arcane reference to the fact tbat the
Tysons Corner deparent stores (" The May Company " and
otheT
Woodward an d Lothrop ) have consented to a conspircy provision in
their
orders and under the rubric of " fencing in " City Stores should get

the same treatment.
As I understand complaint counsel's theory, it works as follows:

when a respondent does not consent lo a conspiracy order and chooses
to litigate that issue , but complaint counsel later backs down and the

TYSONS CORNER REGIONAL SHOPPING CEN'lb;R , .:'1 AL.
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issue is removed from the case , complaint cmmsel ,
entitled to a conspiracy order because in other cases which were

litigated , and where complaint counsel did
conspiracy charge, the respondents

nevertheless ,

is

1Wt
fwt

back away from the

consented to such an order. To

incJude a CDnspiracy order under this rationale would have the effect of
turing logic on its head , and adding a " Catch 22" to the antitrust laws.
I wil have no part of it.
N ext , I turn to respondent' s request for a proviso allowing a measure

of control over satel1ite entry in the form of a clause permitting a veto
over " objectionable types of tenants. " Respondent argues that The May

Company and Woodward and Lothrop consent orders contain such an

exception to the absolute prohibition against any form of approval
clause. While the Commission may have some discretionary power in
this respect , I am limited to the record. And on the basis of the record
before me , I cannot al10w respondent such open-ended control over
entry which can work in much the same way as an approval clause. I
have concluded that an approval clause , no matter what form it may
take , is nothing more than a device for working anticompetitive
mischief and it should be banned outright.

As I indicated earlier, whatever interest respondent may have in
protecting the " image " of the center as a whole , this is adequately met
by a lease provision requring the developer to select financial1y sound
tenants who have good housekeeping

habits. The order will have a

proviso expressly al10wing such selectionCI iteria.';o

Any other limita-

tions on entry into shopping centers should be left to a less self-

interested arbiter of what is in the best interests of the entire center to the discretion of the developer who is concerned with the center

as a totality, or to local government which is the conventional
instrumentality for determining what is or is not a socially acceptable
business. I would not al10w major deparment stores to regulate

competition in these economical1y important retail centers by giving

them the right of deciding
objectionable. "

Besides ,

which of their competitors are
in this case City Stores has insisted in the

most vehement terms possible that it has no real interest in the rights
of approval , and it introduced no evidence whatsoever to show that
approval rights in
any
form are justified.
Finally, respondent argues in favor of limiting the scope of the order
to the Washington , D. C. area. Ths is understandable since the record
.. I b('li"ve that , minimallYo. there is a built. ;n amhiguity in a prn"i " which would pennit r" pmHlent to qu"st;on the
election of a tenant on the gnJUnds that the tenant may up"et the " balanee " or " div!'' "itkatiun " of U", ('('nter, An
agres"in' di"eounter may indeed up et the " halan"e " (whate,."r that means). and in th.. name uf " d;v"r ifi('ati"n
n"pondent "uuld I()jge an nbj,.etiun tn the entry of" dire"t "oml)(l.;t"r ,,'ho i"swad ofuffering more variety. uffe"
,on"umers a ,hoi"e in t..rrS or lower prices fur th,' "amI' merchandis.. as that onld by respnnd.."t
Th,' "rd..r will . h()w..ver , contain pruvis,, allov..ing le,,s.. provi";o",, which ;deTltify th.. major ten:wLs "",1 e"tablish a
layoul.fortheccntH , N..ith"rprnvi jnn a" 1 c"nclur!edearl;er
heen"h",, n tuhe anti"mnpet;ti"e.
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shows that it no longer operates in Washington , but it does have at
least ten shopping center operations elsewhere ,

and in the future it
may. eRter stil others. Theapprov-al right in the form of a grant to a
major tenant like City Stores has a tendency and capacity to restrain
price competition. It should be banned wherever it exists or may exist.
There is no basis whatever for a geographical limitation on the order.

Accordingly, the following order will be issued:
ORDER

For purposes of this Order, the following definitions shall' apply:

A. The term " respondent" refers to City Stores Company, its
operating devisions , its subsidiares , and their respective officers

agents , representatives , employees , successors or assignees.
B. The term " shopping center"

refers to a group of retail outlets in

the United States of America planned ,

developed and managed as a
unit and containing (1) a total floor area designed for retail occupancy
of 200 000 square feet or more , of which at least 50 00 square feet is
for occupancy by tenants other than respondent , (2) at least two

site parking.

tenants other than respondent , (3) at least one major tenant , and (4) onC. The term " tenant" refers to any occupant or potential occupant

of retail space in a shopping center which occupancy is for the sale of
merchandise or servces to the public , whether said occupant leases or
owns said space , but the term does not refer to an occupant of space
within the store occupied by respondent , which occupant operates a
department for respondent puruant to a license from respondent.
D. The term " major tenant" refers to a tenant providing primary

drawing power in a shopping center. A tenant which occupies at 'east
00 square feet of floor area will be deemed to provide primary
drawing power.

It

is

ordered

That respondent ,

in its capacity as a tenant in a

shopping center , cease and desist from obtaining, making, carring out

or enforcing, di(ectly or indirectly, an agreement or provision of any
agreement , whether applicable to the shopping center or to any
expansion thereof ,

which:

houlrJ tt", onh'T b., limited , a., re \,,,ruif'nt r"'u"~L~ . lo a I'TOhibitiQI\ "p,ain t only tho"" !ea. "H which by their
in"(' Tcsj"-mknt would be fre.. to negotiate
com tjti()n. Such an order WQulrJ he l"s8 than u,;!"ss
for thO' "pry hlanket appTo"al dau e which an caus. thp competiti"" harm dl'scribcd in thi init;,d deci,;;on. The rO' ult
S 41!J (l9,':j); it wOlJld \"""". the harn dOOT
PTC v. Nali"",,/ /-,' "d C,,-;L'i
would be th
act o"po it(' of " rencing in'"
., Nur

tenns .._
,elude p ric"

wid""p"n.

.,-

. ."-.. ... "
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to approve or disapprove the entry

1. grants respondent the right

into a shopping center of any other tenant;
2. prohibits the admission

into a shopping center of any paricular

tenant or class of tenants , including for purposes of ilustration:
(a) other department stores
(b) jtinfor deparment stores
(c)
discount stores , or
(d) catalogue stores;
3. limits the types or brands of merchandise or services which any
other tenant in a shopping center may offer for sale;

4.

specifies that any other tenant in a shopping center shall or shall
not sell its merchandise or servces at any paricular price or within any
range of prices;
5. grants respondent the right to approve or disapprove the location
in a shopping center of any other tenant;
6. specifes or prohibits any type of advertising by any other tenant
or grants respondent the right to approve or disapprove any
advertising by any other tenant;

7. grants respondent the right to approve or disapprove the amount
of floor space that any other tenant may occupy in a shopping center.

III
A.

It

is

furthEr ordered

respondent from including a

That this order shall
provision

not prohibit

in a reciprocal easement

agreement or lease with respect to a shopping center which provision

identifies in designated buildings respondent and those other major
tenants which contemporaneously enter into such reciprocal easement
agreement or lease with respect to such shopping center.
B.

It is further ordered

That this order shall

respondent from negotiating to

include , including,

not prohibit

carng out or

enforcing an agreement or provision in any agreement which:
1. requires that with respect to the selection of other tenants in the

shopping center,

the developer

shall select businesses which are

financially sound and of good reputation.
2. requies that reasonable standards of appearance , sign, maintenance and housekeeping be maintained in a shopping center; or
3. establishes a layout of a shopping center which layout may (a)
designate respondent' s store , (b) set forth the location, size and height
of all buildings , but not the amount of floor space that any other tenant

shopping center , and (c) locate parkig areas
roadways , utilities , entrances , exits , walkways , malls , landscaped areas
and other areas.

may occupy in the
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further ordered That respondent shall:
, within thirty (30) days' after service

of this order upon

respondent , distribute a copy of this order to

each of its operating

It

is

divisions;

B. within thirty (30) days after service

of this order upon

respondent , notify each developer of shopping centers in which
respondent is a tenant , of this Order by providing each such developer
with a copy thereof by registered certified mail;
within sixty (fiO) days after servce of this order upon respondent , fie with the Commission a report showing the manner and form
in which it has complied and is complying with each and. every specific

C.

provision of this order; and
D. notify the Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to any
proposed change in the corporate respondent such as dissolution
assignment or sale resulting in the emergence of a successor
corporation , the creation or dissolution of subsidiares , or any other

change in the corporation which may affect compliance obligations
arising out of this order.
OPINION OF TIlE COMMISSION

BY DIXON Com,missiorwr:

Complaint in this matter issued on May 8 , 1972. Respondents were
the partnership which developed the Tysons Comer Regional Shopping

Center (" Tysons Comer Center ), and the three major department
store tenants of the center , City Stores Company (" City Stores ), The
May Department Stores Company (" May Compa.ny ), and Woodward
and Lothrop, Inc. ("Woodward" ). The complaint charged that respon-

dents had individually and in concert caused the inclusion or enforcement of certain provisions in leases of space at Tysons Corner Center
which had the tendency to restrain trade , in violation of Section 5 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act (15 U.S. C. !j45). These lease pro' sions

included clauses granting the deparment stores broad rights to

approve (or reject) prospective tenants to whom the developer might
wish to rent space in the center ,

and clauses limiting the floor space

which competitors of the lessees could occupy.
Respondents all fied answers conceding the existence of the

challenged lease provisions but denying any illeg'dlity and raising
varous affrmative defenses. Following pretrial proceedings the
matter was withdmwn from adjudication, and on June 26 , 1974 , the
Commission accepted consent agreements entered by the Tysons
Comer partnership, May Company, and Woodward, The matter was
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retured to adjudication with respect to City Stores , and was
subsequently tried before an administrative law judge on a stipu1ated

record. I
In aninitial decision dated Oct. 30 , 1974 , Administrative Law Judge
Needelman concluded that the acts . and practices challenged in the
complaint were I' in commerce 3.-- defined in the . Federal Trade
Commssion Act , and that respondent had violated Section 5 by

including and enforcing provisions in its lease which had the tendency
and effect of eliminating price competition in a very significant retail
center in the Wash. , D.C. metropolitan area- The law judge also found

that respondent had caused the inclusion or enforcement of lea-,e
provisions at the Tysons Corner Center " relating to size of competing
deparment stores and satellte stores which ha-, the tendency and
effect of eliminating or restraining competition between respondent
and other stores. " (LD. p. 48 (p. 999 , herein 1)2 The judge ntered an
order based on his finding of violations.
Respondent has appealed , contending that the challenged acts and
practices were not lI in commerce and that even if " in commerce " its
challenged activities were not in any event violative of Section 5.
Complaint counsel , while not appealing from the determination of the
administrative law judge (being, presumably, satisifed with the order

he proposed) have nonetheless , in defense of the resu1t reached by the
judge , suggested furher alternative grounds , rejected by him , which
they contend wou1d sustain the finding ofjllegaity.
The facts of this matter are set forth adequately in the ' initial
decision , and need only be summared here, City Stores , through its
Lansburgh' s division , beg'dn doing business via operation of a
deparment store at l'ysons Corner Center in 1969 (LD. 7). To obtan its
lease at the center,

City Stores was forced to sue the developer for

specifc performance , alleging that a one- page letter it had received
durng the early stages of the center's plannng constituted an
enforceable option (LD, 41 ,
that the one- page

44). In order to demonstrdte to the court
letter was indeed an agreement capable of specifc

performance , . City Stores chose to ask that it be
lea-,e
essentially identical to those previously obtaed by May Company and
Woodward , also major deparment store tenants of the center (LD, 47).

grted a

The May Company and Woodward leases contaned the challenged
, Of three count: in the ori n,,1 complaint , only Count II was adjudicated. Thi count chalhmged City Sto",,
inclusion Or enforcement of the disputed contract Vrovi~ions. Count I . aI!e ng conspiracy among th.. J)rties to include
and enforce an approval clause , wa-s dropped as to City Storl' by order of the adm;nistntive law judge on Feh . 21.
197:1 , ,,'ithout objection from complaint counsc1. Count If I dealt only with the actions of the Tysons Corner partnership.
, The follow;n!! abbTPviations are u d he,"in: 1. 0. - fnitial Oecisi"" (Finding No. ) LD. p. Initial Decision (page
No, ) RB Respondent' s Appeal Brief to the Commission (Page No. )

Stip. .Joint Stipulation of the Parties

, The SCOp" of Section 5 ha- since boen extended to cover aets ' ''n and affecting comme",,, " The earlier vt'n;ion
howevt'r , must lSovern thedi"po"ition ofthi" c'l"C.
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approval provisions. The Distrct Cour grnted City Stores ' pray"r for
specific performance (LD. 48). Thereupon , City Stores entered into

limited negotiations with the developer , wherein the paries made

sertain minor modifcations in the lease (LD. 48). The Cour of Appeals
subsequently affrmed the order of the District Court , approving the
format of the City Stores ' lease and ordering its implementation (LD.
50). Thereupon , on May 23 , 196 , the lease was executed in Maryland,
Neither the District Cour nor the Cour of Appeals ever considered
the antitrust implications ofthe lease (I. D. 50).
The " approval rights " challenged by the complaint were contained in
Section :31. 3 of City Stores ' lease. This section provided , in relevant
part, that with respect to all leases entered into by the de'leloper for

floor space in the shopping center:
(A) No Center lease shall be entered into with any person(s) in respect of the Mall

Stores * * * located within one hundred twenty- five (125) feet of the Enclosed Mall
facades of the Tenant Principa! BuiJding, unless Tenant shall have previously approved
the identity and Jocation of the Person(s) as proposed Occupanl(s), which approval ,

as

respects identity, shall be granted or withheld in the soJe and absoJute judgment of

Tenant and which approval , as respects Jocation ,

shall not be unrea.sonably withheld* * *
(8) As respects any building, buildings and/or improvements or any par or parts
thereof or any storeroom or storerooms therein located more than one hundred twenty-

five (125) feet from the Enclosed Mall facade(s) of the Tenant Principal Building, aJJ
Center Leases entered into for the occupancy of thirt " thousand (30 000)

square feet or

less of Floor Area shall be subject to the previous approval of Tenant of the identity of
the Person(s), which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld* * *
(D) No Center Lease shall be entered with any Person(s) providing for the occupancy
of more than thirty thousand (30 00) square feet of Floor Area without the prior consent
of Tenant , which consent may be granted or withheld in the sole and absolute discretion
ofTenant* * *

The anticompetitive possibilities created by approval rights of the
breadth obtained by City Stores are

substantial. The quoted clauses

confer upon it the power to exclude would- be entrants for any reason

whatsoever, including the fact that such entrants may compete with

respondent in some line of conuerce on the basis of price or other
factors. Broad approval rights may a1so be used to condition the entry
of a competitor upon adoption of suitsble pricing policies.' And, because
supplements, modcations , and renewals of satellit" tenant leases
requied the re-approval of City Stores (LD, 34), the approval clauses
, By term . the right to ""dude competiton; occupying ov"r ao oo
qua.. feet, or occupying
pace within 12.'; f",et
of respond..nt s principal mal! facade is ab olute. Approval of parties occupying under .10 00 squar fe..t mon' than 12.
f..d from the mal! facade may not IJ ' n'-eason3bly ..-ithh"ld" The TIeaning of u unrea.onably " in th.- context of the
I"as.. is uncle".- , but th..r.- h&. been nO suggestion made that it would prcvent e"clu ion b"cau e of th.. cOTlpetition
offered by an entr:nL
, There is abundant ..vidpncp in the recurd of fhis ca.''' to Huggest that competitor. were wi1j"l\ to alter their
pricing policies in order to ohtain entry into the Tyson Corner Center. (I.D. Zl , Z4
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conferred upon it power to govern at least certain activities of existing
competitors who had already been once approved. '

worthwhile to note that most sate11ite

In this regard it is

tenant leases in the Tysons

, Corner Center contained clauses prohibiting conduct of discount

operations by the tenant (LD. 28),
Respondent appears to recogne that had it actually vetoed a
competitor simply to avoid competition, or had it insisted that a

competitor temper its pricing policies as a condition of entry, there
would be no question of ilegality. It contends , however , that having
never actua11y disapproved of a prospective tenant , it should not be
held in violation for mere acquisition and possession of the right to do
so.

The administrative law judge found , however , that. the approval
clauses exerted an anticompetitive effect in that they acted as a " signal
to both the developer and would- be

discounter entrats

that approval

may be withheld unless the discounter image is changed , and therefore
entry should be sought on the basis that price competition will be held
in check." (LD. p. 34. lpp. 990- 991

herein)) The judge based this

conclusion principally on the so-called " Dalmo " incident. A we11- known
Washington discount chain (" Dalmo Sales Co. ) sought entry into

Tysons Corner Center. By letter dated Februar 21 , 1969 , the
developer sought approval of City Stores , puruant to Section 31.3 of
its lease , for the entry of Dalmo (under the name "Tyco Appliances

The request letter pointed out that the lease to be signed by Dalmo
would contain provisions prohibiting Tyco and Dalmo from advertising
discount or barg'.ln sales at all of their existing stores , and further
noted that Dalmo stores were in the process of " removing their
discount slogan ' from all advertising, signg, etc. " (I. D. 21), City
Stores did not reply to the request for approval

, and puruant to the

lease was thereby deemed to have approved the application (LD. 22).
Dalmo did not enter , however , because May Company and Woodward

vetoed it (I, D. 2:

Dalmo subsequently sued to obtain entry into the Tysons Corner
injunction was denied , but the
findings of the District Cour are instructive with respect to the
possible effects of approval rights on the behavior of the developer.
Center. Its suit for a preliminary

The cour found that:
Dalmo commenced negotiations with Tysons Corner in May, 196. In Dccember 196
provided that approval,onre givf'n , may be revoked ifth"satcllilc tenant e"W'1!"5in
iness uper..tion or me..handising prart;Pf'R " which resp",ulent detRnninl' are d trim..ntal to the shopping center

. Setion 31_,,(aK2.) ofth..lea. ..

(LO. :Y)
1 A hort tim.. later City StoTes ..a. asked tu appruve thl. entry of Sun RadiI! , another well- know" Wa. hin
n are"
diHcountcr. City StOTPS grant!'d itH approval by letter The Sun Radio lea."" contain"d an add('ndum in which Sun "RIed
to 0"" no discount advertising at TYHonH COTner , and to eliminate other di5Count 5ign5 throu!!hout the W3. hin n area

a5 the time came for replacement "f5och 5ign5 (i. D. 24)

* * *
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Tysons Corner submitted a form lease with an addendum to DaJmo. Subsequent

negotiations between Tysons Corner and Valma concerned the removal of the word
discount" from all Dalmo advertising. Respresentatives of Tysons Corner viewed Dalmo
below the quality of other stpres at Tysons Corner and stated that changes
in Datmo s advertising policy might render it acceptable to the three department stores.
Tysons Corner submitted to Dalmo an addendum containing such changes
(!Jainw

;. as som cwhat

Sales Co.
1970): affd

v.

Tyson.,;

429 F. 2d

Corna

Reyion,al Shopping Center

08 F. Supp.

988 ,

991 (D.

206 (D. C. Cir. 1970).

The " changes " to which the District Cour referred related primarily
to the use of

discount advertising by Dalmo. The point, as the
is not that City Stores (or the

administrative law judge recognized ,

other major tenants) actively intervened in these negotiations in an
effort to influence Dalmo s pricing policies. There is no evidence of
record to this effect , and the District Cour expressly found that it W"B
not unlikely that defendants in the injunctive action would be able to

prove that they had vetoed Oalmo for reasons unrelated to its pricing

policies. The relevant point is that the developer apparently felt
constrained to evaluate the pricing policies of a potential cntrant into
the Tysons Corner Ccnter with reference to whether or not they would

please the entrant' s major tenant competitors , who retained the
unfettered contractual right to veto the entrant if such pricing policies
did not please them.
Under these circumstances we believe the administrative law judge
was fully warranted in concluding that the approval rights obtained by

City Stores may have highly adverse

effects on competition , and

especially price competition , and were exercised

in
such a way as to
threaten if not achieve this effect. The administrative Jaw judge went
further to consider the economic setting: Tysons Comer Center is a
significant center of business , in which a restraint of tradc would affect
a signcant number of consumers (LO. pp. 40-41 (p. 994 , herein)).

Reviewing the underlying policy of thc antitrust laws ,

the judge

reasoned that the approval clauses come close to

accomplishing
indirectly what all agree could not be done directly: contractual control
by" pary over the pricing policies of its competitors (LD. pp. 41. 42 (pp.
994- 995 , herein)). The administrative law judge thus concluded that
complaint counsel had made out a
primn, facie
case under Section 5
demonstrating that the approval clauses constituted an unreasonable

restraint of trade. Because City Stores did not come forth with
evidence to demonstrate a business justification for the approval rights

contained in its lease ,

the law judge concluded that it had violated

Section 5.
On appeal , City Stores asserts by way of "justifcation " only its felt

necessity to request from the District Cour a lease identical to those
negotiated by May Company and Woodward. We believe these " chaste

,"

I I .:ur .: l.uru''H' ..I' l\rA lUl
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circumstances " of its lease acquisition , outlined hereinabove and in J.D.

, are of no relevance to the question of liability under Section 5.
City Stores knew, prior to requesting it , that the lease it sought from

41-

the District Court included the provisions in

question. It had the

opportunjty to request a lease without such provisions. " Indeed , in

ut lease terms prior to the District Cour' s final decree , City
Stores waived inclusion of at least one lease right it did not need in
ironing o

order to avoid a reciprocal liability. (LD. 18; Stip. 21) It could similarly

have waived inclusion of the approval rights. Its acquisition of the
challenged lease provisions was in no sense , therefore involuntar.
The fact that May Company and Woodward had previously included
the disputed provisions in their leases could not possibly justify City
Stores ' inclusion of the same provisions , if those provisions were
otherwise illegal.1O Nor do we see how approval of the.trial and
appellate courts , which gave no consideration of any sort to the
antitrust implications of the City Stores ' lease , can possibly immune
that agreement from Commission scrutiny.
We thus do not quarel with the administrative law judge s rationale

for fInding respondent' s approval rights to be ilegal , and adopt it as a
suitable basis for our own resolution of this controversy. We believe , in
addition , however , that the spirit of the antitrust laws and our mandate
under Section 5 of the Federal Trade
restraints of trade in their incipiency

Commssion Act to prevent

lFederal Trad

Cmnmi.,sion

Brow Shoe Co. 384 U. S, 316 , 322 (1966); Federal Trad Cmnmi" sion
Motion Picture Advertising Service Co. 34 U.S. 392 , 394- 395 (19S:
compel the further conclusion that agreements which create approval
rights as broad and unfettered as those involved in this case are illega
per se.

The existence of approval rights of the sort involved here creates the
imminent danger of impermssible , traditionally proscribed and

per se

illegal anticompetitive harm The approval rights obtained by City
Stores were essentially without limitation. They allowed it to exclude
competitors for whatever reason it wished , including the fact that it

feared competition and the prices competitors might charge. The use of
these approval clauses to foreclose price competition , either via the
concerted exclusion of a discounting competitor , or by conditioning

entry of a competitor upon adoption of certain pricing policies , would
" 1.0. 47-48. The law judge found that City Stores Wa." arlvis.rlh"rtly twror filing its action for spo,duc
pcnunna""c that the May Company and Wooward leases contained broad appruval rilihL . It Jxcame aware of the
I'r!'eise details of these lea. es wdl after the initiatiun of litigatiun . but befure the details uf relief were finally

dden"i"ed

. Anrl even the i"vuluntary acC(uisitiun of illegal cuntro"tual righL" ",mnot e""us esuhscquentvolUl1tary retentiunof
them. At no time did City Storl's eVl'r w"iv.. its rights of appruvaL (Ln.

'" The Commission , of course , did challeng.. the legality or the e1all"es neg"tiated hy May and Woodward , ,,!hich
City Slore copied. A to tho " parties the matter w"- ""ttled by c()n "nt . without an admission of wrongdoing

* *
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amount to an agreement to fix prices , long held to be illegal

per

under the antitrust laws , without regard to whatever justification
, might be raised on behalfof the . necessity to maintain certain price
levels at a shopping center.
United States
v. Socony- Vacuurn Oil Co.
310 U. S. 150 , 221- 23
SOl1JJ

(1940);

Co. 220 U. S,

373 (1911);

Division , Inc. 325 F. 2d

v.

Dr. Miles Mediwl Co,
Girardi

v.

John D. Park

Gates Rubber Co. Sales

196 (9th Cir. 1963).

And even should the lessee refrain from overt enforcement of the
approval clause in an anti competitive
furher danger ,
sense as well ,

fashion , there is always the

suggested by the record in this case , and by common

that the developer will feel compeiled to act with an eye

out for the tenant's undisputed ,

contractual authority. to veto an

unwanted competitor , excluding altogether or limiting the pricing
flexibility of a would- be entrant.
It seems to us , moreover , that random exclusion of potential entrants
by lessor and lessee , pursuant to exercise of a blanket right of approval

offends the policy of the antitrust laws which render group boycotts
per se, Kim s Inc. v. Broadway Hale Stores , Inc. 59 U. S. 207
(1959). Counsel for respondent and the administrative law judge
attempt to distinguish the
Klors
case on grounds that it involved an
ilegal

agreement between ten suppliers and a competitor of Klor's. Exclusion
pursuant to an approval clause would amount to a concerted refusal to
deal only on the part of one competitor (the tenant) and one supplier

(the lessor), Complaint counsel argue
determinative , and that the spirit of

that this difference is not
the boycott laws abhors the

concerted exclusionary activity by competitor and supplier that

wou1d

result from the veto of a tenant pursuant to an approval clause.
Cases enunciating the rule that joint refusals to deal are ilegal

have in fact generally involved two or more

perse
parties at the same

, Klors Inc. , supra; Fashion Orgi11tors ' Guild
FTC 312 U. S. 457 (1!J41);
v. General
United Stat",s
Motors Corp. :*3 U. S. 127 (1966)J It is by no means clear , however
that such cases have tured on the presence of more than one pary at
the same distributional level. As the Supreme Court summarized in
General Motors , supra:
(e.

distributional level

of America , Inc.

v.

The principle of these cases is that where husinessmen concert their actions in order to
deprive others of access to merchandise which the :atter wish to sell to the public , we
need not
inquire into
the economic motivation underlying their conduct. (Citations
omitted
Exclusion of traders from the market by means of combination or
I * * *
conspiracy is so inconsistent with the free- market principles embodied in the Sherman
Act that it is nol to be saved by reference to the need for preserving the collabordtors
profit margins

(at p. 146)

Exclusion of an entrant from a shopping center punmant to exercise
of blanket veto authority amounts to no more or less than joint activity

",,.

1 I .:"

, V'

h_.
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(on the part of tenant and lessor) to deprive the potential entrant of a
source of supply, This combination was an important focus of the
Cour' s concern in
Kim and we question whether the case would have
been decided differently had the allegation been that Broadway Hale
sjgned s'.parate , unrelated agreements with each of IGor s suppliers , or
for that ' matter , had IGor s been dependent on only one major supplier
which agreed with Broadway Hale to cut it off. Cf.
Girardi
v.
Gates
Rubber Co. Sales Division , Inc. , supra at page 200 , (citing IGor s in a
situation involving concerted action hy one supplier and one competitor
although the case turs on an allegation of price fixing),

City Stores suggests that agreements between a supplier and a
distributor cannot constitute boycotts because that is tantamount to
holding that exclusive dealing arangements are
ilegal , which
per se
they are not. Courts have routinely scrutinized exclusive dealng
agreements , unlike boycotts , for their economic effect.
While the line between the two is far from clear , it is apparent that
by its terms an approval clause is not an exclusive dealing agTeement
but merely a grant to the tenant to exclude at random those
competitors it may choose. '

I The fact that City Stores

might

under

appropriate circumstances , and with a showing of suitable economic

purose and insubstantial competitive harm be able to obtain rights of
exclusive occupancy from a lessor obviously does not give it all "lesser
included" privileges. The merchant with an exclusive distributorship
cannot lawfully agree to admit a second distributor on condition that
the new entrant charge the same prices ,

arguing that the right to

exclude everyone must include the right to admit some on condition,
The same is true , we believe , with respect to blanket approval powers.
There are , to be sure , concerns of existing tenants regarding the
continuing operation of a shopping center which we can imagine a
developer would quite properly take into account in evaluating
potential new entrants into the retailing community. Moreover, we
recognize , as did the admiilistrative law judge , that it may
appropriate for a tenant , contemplating a long term rental commitment
to insist that its concerns be accommodated by including a continuing
oblig'dtion upon the landlord to consider them in the tenant' s lease. But
the pricing policies and ability to offer competition of prospective
" Tlw District of Columbia Court of Appeals wa. facl'd w ith this dilemma inl'(lckam MoioT C(1TCo. v. W"/J,./,,r
243 F2d 418 (D_ C Cir. J, cat. denied 3.')
S. 822 (19S7)- 1n that c;'se an automobil" manufaduT""
majoT ,listribl1t".. requested all excJu5iv" dealing ag.."ement , tllP r.anting of ",hich had the effect of !'liminating
Webste..ao 3 distributor. Apparl'ntly in rlspom;" Loth!' cont"ntion that the joint !'xclusinn of "I comp!'titor"onstitut... a

MotOT CUT Co. ,

boycott the court noterl simply, "The fa"t that allY other dealers in the ";1m" pnl(h..d of the s"me manufactur,'r art
elimina.ter! does not m"ke a.n exclu.'ive dealership ilegal; it is the essential nature of th.. arrng,'ment. " (At p. 421). Th..

form of th.. "greemt'nt clearly mak"s a. 5ubstaT1tial diff..,."ce. The court recognized lha.t an "gn,,'ment to create an

exclusive dealership, though it unavoid"bly resulb in an exclusionary result ,

may non"thejess have redeeming

comp"!.;t;,,!' viriue5. The ""me recognition has not h"en aN' o.-ded tn "RTI'"",,,nts ..hid, have as thei main I'urp

effect the random exdusionnfpartieularcompetitors , pu,"uallt to r\oarti"u\at"d stand"rd

ant!

, "
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entrants are clearly not concerns to which the antitrust laws allow

concerted attention of tenant and developer to be paid. And similarly,

the law frowns upon the concerted exclusion of prospective entrants
pursuant to no standards save the unarticulated wishes of a competitor.

Thus while the administrative law judge sought "justification

evidence from respondent (but did not receive it), it seeID to us that
insofar as the approval clauses involved here do confer blanket power

to exclude competitors , and exercise control over their pricing, there is

no justification which could ,

under long established precedent , be

properly advanced for them.
Moreover , we believe , and

no reason has been presented to the

contrary, that leases can readily be written in such fashion. as to spell

out the specific and legitimate considerations which a tenant" may insist
that developers consider in admitting new entrants " , without creating
the massive potential for price- Iudng and anticompetitive exclusionar
activity inherent in agreements conferrng blanket approval rights.
For these reasons , because the agreement

itself creates the

imminent danger of impermssible , traditionally proscribed and

per se

ilegal anticompetitive harm , and because arguably legitimate business
objectives which may be served by the agreement can be achieved by
means of substantially less restrictive contractual arrangements , we
believe the agreement must be condeffed , and the contract reformed.

City Stores protests that it is being cited for the mere possession of
unexercised market power. There is a significant difference , however
between the contract at issue in this case and the unexercised power to

restrain trade inuring to a firm which has

gained a large market

through internal expansion, In the latter case (absentanticompetitive
motive or other unusual circumstance) the firm grows large in response

, demand for its product.
Corprate growth as the result of vigorous , lawful competition is the
essence of our free enterprise system , and merely because such growth
may incidentally confer power to injure competition cannot be a reason
to discourage or undo it , absent abuse or evidence of injury. This case

to business imperatives , in paricular

paragraph :31((:) of the City Stores ' lea. e i"dtHle an .."umeratiun ofSI"c ifk fa, to,.:
on the Shopping Center Sitc, ttw
fo!low ing objed;
, ;I/ter "Ii" shaH \)(' conside d * . * (a)h,n..ing financial\y sound Person(s) of goo reput.tiun as
Occupant(s) of the Shopping Center Site, (b) maint.aining a ba!an.."d and div('rsir,,,d K!uupinJ' ur ret.il stores . (c)
eSUlb!ishing and maintaining a proper mixture or reUli! stores and a div,'rsificd selection or merchandi",,, and (d)
avn;rling e cessivc anrl pen;isll"nt trarfic crlnge.otion in the Common Ar"a.
" Both the Commission "nd cuurts have on many occ3-,ions in the P'Lot recognizer! I. h.. nec' ssity to amend contracts
anrl agrements , though unenforced , with the potentia! or actualeffeet of r..straining UuilnJ
tr..de.
Sho.. M"d""..r.'
C"r!,- Y.
L',,;II'd :Sln/"" , 2,,s U. S. 4,,! , 4; ()922); lilii/nl Sin/e, v. llilen",r,,,w/ SnUCo, !; F. D. :Jtr , :\09 IS.
\!!4fi);Nnrlh('n" arifjrR"i/wuy('u.
//-S.. :\fXiU-S. , 11- !2(19'
" The ;u!miniRtrat;ve I,,"' judge . as l1t)ted hfffJre, did not find that City Store ' appro a! rigl'ls ",ere who l!y
u"e. €rdsed
, !lOr do "'e, but. for the PQrpOHeS of our alternativeholding we do a. sume "r'l,, l/lfl that they wet"'
" Indeed ,

(C) Landl"rd agrees thal in respect of thelectiul1 and !OCltion of Oecupant.

~~~ - -
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unilateral corporate response to
market forces , redounding to the benefit of consumers. Respondent can

to the contrar, does not involve a

show no justification for its actions in contracting for and retaining
rights as broad as those it acquired. Whatever legitimate purposes
might ha,ve been served by the approval clauses (and City Stores has
suggested none ,

insisting thfough01it these proceedings that it had

essentially no interest in them) could as readily have been accomplished
by less drastic means.
We think a better analogy than the corporation grown large is that of
the man who acquires a machine gun , argung that he intends to use it
only in self defense. While heavy armaments can doubtless be used for
this purpose , so can many less dangerous weapons , and laws properly
forbid the acquisition and possession of machine guns without waiting
for a calamity. We believe that Section 5 is no less capable of dealing
with the competitive machine gun of limitless approval rights , and that
the threat they pose to traditional antitrust values warrants respondent's confinement to a more modest arsenal.

Floor Space Limitations

Language in City Stores ' lease prescribed that May Company and
Woodward could not occupy more than 245 00 square feet of floor
space in the Tysons Corner Center. The Woodward and May Company

leases each contained similar clauses , limiting the size of the non- pary
major tenants to 245 000 square fcet (I. D. 36). The admimstrative law
judge further found that City Stores ' lease imposed space limitations

on many prospective satellite tenants ,

by conditiomng approval for

their admission on their observance of strict space restrictions (LD. 40).

Identical limitations were also imposed by the May Company and
Woodward leases.

We agree with the conclusion of the admimstrative law judge that

these agreements to limit the size of competitors violate Section 5 (LD.
p. 47 (p. 998 , herein)). It is almost self-evident , and the admistrative

law judge so found , that floor space is a crucial element in the ability of
a store to compete (LD. 6 , 87- 39). The inability to expand beyond a

certn size can effectively preclude a retaier from offering a

paricular product line or servces that would render it a more viable

competitor for consumers ' patronage. In demonstrating an agrement
with the developer to limit the size of competitors , we thus believe that
complaint counsel made out a

restrant of trade ,

prima facie

case of an uneasonable

activity with a clear tendency and capacity to limit

competition.

Respondent has suggested no justifcation for these limitations save
the statement that " There are physical limitations to a shopping center
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and there must be a size beyond which the m,\jor tenants should be
prohibited from expanding. "

(RB 52) While the overall

size of a

shopping center , in relation to available land and facilities , may be a
legitimate concern of a major shopping center tenant , cognizable in its
lease , we are hard put to see how limitations placed on paricular

competitors are the least restrictive or evcn a reasonably related way
to achieve that result.

City Stores indicated that it required a limitation on the t100r space

of May Company and Woodward because those companies had obtained

lease provisions limiting its available space, As was observed with
respect to approval clauses ,

restraints imposed by competitors cannot

justify the adopticn of the samc restraints by those who may be
victimized thereby. The Commission did challenge the restrictions on
size imposed by May Company and Woodward , and by

City Stores '

consent those companies agreed to eliminate them.
Respondent also suggests that by virue of leases executed prior to
its own , the May Company and Woodward had already limited each
others ' maximum size , as weU as that of other shopping center tenants
and , therefore , City Stores ' lease agreement could have no furher

tendency to restrain trade. It seems to us , however , that from the
moment City Stores first executed its lease , the restrictive provisions
therein had as great a capacity to restrain trade as those contained in

the leases of the other deparment stores. The existence of

both

the

City Stores '

barers to

lease and the Woodward lease stood as equally effective
the expansion of May Company (and vice vcrsa) and the

existence of all three major deparment store leases independently and
to identical effect limited the sizs of certain satellite tenants.

Finally, in its reply brief,

at pages 18-19

, City Stores argues that

order paragraph II I(B)(:3) proposed by the administmtive law judge

undermines his rationale for finding

liability, in that it

permts

respondent to incorporate in a lease a shopping center layout which
may designate the location , size , and height of all buildings (but not the
amount of floor space that any tenant may occupy). We see no

inconsistency in the law judge s conclusions and his order. Paragrph
III(B)(3) of the order merely makes clear that a shopping center layout
wil not constitute a limitation on floor space ,

which is prohibitcd by
Section II of the order. It is readily conceivable that , as a major tenant
City Stores woUld have a substantial interest in knowing the geneml
layout of a center into which it is contemplating entry in order to

ensure itself, for instance , that the center contains a minimum viable
mix of stores , and that access to its own store , visibility from the road
and the like , will not be impeded. The order of the administrdtive law
judge merely seeks to assure that a less restrictive means of satisfying
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potential1y important business interests wil1 not be deemed to run afou1

of the general prohibition on those restraints for which no justification
appears.
Commerce
Resppndent contends that the practices chalJenged by the complaint
were not " in commerce. " The administrative law judge found that they

were. We agree. That the chalJenged

convenants in this case were

embodied in a lease of realty interest , often considered to be local in
character, does not end the analysis. A two- hundred page agreement
signed by a multi- State corporation, governng all facets of the
operation of a major retail center designed to sell to the citizens of
three jurisdictions merchandise received from al1 pars of the country
is not exempted in its entirety from interstate commerce , or immunied

from antitrust scrutiny merely because it takes the form of a lease of

real
property. '"
The administrdtive law judge

based his conclusions that the

commerce on the variety of
acquisition and exercise of its
approval rights (I. D. pp. 2831 lpp. 98. 988 , herein)). We have no

challenged practices were in interstate

interstate aspects of City Stores '

quarrel with the law judge s analysis , which dealt both with the

agreement whereby City Stores obtained its approval rights , and with
the subsequent means by which those rights were implemented , which
included communications by mail across State lines. We wou1d simply
add that in Our view a consideration of both the

cirumstaces in which

the challenged agreement was executed , and a considerdtion of its
subject matter , lead to the conclusion that the agrement alone , or the
acquisition by City Stores of the challenged approval rights , occurred in
commerce.
The parties to the agreement were a corporation headquartered in

New York with operations throughout the country, (LD. 1 2) and a
developer headquarered in Marland (I. D. 8). City . Stores signed the
lease on behalf of its Lansburgh' s division, headquartered in Wash.
C. (LD. 3). The agreement was executed in Maryland (I. D. 50), and
applied to the conduct of business at a shopping center located in

Virginia (LD. 17), If these facts are not suffcient to establish that City
" Pr,.sumably th administrative law judge inc1uderi tl)( la Gut provision because an iel..nt;",,! provision wai
inch,ded in thl' cons,-nt orders sigT"d by Woodward and th,. May Company in this ",at.wr . \\ill' th,' ord,-,. may he

.'urplussag . in that what it permits is not fOThidd..n by the prohibition on floor area restr..inb , City Stores ha.' rIOt
arguedthat asamea"sofresolvingtheeonf1cl thcprovisionbedropped

,. To "ite a dear example, the !ea. es of maoy "atd!it" t""ant. "t Tyson" Con,,,r Center contained pro,';s;nns which
flTl'vent..d th..m from using discount advertising Or "ooptin!, a digeount pricing approach in th..ir business. We kn"'.' of
nO pr;JJcip!e of law which holds that beea,,"" a price- fixing "greement is inserted in a l"a. e of Teal property it therefore
Ciinnot be of int.er.tate , 'ha.. cteT. In this regant the "ovenanl of a lea"" must be anaIY"l.ed in the sam" mann"T as any
agreement. The fact that certain undertkings e'''laine.! in le:,ses of T"al property may be in commerce OT may affect
18t" and local law t.o th"""
('o","'e,.ce , for the purposes of antitrust j"risdietion , ne"d not alt"r the applicahihty of
portions of the lea e which do not restr in trade in cornmerc..
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acquisition of the chal1enged approval rights occurred in

interstate commer('e ,

we are hard put to discern in which paricular
state the transaction did occur; in New York, the corporate headquarters and center of control where the decision was presumably made to
seek . t!ie contract known to contain the challenged provisions; in
Maryland , where the lease was sigued; or in Virginia , the site of the
shopping center to which the lease applied?
Moreover , the agreement on its face applied to the conduct of
business at Tysons Corner Center , conferring upon City Stores

authority to determine who could or could not sell there (and limiting

the size of City Stores ' competitors). There is no question that the sale
of certain merchandise at Tysons Corner Center occurs in .interstate
commerce. The center is located in Virginia, on an intersta te beltway,

nine miles from the center of the Dist,ict of Columbia (l. D. 9).

Advertising occurs in media of interstate circulation and consumers
cross state boundaries from the District of Columbia and Maryland to
make purchases at the center. Merchandise is also shipped for home

delivery from the center to consumers in various states. Commission
jurisdiction over sales practices at the center would clearly attach (LD,
17). See
Safmvay Stores , l1u;, v. FTC 366 F. 2d 795- 8 (9th Cir. 1966),
ce'rt. denied a86 U. S. 9: 2 (1967);
Dahnke Watker Milling Co,
Bonurant 257 U. S. 282 (1921). It would be ,anomalous to hold that the

making of an agreement which is intended

to govern commercia1

activities clearly in commerce is not itself in commerce simply because
it occurs in a lease of

realty, Both the interstate aspects of the

contracting process whereby approval rights were obtained, and the
intended applicability of such rights to activities clearly in interstate
commerce , compel a conclusion that the agreement" was " in commerce. " 17
Order
As prescribed by !j3. 52(b)(5) of the Commission s Rules of Practice

respondent has submitted alternative order language to that proposed
by the administrative law judge , assuming,
nrguendo that the
Commission finds (as it has) a violation. We agree generally with the
approach fol1owed by the administrdtive law judge in fashioning his
order. The judge s order essential1y prohibits respondent's acquisition
" Adopti"n of n'SI'O!\I!ent's

theory would render it virtllaUy impossible for the CQ1tmission I." halt a conspiracy to
designs- The con pirdton; need meTely t:l ke caT(' to consurtmate their ag-""ement
with.it\ th.P b"unrlaril' of one t.t" , rdther than via ph.Onl' or mail. Althullgh ae!mitting that an aKTl'l' ''ent to fjx pri"e
i!pg:.1 ptT M , withullt reg'drd to actual ('frect. , re pQndent WOIl)e! pre u"'ably cunt.t\d thal no mattt,r from whence the
partie,; to the agreement h:od come , and no matter how many t.te lheir agreem('n, might entmnpiJ.$S , the " al,'Teem"nt
it;elf was not in commerce, While th,' term " in cr,mmerc,, " did have cer1..in l;mi ti"n , rN' Og'li'. l'd by Congr" whl'n it

fix prices , no malt..r how g,.ndiosc.

rc""ntly ..nlarged the scope of S"dion 5 . we cannot believe that it eVl'r contllincrl 8uch" 1..1'1'1' loophok , 1101' have courtR
lhought HO. in uphole!ing Commissiol1 onJ"r rlircct.ed at. prevention of agTCem"nl to r" train COmmeree, S"e , c.!!. S"fI
Pr""l"ra.. A,s d ,,/. /o,'d"rul Trude C"",,,i. ''';OIl 1:14 r2d a;,l
60 (7th Cir. 19.I:n-
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of broad approval rights , as well as its use of certain other types of
restrictive contractual provisions which could be used to

accomplish the

no- discounter
clauses; merchandise limitations , advertising restrictions , restrictions
(i.

same anticompetitive ends as the approval clauses

on C!tegori9s of stores). We beli ve the. provision

of Par II of the law

judge s order are suitably tailored to the violation , and are necessar to
prevent its recurence

in

the same or a different guse. I!!

At the same time , while insuring that restrictive leasing provisions

may not be used

to control prices and stifle competition , the

administrative law judge recogned that there well may be (though
respondent has not suggested what they are) varous legaly cognizable

interests of a shopping center tenant in the character of other center
tenants , interests which are quite permissibly embodied in a lease.

These interests cannot , of course , be accommodated by the blunderbuss
mechanism of the approval clause, They must be formulated precisely

and explicitly, so that exclusion of prospective tenants by the developer

occurs pursuant to well- defined

standars that are unlkely to

constitute a cover for price fixing and other price controlling activities.
In Section III of his order , the administrative law judge , therefore

indicated that respondent was not precluded from negotiating for a
lease with the developer that requied the lessor to select businesses
which are financially sound and of good reputation , nor from

negotiating a lease requiring that rea.,onable standards of appearance
signs , maintenance , and housekeeping be maintaied in the shopping
center.
Respondent also implies that if the Commssion will not adopt its
alternative prohibitory language in pargrdph II of the order , the
Commission should include in paragrdph III a provision also contained
in the consent orders negotiated with May Company and Woodward
allowing lea.,e clauses which requie the developer of a shopping center

to consider the objective of maintaining a balanced and diversifed
grouping of retail stores , merchandise , and services. We think that
inclusion of this clause in Section III of the order is appropriate. '"

administrative law judge expressed concern in his decision

term "balance "

The

that the

could be . used a.9 a subterfuge for eliminating
discounters who might well be deemed to upset the balance of a
shopping center. We do not
that this is a liely possibility. Par

thi

" We believe , moreover , de pite resJXndent s objections , that it i neces!'TY that the order apply to exclusionary
policies affecting all tenants . sate1!ite Or major. While the evidence relied uJXn by the administrotive law judge
concerned satellite tenanL , this w clearly incidental to the violation in this eas; City Stor..s ' approval clause g-..ve it
the authority to exclude and control the policies of lar!,,' a." wen as small entranL" into Tysons Corner Center

.. It should he noted . however , that Seetion III of the order is intenrJed to darify. r..ther than cr..ate exceptions to
the prohibitionscontaim"i in Sectiol1 Ii. It is not . thal is , intended
conslitute an e_,hauslive listing of lhe facwrs

,,;hieh City 3torl'5 may insist he eonsidered by a shopping eenter landlord in the management of the eenler , as a

eondition of City StOT!' ' signing a shopping center j"a."e- This procP('ling ha. not been concprned ,,'ith th""" matters
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of the order makes clear that pricing orientation of a paricular center
entrant is not a valid criterion of selection under any circumstances.

Moreover , the tenant who seeks to exclude an entrant puruant to a
balance " clause is in an entirely different posture from one with an
absolut e right of approval. In the latter case the tenant may disapprove
and the entrant must sue to pro e that exclusion was unlawful , if
indeed the case ever reaches that point (the developer may simply

exclude the entrant in anticipation of a veto). Where criteria for entry
are explicitly set forth in the lease , the final decision is solely in the
hands of the landlord; should the entrdnt be admitted the burden is
upon the tenant to demonstrate that the landlord did not consider the

requisite balance and diversifcation, a showing unlikely to be made or
even attempted if pricing policy is the main reason for objection to the

new competitor.
Respondent also suggests that the Commission should include a
proviso in its order similar to those in the May Company and

Woodward consent orders , specifying that it may negotiate a lease

clause which prevents the developer from leasing nearby mall space to
a tenant whose presence would create undue noise , litter, or odor. For
the same reasons indicated in the preceding pargrph we believe
inclusion of this provision is proper.
As modifed , we believe that the order herein entered adequately

addresses the violation in this ca.'e. It prohibits the use of overbroad
anticompetitive lease clauses , while makng clear that respondent

remains free to bargain with its lessor for lease language which
accommodates legitimate interests it may have in the continuing
operation of a shopping center.
An appropriate order is appended.

FINAL ORDER
This matter having been heard by the Commssion upon the appeal of
respondent' s counsel from the initial decision, and upon briefs and ordl
argument in support thereof and opposition thereto , and the Commission for the reasons stated in the accompanying Opinion, havig denied

the appeal:
It is ordered That the initial decision of the admistrative law judge
pages 1- , (pp. 970- 1(01), herein be , and it hereby is , adopted as the
Findigs of Fact and Conclusions of Law of the Commission , with the
exclusion of page 38 r p. 993 , herein) and all of footnote 42 , (p. 993

hereinJ, and except insofar a., certn

comments on pages 49- 50 (pp.

999-1000 herein) are inconsistent with the conclusions on
(pp. 10 16 - 1

017 ,

herein J of the accompanyig Opinon.

pages 19-

~~~
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Other Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law of the Commission
are contained in the accompanying Opinion.
It

is

further ordered

That the following order be entered:
ORDER

For purposes of this order the following definitions shall apply:
A. The term " respondent"

operating divisions ,

refers to City Stores Company, its

its subsidiares , and their respective officers

agents , representatives , employees , successors or assignees.
B. The term " shopping center"

refers to a group of retail outlets in
developed and managed as a

the United States of America planned ,

unit and containing (1) a total floor area designed for retail occupancy
of 200 000 square feet or more , of which at least 50 00 square feet is
for occupancy by tenants other than respondent; (2) at least two
tenants other than respondent; (3) at least one major tenant; and (4) onsite parking.
C. The term " tenant" refers to any occupant or potential occupant

of retail space in a shopping center which occupancy is for sale of
merchandise or services to the public , whether said occupant leases or

owns said space , but the term does not refer to an occupant of space
within the store occupied by respondent , which occupant operates a
department for respondent puruant to a license from respondent.
D. The term " major tenant" refers to a tenant providing prima

drawing power in a shopping center. A tenant which occupies at least
00 square feet of floor area wil be deemed to provide primary
drawing power.

It is ordered

That respondent ,

in its capacity as a tenant in a

cease and desist from obtainig, makng, caing out
or enforcing, directly or indirectly, any agreement or provision of any
agreement , whether applicable to the shopping center or to any
shopping center ,

expansion thereof,

which:

1. grnts respondent the

right to approve or disapprove the entry

into a shopping center of any other tenant;
2. prohibits the admission into a shopping center of any particular

tenant or class of tenants , including, for purposes of illustration:
(a) other deparment stores
(b) junior deparment stores
(c) discount stores , or
(d) catalogue stores;
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3. limits the types or brands of merchandise or servces which any

other tenant in a shopping center may offer for sale;
4. specifes that any other tenant in a shopping center shall or shall
not sell its merchanidse or servces at any paricular price or within any
range of prices;
5. grants respondent the right to approve or disapprove the location
in a shopping center of any other tenant;
6. specifies

or prohibits any type of advertising by any other tenant

or grants respondent the right to approve or disapprove any

advertising by any other tenant;
7. grants respondent the right to approve or disapprove the amount
of floor space that any other tenant may occupy in a shppping center.

A.

It

is

further ordered

That this order shall

respondent from including a provision in a

not prohibit

reciprocal easement

agreement or leaBe with respect to a shopping center which provision

identifies in designated buildings respondent and those other major
tenants which contemporaneously enter into such reciproc easement

agreement or lease with respect to such shopping center.
B.

It

is

fUrther ordered

That this order shall not prohibit

respondent from negotiating to include,

including,

carng out or

enforcing an agreement or provision in any agreement which:
1. requires that with respect to the selection of other tenants in the

shopping center, the developer shall select businesses which are
financially sound and of good reputatiolL
2, requires that reasonable standards of appearance , signs , maintenance , and housekeeping be maitaned in a shopping center;
3. establishes a layout of a shopping center which layout may (a)

designate respondent' s store , (b) set forth the loction, siz and height

of all buildings , but not the amount of floor space that any other tenant
may occupy in the

shopping center , and

roadways , utilities , entrances , exits ,
and other areas;

(c)

locate parking areas

walays , mals, landscaped areas

4. prohibits occupancy of space in a shopping center

proximate to respondent by

typs of tenants

imediately

that create undue noise

litter or odor; or
5. requires that in respect of the

selection of other tenants in the

objective of maintaning a
balanced and diversifed grouping of retal stores , merchandise , and
shopping center by the developer the

servces shall be considered.

nUI\I',Ul'1 IJUn.!'.
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It

!v.:!

is

furthEr ordered That respondent shall:

* A. within thiry (30) days after this order becomes final ,

distribute

a copy of this order to each of its operdting divisions;

* B. within thiry (30) days after this order becomes final , notify each
developer of shopping centers , in which respondent is a tenant , of this
order by providing each such developer with a copy thereof by
registered certifed mail;

* C, within sixty (1;0) days after this order becomes final , fie with the
maner and form in which it bas
complied and is complying with each and every specific provision of this
order; and
Commission a report showing the

D. notify the Commission at lea.,t thirty (30) days prior to any

proposed change in the corporate respondent such as dissolution
assignment or sale resulting in the emergence cof a successor

corporation , the creation or dissolution of subsidiares , or any other
change in the corpration which may affect compliance obligations
arising out of this order

IN '!IE MATIR
HORIZON CORPORATION
Docket 9017. Orr,

.June 10 , 197.

General counsel ordered to take action to notify the Arizona

District Court in

accordance with Commission s determination contained in its order.

Appeamnces

Eugene Kaplan, Alan N, Schlaifer

For the Commission:

and

Morgan

D. Hodgson.
Basil Mezines , Stein ,

For the respondent:

Samnel Pruitt, Jr. and
Crutche Los Angeles , Calf.

Wash. , D, C. and
Dunn

Mezines

Mitchell

J. Michal Brennan , Gibson

ORDER DIRECTING GENERAL COUNSEL TO TAK,;
ApPROPRIATE ACTON IN .JuDICIA PROCEEDING

By motion filed May 12 , 1975 , complaint counsel requested that the
amicus

General Counsel of the Commission be directed to appear as

Commission ordpr or .July

29, 1975.

con-ectl' the s\.tement of

suhstitutinJ! the word

this OrdO'r becomes final " for thO' words "

subparaKTaphs IV A_, H

andC.

compliance deadline

in the fina! order hy

rvice of this Or-rler upon re ponrlenL " in each of

